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Satices

CHINESE

iJNITS

OF MEASURES

1 liung (tael) = 2.5 ounces = 50 grams
1 jin (catty) = 1.102 pounds = 0.5 kilograms
1 gun&

= 2.204 pounds = 1 kilogram

1 dim (picul) = 110 pounds = 50 kilograms
I nwu = 0.1647 acr?s = 0.066 hectares
1 li = l/3 of a mile = 1.728 kilometres
1 gungli = 1 kilometres
1 yuw = US30.42
The Chinese are phasing out the jin and the li units and
are makinggwzgjh andgungli (metric units) standard.
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PREFACE

This report is the fust in a series of three studies
into various aspecrs of Chinese agriculture.

With patience and understanding the Government
sought to meet the varied requests that a multi-disciplinary group of this kind bring7 forth. Three fx!!.time
htter,xeters were assigned to this tol‘7. Mr. Kung Ghan.
tung, Vice-Director of the Bureau of Land Rewamation
and State Farms at the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, accompanied the Mission on its travels.

The studies were conducted by Missions organized
by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations.
These Missions were drawn up in response to an
invitation to the Organization extended by the Pwple’s
Republic of China at the Twelfth FAG Regional Conference in Tokyo in 1974.

In the course of this trip, the Mission visited twelve
COIIUIUUI~S
and twenty-two different sites related to its
area of study.

The fust Mission, composed of nine officers. visited
China from 9 September to 5 October 1975. The Mission
and the
studied Chinese approaches to agriculture
Chiwse p aple‘s communes as an example of integrated
rural development.

Chinese officials arranged the programme in such
a way that Mission contacts wou!d be on as wide a s?ectrua as possible. Thw, members had the opporhudty to
meet with people in various settings: in farm homes, in
fields, on threshing floors, and in commune offices,
schools, research institutions, trains, etc.

The econd Mission visited China from 21 April to
12 May 1976. This Mission analyzed the Chinese ex.
peience in aquaculture.

The timing of the trip enabled the Mission to view
crops still in the fields. Members were also in Chila when
it marked its National Day on 1 October. This enabled
the Mission to observe the colourful ceremonies in the
Great Hall of the People and elsewhere.

The third Mission focused its attentiox on forestry.
This Mission entered China on 8 September 1976 and
remained for four weeks.

There are many problems ln reporting on China.
The country is vast and the population huge. The variety
of China’s ethnic groups, and cultures, and its long history
make it impossible to wri’:e defmitive reports.

Prior to entering CXna, the first Mission define,1
its objectives:
1. To study Chinese approaches to agricultural
and rurzl development in depth;
2. To analyze the commune experience
example of integrated rural development;

But it can be said that the Mission did criss-croa
the more importrt
agricultural areas, perhaps with the
major exceptions of the northeast and west/sw:thwest.
It ls therefore fair to say rhat the Mission did get a rather
good glimpse of Chinese agriculture. And while production levels and other variables may differ from region
to region, the Mission feels its observations on policies,
approaches and practices appear to hold throughout.

as an

3. To try to determine in what ways the Chinese
development experience - or some aspects
cf it - is repliable.
The Minion entered China via the traditional
Hong Kong-Guangzhou (Canton)* rail link, and then
flew to Beijing (Peking). It left China through the same
route.

There is no doubt the Mission was shown some
showcase models: Tihe Red Flag Canal, Cbiliying, Da&i
(Tachai) and probably the Ho Lei People’s Commune
in the Shanghai area. There is a very real - and understandable - pride on the put of the Chinese in the
accomplishments of these bxtitutions.

Upon arrival of the Miss& in Beijing (p&ing),
Mr. Ii Yung-kai, Director of the Bureau of Foreign
Affairs at the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry,
arranged for extensive briefmgs. The views and su@estions of the Mission regarding the itinerary were solicited
and adopted.

Butt the Mission also studied common.% that were
obviously “nmaf.the-mill”.
Some were just struggling
to raise production to acceptable levels; others were not
too successful.
Thus, a
in any ease, it
to be visited
transport links
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basis for comparison was avaflable. And
was obvious, too, that the linevp of places
was dictated, in part, by availability of
and time constraints.

Eve” more important, perhaps, was the fact that
members undertook this Mission with a spirit of openminded enquiry. They entered China as students, “a
teachers. The Mission went to learn, not to advise.

The Chinese themselves insist that their country is
stiC developing; that they have still much to accompiish;
that each nation must plan and implement its develop
ment in accordance with its own specific conditions.

It is also this attitude that will indicate why this
is noi jusi an&her report on China’s communes. This
report has a “bias”.

This report, therefore, responds to this search and
offers a service by am!yti”g a sharply-defined sector of
the Chinese experience. It does not attempt prescriptions.
That is not the tak of this Mission.

This “bias” - perhaps the mom proper word is
fccus - b-~ _ to extract fmm the Chinese experience
what element: and lessons are most likely to be useful
and relevant for other developing countries. Technical
cooperation between dewloping countries (TCDC) is
only one aspect that the international conummity has
come recently to adopt, within a much broader common
yearning to learn from each other.

For the Mission, this assignment was a challenging
and deeply educational experience.
Members wish to place on record their special
appreciation to: Vice-Minister Yang Ii-kung, Mr. Li
Yung-kai, Mr. Kung Ghan-tung, Mr. Ma Ling, Mr. Chang
Shihchau, Mr. Hsu Kuochang, all of the Ministry of
Agriculture a”d Forestry, as well as to the Mission’s
three patient interpreters - Mrs. Hsu Chinghwa, Mr.
Chu Yu4ung and Mrs. Chu Cheng.hsuan.

This was not the” a” acadetic quest.

A word of thanks
of the FAO Regional
report with a minimum
too often bedevilsofticial

Many developing countries are desperately searching
for techniques, strategies and approaches to solve seemingly intractable development problems: food security;
greater
agricultural
productivity;
better nutrition;
effect& use of manpower, etc. All want a better life for
their people.

also goes to Mr. Juan L. Mercado
Office who helped to edit this
of the unfortunate jargon that
reporrs.

Mission members are aware of a “umber of reptitions in the text of this report. These occur because
Chinese institutions or accompiislunents were analyzed
from different viewpoints and by members representing
different disciplines

It is against thir setting that China’s development
experience has bee” opened to study.
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LEAVING

Oi:j<

~?YFYTAL LUGGAGE

Dr. D.L. t’i;:o/i.

M&ion

Leader

bags, ettacne cases, etc. On the other hand, INI guides
trawlled light. They carried small bags with a few
eszentiels.

~Xna’s de&opment experience today colrmands
a growing interest among people seeki”g arID”-xs to
elusive development issues. At the e”d of thi Xi&n
members felt that this heighteried interest is fully
justified.

This contrast suggested that in viewing China,
-we should leave at the doorstep the mental !uggege of
ow outsideworld liw. We must not impose our own
criteria, judgements and prejudices shaped by our past,
our education end value systems. We owe it to ourselves
to try to see China as the Chinese see it.

Chioa is a country that is coping - with : xrnarkable degree of success - with development issues that
fester in other countries.
Chioa elw, offers. an unprecedented so&l experiment that sweeps in a fidl querter of the humen race.
Give” the twendeth century demographic transi: ion, the
size is unique in history.

The members of this Mission consciously tried to
adopt z +it
of openlninded enquiry. We entered China
as stclents, ‘lot as teachers. And certainly, we dld not go
to advise but to learn.

This is a nation that, within ?he shod span of 27
years, has succeeded io banish&g siervetio”. h is now
providing food, clothing, shelter and reasonable security
for over 800 million people. It has mobiLed the wodd’s
iargest @cultural
labour force, reversed the flood of
people into cities e”d kept people on the land.

China today is underdeveloped but tibrant, flexible
end expe&ental.
It has the flwmur of the American
frontier of about a century ego.
Others, too, note this
observers have spoke” of this
the ground for the new shoots
this has stirred a heightened
development experience.

‘Yeei”g with your own eyes” is better than asking
z thousand questions. A”d the Mission’s visit underscored the truth of this old saying.
We did see part of china with our own eyes. And
Mission members asked more the” a thousand questions.

vibreno?. In fact, some
atmosphere of %earinp
to sprout” in china. And
interest in the Chinese

This is one side of the coin.
There is another side, namely: the coltapse of the
once-widespread end facile assumption that the Chinese
eltperlence was either negligible or irrelevant. The achievements and the problems that OUTMission observed have
helped lay some of ther: essumptions to rest.

Chinese official also arranged our pmgremme in
scch a way that we met scores of pople - all the way
from senior ministry officials to members of production
teams at the village level.
We;saw, too, scores of mmmu”es. They ranged
from the very successful to those j‘xt bere!y making
headway.

But perhaps what has done most to jolt the earlier
unquestioning dismissal of china’s experience has been
the demonstration
of concern for the hmnan being.

Still, one must be mindful of the immensity of
this country, the diversity of its people, its long imcient
history and the magnitude of its problems.
Them is a” observation that may high@
difficulty of reporting Cl” China.

BEHINC

We may disagree on what the Chinese vision of
men is. But there is no doubt that today the basic needs
of the Chinese people are, to a large measure, being met.
In the Chinese view, ma” is regarded as the end for all
development measures, not merely the means.

the

As we travelled from tileges to towns and provinces, to Lk3ji”g (P&in& end the” out again, one fact
struck me. The members of our FAO teem were loaded
with the huge, unwieldly luggage of the modernday
tr&ler.
We wrestled with suitcases, satchels, airline

ChaIrman Mao once said: “Of ell things in the
world, people are the most precious”.
This concept comes through very clearly i” China’s
approach towards the small fanner.
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t,fmy co,,ntries of Ada today are either starting
or revising existing pmgrammes to reach this sector of
their sotieties. the people, who a~ clustered in this
sector, a extxtremelypoor. They are barred.from effectiw
participation in national life.
The masses is t3ina are former landless agricultural workers, tenants or small fanners. China has chose”,
howewr, to devote almost the entire national effort the total war for agricultural pmd*octio” and agtist
backwardness referred to in this report - to helping this
swto*.
All political and technical workers are constaatly
reminded to “Learn from the Masses” in order to “Serve
the People”. A fondamental principle for SUCCBS,the
Ch&se are told, is to Wave Faith in the Masses”. The
Chinsse stati from the lowest c~“uno” denotitior:
the small fanner. It is small farmers who are now in
charge of the ove~wh&“i”g portion of China’s develop
mot effort.
This represents a fundamental difference in develop.
mot policy. It rest3 on the view that a society can move
forward only to the extent that the poorat citizens can
improve their lot. It rests on people.
We roust grasp the meaning of the &itaria”
and
antielftbt society that the Chinese are trying to buiid.
I” this way, we ca” appreciate better the ratiotale behind
many of the approaches they haw designed.
This thrust is also refIected
mention two: the status of
attempts to reduce gaps between
gownment and people, between
worker, between city sod farm.

in other sectors. Let me
women and persistent
vdrious sectors such a8
the intell&ual and the

Yet, for more than 3 000 years, wo”?en were
n&g
mom than chattels in China. And wasn’t it just
yesterday when a Cm,;titution was adopted that guaranteed their rights and equality with me”? The Marriage
!..a~ that did away with so inany abuses was only adopted
in 1950.
China constantly whittles away at any gap between
cadres and people by a party philosophy of hard work,
plain living and sharing in manual labour. This is to
encourage supervision and criticism by people at the
lowest lelR1 - sonlethblg abnost out of Jefferson, one
would think.
The Mission is aware t%at some people cltim that
what is emerging in China today is a development blwprint. It is significant that the Chinese themselves are
the first to deny this.
Nor is it a development precedent, as some think.
It has been rightly said that precedents merely embalm
the mistakes of the past. The Chinese dwlsion to drop
their unquestioning acceptance of foreign development
precedents io the ftities underscores this point.
The Misdon’s view is that we are observing a very
talented people rediscovering themselves. This rediscovery
is being carried out, among other ways, in innovative
attempts at so&l organization and in blazing new paths
for their development.
The paths am based on a very clear-beaded appreciation of their own history, their own resources and needs
as well as the constraints that face them.

we take for gatlted that Chinese women today
are free from cmwbii,
from the threat of being killed
at &ikUhih M traded off to bawdy houses.

They provide useful referenoe poi”ts for us, as we
try to seek the answers that have ehded us for so long.
In conclusion, the Mission feels that the Chinese
de=lopment experience also offers a rr&age: it seems
to say - at least to the Mission - that if people can
achieve so much despite tremendous odcls, the” perhaps
mankind’s prospects for the future may not be all that
bleak. Given a vision. hard work, and self-reliance, mankind can still climb out of the cesspool of poverty.

Alsn, we assume that it Is the “0m”ll state of
affairs that the great “Bajority of women i” Chi”a have
a job; that there Is scarcely any field of work from which
they are bamd; or that women who work in state entnpriser are guaranteed ape&o”.

If the Chinese experience helps to dissipate some
of the pestism
that has ptialyzed fzx too many people
today, it till have made another worthwhile contribution
to our world. After all, it is the only world we have. And
we share it with the Chinese people.

CHAPTER
BACKGROUND

TO CHINESE

AGRICULTURAL

These are: the ratio between arab!e land and population; the rainfall pz!tems; and the incidence of siltage
caused by the large rivers, ezpecially the Yellow River
or Huang He and its tributaries.
Land Ratio

These disasters partl)~ explain the “ear obsessional
streak in the Chinese psychology with regard to grain
reserves and flood control.

China’s population is estimated at ‘iwrly
800
loiUion”l. Since there are some 130 million ha of amble
land, the owall land,$erson ratio therefore comes to
only about 0.15 ha. This compares with 0.27 hain India,
0.10 ha in I”donesia, 0.04 ha in Japan, and about 1 .O ha
in the USSR and the U.S. China has about 60% of the
U.S. crop land or half the Soviet Union’s arable land.
Yet, China must feed more than 3% ti”w the population
of either the ‘J.S. or U.S.S.R

siltage
The problem of flooding is compounded by heavy
:iver siltage. The Hung He and its tributaries have the
worst river siltage concentration per cubic ft (283 cm’)
i? the world: 2.26 lb (1 kg) compared with 0.66 lb in
the Colorado and 0.065 lb in the Nile. About 90 per cent
of this comes from the lower regions of Shanti (Shansi)
aud Shaanxi (Shensi). This is 27 times greater than the
world average. It gives some gauge of the degree of soil
erosion.4

The implication of this on agricultural development
approaches is evident : if C.hina is to a-lid heay dependence on imported food s1,2pIies, the output pet unit of
land will have to be increased sharply. This will call for
multiple cropping, more and better farm inputs, zpprg.
priate mechanization of farm operations, etc.

China’s traditional solution to keep out siltJoaded
flood waters was to build mile upon mile of dikes along
river banks. This compuunded the problem: the higher
the dikes rose, the more silt piled up on the river beds
to the detriment of navigation and flood control.

Water also etches its own unique mark on develop7.x It strategies.

Capsule Background

A” aralysis of China’s rainfall pattems shows that,
exept in the south 70.85 per cent of the rain (average
6CG1 000 mm) is concentrated within four months:
Jute to Seprember.

The heavy emphasis on agriculture in China today
has historic roots.,lt also reflects the rural basis of the
Chinese communist revolution. A brief background may
therefore help In u”derstandi”g how Chb~se agri&uraI
policies have changed over the years.

Moreover, in China, a northerly or northeast cold
air curreni must blow to lift the southeast monsoon to
sufficien: heights for if to yield its moisture. I” other
monsoon areas, contact with mowrains provides the
required cooling. Under such conditions, them is .:-s
variable - the monmon L? - and one constant - the
mOuntahs. In China, rain aepmds on the fickle coin.
CideOce of two variably: the meeting of warm and cool
air currents. Hence, there is often too mzh or too little
rain in many palrs of the counf~y.~
helps in understanding

DEVELQPMENT

incidence of flood and drought (sometimes both simultaneously i” ditferent areas), and the consequent crop
failures and famines in Chinese history. According to the
Chinese, there were 1 621 floods and 1 392 droughts in
2 117 years (till 1911). This means a” average of more
than one calamity a ~ear.~ Simi!ar figures were given to
the Mission at the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
briefing in Beijing (Peking).

The three main features of China’s physical environme”t condition Chinese approaches :r, agricultural development.

This

1

Feudalism in China dates back to the later Shang
and Chou dynasties (1300 B.C. to 220 B.C.). Feudal lords
and the lesser-nobility thm parcelled out their land
holdings equally among their te:;:\“ts. ‘Ii& xas known
as the Ching-Tien s;-.;em. Title to the land remained
with the feudal lord. Tenants worked their alloted lands
winin
an oppressive network of i:udal rights and
obligalions.
By 200 B.C. the Chou dynasty had collapsed.
Persona’ landownership had largely replaced the old

the extraordinary

1

feudal syliem. The era of oppressive landlords, maodarins
ad oppressed peasantry, however, continued. Calls for
reform were ignored. Little basic change occurred for
2 000 yean mtiI the crxmn”nist takeover in 1949.
Throw&out thJs period, a tra@c cycle repeated
itself again and a&:
peasant oppression, followed by
agrarian crisis and natural calamities climaxed by peawant
revolts, trailed by abortive attempts at reform. The
nineteenth centmy added to this what was probably
among the worst examples of foreign exploitation: the
two Opimn Wan uld extra-territorial concessions to
foreign powers.
A major feature of this period was the Taiping
Rebellion. The brief regime that followed the rebellion
in Central Chi”a from 1851.:864, led by Hung Hsiush’mn, owed much to the West and to Christian influence.
The Taiping policies included: radical land reform,collectivization of property, equal rights for women, language
reform and the promotion of simple and more austere
life styles. In a very real se~~se,the policies anticipated
those of the communist revolution enacted’exactly one
century later.
It is significant that the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) acknowledged the significance of the Taiping
movement and took care to malyze its lessons - notably
the lesson that the core of a movement for radical “ational change had essentially to be the poor rural
pKSb3*try.
h 1911, the last Manchu Dynasty wasoverthrown.
The Chioese Republic we
into being with S””
y&w
s Resident. The Kuomintang OI Nationalist
Party was reorganiled from the old “league of Common
Alliance”, with the help of Soriet advisers.
Another landnmrk in the pm-history of the corn.
munist revolution was the May 4th Movement in 1919.
This was a national outburrt against the diehard coloniahm that the chines
felt was reflected in the Peace
Treaty of Versailles. chairman Mao was impressed by
the Mowmeat’s explanation of the connection between
feudalism and imperialism. He referred to the May 4th
Movement &z “c:dtmaI ReI0l”tiO” that was ““compromising in its op+xition to feudal culture - them had
never bee” such a great and thoroughgoing wItural
revolution since the dawn of Chinese history”.
In 1921, the CCP was fmmde~ es a separate entity.
The Modem Period
Between 1921 acid 1927 the CCP initidlly followed
the Soviet model. In this far phase, it began with urban
workers. But after npeated failures, the Patty shifted to
the countryside in Jii
(Kiag~) and Fujia” (Fukie”).

There, it set up rural bases. Chairman Mao became a
member of a communist group in Chengsha in October
1920.
The second phase conr. 7 decade: 1927.37. Work
in the rural base areas intensified. But there was little
p:ogress. Thus, 1927 saw Chairman !Aao conduct his
survey and report on the peasant movement in Hunan a landmark both in Chairman Mao’s ideological devehp
ment and in that of the Party. This phase followed the
first split betweer, the Kuomii:tang end the Party.
By 1934, Kuondntang attacks ejected the communists from their southern bases. Chairman Mao end
the communists began the Long March of 6000 miles
to the north-west province of Shaand (Shmsi) and ret
up headquarters in Yan’an (Yenan). Cheirman Mao’s
predominance was not yet established. He was more
concerned with how to win over the many and lead the
country into the transitional stage of a “‘new democracy”.
Similarly, his land policy was: strike at the landlords
but enlist, on the Party’s side, the rich peasants and
intemxdiate claws. Thus, the tat land law of February
i930was wry mild.
A more severe land law of the Chinese North-West
Soviet Government came into force. In 1935 it provided
for confiscation of all rich peasants’ land not cultivated
by owners themselves. This-law was suspended in 1937,
when the Second United Front was formed with the
I<uomintang to repel the Japanese Army.
Given the joint Kuomintang-CCP front, land policy
during the third phase 1937 to 1945, was considerably
diluted. It sought to win over the landlords. The “principal contradiction” was found, not between landlord
and peasant, but between the Chinese masses end the
.‘apanese militaty forces. Party policy was toned down to
a campaign for modest rent reduction from 50% to 372%
and fair interest rates pegged at 15% per annum.
The fourth phase covered the period after victory
ow the Japanese in 1945 until 1949.’ A more radical
Party policy emerged as outlined in the Directive of
4 May 1946. The Party resumed co”fBcation and distribution of lend. Civil war empted. Chaim~an Mao again
became concerned with retaining as much rural support
as posslhle. Party cadres were instructed to be selective
in dealing with the land problem: they were to be lenient
with rich peaswts, small and middle landlords, and to
unite fmly with poor and middle peasants.
This policy shift was repeated in May 1948. On the
eve of assuming total control of China, the Party moved
back to a more pragmatic moderate policy, especially
* The tii
phpr.

break with the Kuomletang occumd dwiw tbb

decisive swing away from the Soviet model. Thir period
saw in:ensive self-criticism, launching of the people’s
communes, decentralization of light and heavy industry
es symbolized by backyard furnaces. small fertilizer
factories, and the emphasis on “redness” rather then
“expertness”.
Chinese-Russian relations deteriorated.
Soviet aid and advice were withdrawn.

in areas it controlled. The objective was to protect agricultural production from the disruptive effects of too
radical and premature a lend programme.
On the threshold of setting up the People’s Republic of China in 1949, Chairman Mao believed that individual peasant egricuitum would first have to be gradually
transformed to cooperative agriculture.

The Chinese attributed the great difficulties of this
period to three main reasons: extremely unfwourable
weather; sabotage by Soviet technicians and advisers
through contracts defaulted on or projects abandoned
in mid-stream; end the confusion caused by the revisionist policies advocated by Liu Shaochi.

The Post-1949 Record
The years between !Y50 and 1958 saw China
adopt a Soviet economic strategy and Soviet institutional
forms. Russian also became the fust foreign language
of the counuy. The new government permitted Russian.~
to help draft its First Five-Year Plan (1953.57).
The plan built on Rusieo
policies celled for:

Between 1959 and 1961 China concluded that the
changes decreed were too drastic and inadequately
thought out. This phase therefore saw a retreat from the
excesses of the Great Leap Forward. Successively bad
agricultural seasons accelerated this retreat. Output
dropped. Confusion and peasaot unrest grew.

experience. Its basic

I. Agriculture to serve industry;
2. First priority to go to heavy industry;
3. Economic power to flow from Beijing (Peking)
ministries at the top to the factory manager at
the bottom;

Second Thought
The leadership tried between 1961 and 1965 to
reestablish the main features of the Soviet model. It
reversed or modified much of the Great Leap Forward
initiatives. Material incentives wert r+introduced and
private markets encouraged.

4. Materiel rewards to be used to stimulate individual activity.

:

In Chim’s agrarian setting,
these policies soon
encountered obstacles. Agricultural growth slowed down.
So did light industry, which depended on agriculture for
raw materiels. The new industry introduced infra-structural advantages to already well-industrialized areas in
Manchuria and to Shanghai, Tianjin (Tientsin), end
Nanjing @&king) on the east cost. Regional disparities
in industrialization were exacerbated.
Criticism~mounted against assumptions of the plan.
The Chinese increasingly felt they should have started
with their own revolutionary experience of nearly two
decades in the mrai areas.

Expertness tended to take over from redness; but
this was onlyoneaspect of the basic end crucial conflict
between the revolutionary line of Chairman Mao ar.d
the revisionist line of Liu Shaochi. Would not the latter
lead to a revival of capitalism? Which road should China
take?
Because of this contlic?, reversal was limited.
Certain features of the Great leap Forward continued,
especially the priority accorded to agricultural develop
ment. However, this was now conceived in more technoloaical terms.
Chairman Mao’s policy, on the other hand, became
more assured, viz. “Politics in Command”; elaboration
of the “Mass tine”; geater people’s participation and
mobilization; the “Party Rectification Campaign”; “Lam
from Tachai”, etc.

Chairman Mao articulated this growing criticism
in two major policy pronouncements: “On the Ten Great
Relationships” (April 1956) and “On the Correct Handling of Contradications among the People” (February
1957). His theme was: re-examine adoption of Soviet
development approaches in the light of different Chinese
conditions and greater relience on the Party’s own considerable experience in the difficult years between 1921
and 1949.

The masses found that the cooperatives were
inadequate. They did not even have the capability to dig
canals. So communes were created by the merger on the
average of ten advanced producers’ cooperatives, but with
a qualitatively novel statute from the beginning. One
village adopted the name “people’s commune”. Chairman
Mao then popularized the people’s “cooperatives as
people’s communes throughout the country and u~m
communes were organized. Mao formulated the general

New Thrust
The Gmat Leq Forward was the result.
Between 1958 eni 19M) theoretical foundations
were worked out for radical new policies involving a
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line, “Build socialism bigger, faster. better
more economic results”.

and with

top level) in every production end service unit, from
steel plants, to embroidery and fertilizer factories.

The enthusiasm of the cnoperatiws t? organize
vast mowments to establish socialism came from the
peasants themselves.
Deliirate

Constitutiod

SalIction

At the time of Chairman Mao’s death on 9 Sep.
tember 1976, the turmoil over priority of agriculture
and related policies had eased. The experience of this
period was critical to the Chinese. This is indicated
by the fact that plenary meetings of the two highest
constitutional
organs of the Republic were convened
in the recent past: the Tenth National Congress of the
Communist Party (24.28 August 1973) end th Fourth
National People’s Congress (13-17 Jan~ry 1975).

Shifts

The Greut Roletarizn CuItuml Revolution from
1966 to 1973 has been interpreted as an allaut drive by
Maoists to vindicate the “Mass Line”. It implied a mnewd and more conscious departure from the Soviet
path and a bolder and more clearly planned advance on
the basic policy innovations of the Great Leap Forward.
Even more fundamentally it was a call by Chairman Mao
for a mass effort to reject the Liu Shaochi line and
stem the emergence of revisionism in China. The Soviet
Union had betrayed the revolution and degenerated into
revisionism. The lessons of this misadventure were
summed up by Chairman Mao: it is imperative to educate
the people so that revisionism can be detected and
eradicated.

At these plenary meetings, new revised constitutions were adopted, both for the Party end the RepubEc.
Both sonstitutions draw special attention to the lessons
to be learned from the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and underscore priority for agricultural policy.
The dust has settled, at least of this round, in the
“continuing revolution”.

The ferment had provided lessons on the techniques
of mass education. These lessons emphasized decentralization and the “‘Mass line”. Also industry was now to
serve agriculture, not viceversa es in the Soviet model.
This new policy was articulated thus: “Agriculture is
the Foundation end industry the Leading Factor.”

Like China, other developing countries today are
engaged in the process of rewriting their own development
strategies in the light of their own histories, institutions,
constraints - and the failure of many earlier approaches.
It is not an easy process. Mistakes are often costly.

‘Walkbxg on Two Legs” [a policy already adopted
in the Yan’an (Yenan) days], use of both modem and
traditional tecJmology; and ‘l)emocratic Centralism”,
which provided for centrallydirected
but grassroots.
administered approaches, became the other major new
policies. The communes were to continue and be
strengthened. The Party, no les than the bureaucracy,

The chapters which follow
Chinese approaches es seen from
commune. They may offer some
in leaming from the successes unique but also developing nation.
******

needed to be controlled by the people through the innovatiw ‘“Three-In-One” revolutionary committees. The
Three-In-One committees provided contact between (1)
the old, the middle-aged and the young; and (2) the Party
cadres, technicians aud pewants and workers. These
committees were established at all levels (except at the
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emmine in some detail
the perspective of the
useful reference points
and mistakes - of a

CHAPTER
AGRICULTURAL

DEVELOPMENT:

Chhta’s development eltf~L~e
commands today
a growing circle cf inwrested observers. There are a
number of reaEO”rfor this interest.
One is a tense of identification
China’s development problems.

with many of

bhy countries i!t &a - as dl as in Africa and
Idtin America - realize that they confront similar problems. They are often cash-short, strapped with burgeoning populations, hug: pools of zg~icuitural manpower, and obsolete agrariarr suuctwes.
Failllie’s Incenthe
Arother i; the growing recognition that the “trickledown“ development approaches of the ftities and sixties
have la&y f&d. Growth has lagged as the small modem
sectors have failed to “take off’ because of agricu:tural
neglect. Popular aspirations, in the meantime, are causing
attention t” be paid t” new models.
Then there arc China’s achiewments.
This is a nation that, within 27 years, succeeded in
banishing the recurring famines that st;p,matized it for
centuries. Chira now pm\ides adequate food, clothing,
sheher, medical care, and reasonable security for almost
a quarter of the human race. China has mobilized the
world’s largest agricultwal labour force, reversed the
flood of people into cities,and kept most on the land.
Landmdt.3
Given this background, the Mission felt that a”
an2ysis of the Chinese agricultural development experience would constitute a useful service for FAO
tiernbcr Natiions. It could well provide the-n with s”me
useful reference points as t&y chat ““t their own develop”le”t strategies.
The Chinese approach to agricultural development
today bean a unique stamp.
A revolutionary !ezdership seeks to marshall the
IeSO”rceS 2nd the talents of a fmgal, hardworking people
to rtie, within a telescr,+d span of time, both productivity and output. They zre doing thin in a land seared
by a h&tory of extreme deprivation.
The approach that has been designed reflects a

II
WHY

LEARN

FROM

CHIN.&?

response t” the need shared by most developing countries
to produce additional food. But the approach also shows
the leadership’s perception anA decision that, in China
today, priority should be given to agriculture as the
foundation for nil development. “agriculture (is) the
foundation and industry (isj th? leading factor”, states
‘he chjnew iufi;t::2im~
To implement this approach, policies oi ~~~ix!?wI
res”“rce mobitizatio” have been drawn up. They are so
allencompassing that the only comparable image that
time to the Mission was that of a war. The Chinese
approach constitutes a total war for agricultural production - against backwardness, underdevelopment
and poverty. “Every crop is a battlefield”, one c”mm”“e
leader said.
A doser analysis of the Chinese approach reveals
three basic elements:
1. MfReliunce:
This is the basic philosophy.
It permeates a!l aspects of Chinese policy and daily life.
Basic food needs are to be met from domestic resources,
using all available indigenous technology with selective
adoption of modem methods.
2. Priority Attention forBasic Needs: The basic
drive seeks t” elintinate poverty, mobilize the masses,
and organize the countryside-more efficientiy, especially
to absorb the shocks of recurring natural calamities.
3. Agriculnml Growth: Policies are to ensure that
the m”me”t”m of agricultural growth is maintained and
increased. Production targets are set; hut ihere is also a
history of these targets being xceeded constantly.
It is within this context that many of China’s
agricultural priorities and techniques can be understood
and perhaps appreciated better. As see” by the Mission,
these are s”me of the @ificant
components of the
Chinese approach.
Agriculture -The

Priority

China’s agricultural development priorities are
sharply defmed. “Agriculture is the foundation of the
national economy and grain is the fwndation of agriculture”, the Chinese insist. Unremitting “se of an extensive
communications system has made every citizen aware of
these priorities - often expressed in short, pithy slogans.

To the casual visitor, these slogans, written in
ideographs and appearing everywhere, present a bewildering spectacle. But there is a sensible communications
princip!e behind them: the axioms are a concise presentation of policy. They me easy to ?onwy - and to nmember. Slogans io China do noi ~aaw the connotation
of @mnickry; they are an accepted means for conunu“icahg the Pay line or policies.

of this cake. It is not “job creation” in the classic sense;
but it works - which is probably the criteria develofing
countries accept as valid.

Food Secmity

The Mission found that in China the soil is carefully
nurtured. Yearly, enormous amounts of compost and
organic materal are returned to the soil. Availability of
chemical fertilizers is still limited. Use of organic manure,
therefore, constitutes a” important ‘0uffer” against
shortages in the battle for higher yields.

Seared land
Slash-and4wrn agriculture and lack of rational land
use policies have become major concerns in Asian co”“tries as the soil deteriorates.

Great emphasis is placed o” the need to store grain,
in preparation for natural calamities or the event of war.
“Dig hmnek deep, store grain everywhere, and “ev+%
seek hegemony”, is the way the Chinese quote Chairman
Mao.

It is the Mission’s impression that the quality of
the soil is improving due to this care. “There seems to be
a love affair between the Chinese farmer and the land”,
is the way a Mission member put it.

Grain in the Cktnse vkw is of crucial importance.
‘Take grain as the key link and ens”re all-mend develop
mm.” Yet, stockpiling is no: a” exclusive government
function, but is decmtralized and dispersed. Grain is
stored by families, by teams, by brigades, by conmmnes
and from country to State kvek.

In all areas visited by the Mission, bodies of water
were either controlled (irrigation, drainage), conserved
(rainwater ponds and reservoirs). and/or utilized (tisL
ponds and fertilizer sources).

There is &so effective Siate’control over the sale
and distribution of food grain . Along with &bk oil and
cotton, grin is a controlled item. Wastage is minimal.
The Mission found 110 evidence of speculative hoarding
ofgrain.

There is sustained emphasis on water come? &”
and “se. Bainfed farming is abandoned as soon 8s itiga
tion becomes available. China seeks production patterns
that reduce nature’s whims.

ResLllaceutilhatkn

River Hanests

Mos Asian countries are not rich. They can illafford careless we of xxsources. Thus, the fact that China
isalandofno
wasteissigaifiit.

The Chinese also appear to have developed the art
of utilizing rivers and irrigation canals for purposes other
than transport and water supply. These are now being
systematically tapped for raising food, organic matter,
feed, soil amelioration, fnh, ducks and geese.

The Mission noted that in China every resource
k carefully consened and wed. Waste runs against the
ethical grain. This approach cowrs land use, water management, man~wer:
orga”ic residues, iFd”strial plant
capacity, etc. Every sliver of land is cropped. New arable
land is being created through terracing and !~veIling of
hills. Even rooftop plots are used. What emnot be used
for agdcoltwe is Rafforested. “Cover the country with
trees”, people are &toned.

Water chestnuts are used for food; water hyacinth
and water lettuce converted into pig food and compost;
silt and mud from canals are used as manure to built “p
the land for growing upland crops; geese and tiih are
raised.
These “river harvests” have made impressive yields
through the diligent application of simple technology-a
point which the river-rich countries may fmd relevant.

Next to food production and distrilwtion, provision
of jobs is probably the most prwing concern for developing countries to&y. ChiPa’s e”lploy”le”t policy
stems from its o5era!l polky of resource utilization:
every available pair of bands is used for production.

Self-Relk”~
Self.reliance constitutes a key phrase in today’s
dewlopment rhetoric. It is one of the cornerstones of
China’s development policy.

The Mission, 101 htstmce, saw children pieking
straw to be wed for fodder and compost after school
hours. However link one eontributes, the na%mi”g
goes, neverthekss it will i”crease tb size of the cake.
And every dtizea is mtitled, under the system, to a slice

insistence on relying on national and local resource8 and the use of initiative and talent, runs through
the whole system. This policy is manifested in all spheres:
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from fmance t” engineering. to efforts by every rural
production unit - be it a people’s commune, a state
farm, or a research institute - t” produce its own foodgrain, fiber. edible oil, or to build its own silos “I wells.

of each locality. The system is hased on comprehensive
area development. With pusitive econonic incentives it
has buttressed existing policies to discourage the tlow of
people iilt” urban areas and t” hold them instead on
the land.

Crassoots

Chinese development tends to be pragmatic. When
mistakes are made, they are openly recognized and
quickly rectified. The decentralized natwe of the communes mables the system to respond quickly to practical
needs and to immediate problems where they arise.

Leeway

Chines development administration is decentralized
to the lowest leve?!.This is a corollary to the all-pervasive
principle of self-reliance. There is a unified centrally
directed national programme; but considerable leeway is
given t” Incal “nits to plan and manage within the framework.

The commmxes are not an overnight creation. They
are the result of a lengthy progression through various
forms of collectives. During this period, the countryside
moved. partly for ideological reasons, and partly in
response to immediate problems, through the stages of
Mutual Aid Teams, Primary Couperatives, Advanced
Ccaperatives. and in I”%, to People’s Ccmmunes. The
communes are still undrrgoing refinements.

The Ceniral Goremment has thereby divested itself
of a c”“side:abk administrative and fmancial burden. It
has encouraged local “roblem-solving. The tendency,
common in many c”Untries, ior p”ple to lean on their
central governments as a crutch is sharply minimized as
sate power and responsibility are passed on to the smaller
production “nits at the lower level.

‘Taming Nature” Approach
Plaming Methods

Two of the major approaches the Chinese “se to
raise crop output and productivity area: (I) attempts
?” modify nature through mobilization of the masses
and (2) applications of a%xilable indigenous technology.

Under the rural administrative stmctwe, the basic
unit - the production tea” - is very small: twenty to
thirty fam%es. For all purposes, it is an extended family
and farm. Planning meth”ds tend to be flexible and realistic. The organization of the people’s commune into
teams and brigades (several production teams make up
a production brigade) provides a workable mechanism for
securing the full parricipatio” of farmers in planning and
implementation.

Through the massive application of manpower the
Chinese have drilled wells in rocky places, carved “u:
mountain tops to catch rainwater, levelled hills to till
ravines and terraces, handcarried soil over long distances,
built multi-purpose reservoirs, and reclaimed tidal or
saline and water-logged land - practices far :“” costly
under conventional project evaluation criteria or banking
practices. But these projects have often revolutionized
the lives of the people involved.

The two.way planning dialoye, especially withi”
the mnge of the production team to the country level,
is vigorous. T&s makes possible realistic, flexible, .and
pragmatic micro.plaxming.

Crop Technology and Extension

From the S:ate’s point of view, this +entralization
is facilitated by the presence of the Party Committee at
all levels down to the production team. This ensures
that “thy mnwt line” is grasped.

Over the past 25 years productivity and yields
appear to have iegistered steady increases. Compared
with other develo$ng countries, yields per ha are thigh.
These bigb yields have been accomPlished through genetic
improvement, intensive land use, and excellent field
management. Triple-cropping has bee” adopted over
large areas, producing yields from 16 to 18 tonnes of
foodgrain per ha and in some cases up to 22 tonnes.
Experimental quadrupleaopping
has been reported,
Part of this achievement also seems due to the
very close relationship between research and extension.
Research is problem oriented. At each level of the commune farmers are involved in experiments and investigation. Production decisions are taken only after trials and
after full discussion. This reliance on local indghts encourages coordination of rwarch and of extension -

The Thee-inOre
prbxiple provides continuity
in all planning am3 problemsolvi”g activities. The stmcture for planning and problem-soitig rests on the concept
of -relying on “rhe wisdom of the masses”. It reflects
z b&f in the ability and capacity of ordinary people to
+m uld implement.
Integrated Rural DeKIopment (MD)
The Mission noted that the communes combine
both management and psodtxtion functions. This has
therefore permitted an effective blending of agricultuml
and industrial growth, tailored to the different resources
7

and pq’soffin

to thos? of city worker;. It is also to build up a” industriallyskilled labour force and to develop a ntrally located
industry. ‘The fundamental way out for agriculture lies
in mechanization” is the way the Chinese explain this
policy.

productivity.

Current research is decentmiiized and problem.
oriented. BesuIts of research ate promptly included in
prodwtion mclhods. Thae is no bmak between research
lad actual field pmblmn, ad pm&al production and
the msses. Trtied manpower is weti utilized.

THe Chinese are sensitive to the drudgery that farm
labour implies. They point out that mechanization also
seeks to eliminate the “three-bendingsdown” involved
in pulling and transplanting seedlings, in weeding and in
hamsting. China is therefore pressing ahead with mechanization. By 1980, farm operations are expected to
be substantially mechanized. This will then release manpower for other activities.

Qthta’s disease and pest forwsting system appears
adequate. lItem ic a stra on prewntion of outbreaks
mths &an on a continued &a”ana on chemical means.
Breed& for pat and disea
resiststance is given high
ptiority.
Apiccdtval

Grain losses in post-harvest operations may be
minimized if the areas are served by mobile threshers.
Rice processing technology, particularly at the team and
brigade levels, is still low, but improving. The technology
to resolve these problems is becoming available.

Education

Relevance of education is a burning issue in most
dewloping countries. China has reaiented all agricultural
schools and colleges to sene the needs of the fanners.
ExperLnad “~temn farmers” are brought in as regular
staff members. These veteran farmers ensure that theory
and practice are meaningfully related.

Animal Husbandry
The pressing problem of raising grain and other
crops for human consumption has led to a lower priority
being given to animal husbandry.

Further educational investment is made only in
Chore young people who have worked for at least two
years in a conmmne, who haw the respect and support
of the poorer farmers, and who show a desire to r&w”
to serve their m”““u”es. Students and teachers engage
jointly in reseamh, extendon and food production,
spemii”g thr ta foor mcntF& esch ye.% Kitth the fanners,
at the cmmnune le..&

Communal ownership of the land and of “‘big”
animals has resulted in effectiw control of contagious
diseases, viz. rinderpest, foot-and-mouth disease, etc.
‘Self-reliance” approaches have secured modest increases
in the “umber of animals and animal products.
There is an ongoing campaign to raise one pig for
every mou of land. The objective is to increase supplies
of animal protein and organic manure. The policy seeks
to avoid using cereals for animal feed and therefore to
prevent animals from competing with people for cereals.

Ma5 Eaucata”
The most striking -and famous - example of using
the communes as a te&i”g tool for the masses is offered
by the Dacha; (Tachai) People’s Commune. “Learn from
Tachai”, Chairman Mao urged. Since the” over six million
people - in&ding cabinet ministers and other high&e1
government offi,ials - haw visited Tachai.

Animal disease treatment
and available everywhere.

The techniques developed at Tachai came from
people at the farm level. since then, the principles of this
development
experience have been fommlated and
Preached in China.

Draught cattle, buffaloes and mules play a” bnportant role in agriculture, especially in upland areas.
Genetic improvement, management, and feeding of these
animals have considerable potential.

appears cheap, effective

Demand for milk, especially in cities and industrial
centers, is increasing.

11is a lmique “lethod of teachi”g a nation.

lnaentiws
A broad range of incentives - organizational,
financial and ideological - are used to increase farm
output. However, the major incentive is political consciousness.

Many industrial Plants which produce farm implements orwhich process agricultural products have been
built in cmnmu”es. These funnel modern tools into
agriculturz.

The tax PII agriculture is low 8nd fixed. Even more
significant is the way China has reversed the traditional

The ultimate goal is to rais rural living standards
8

role of agriculture as a s”pp”EtU for the industrial Sector.
Twenty three percent more money is given to agriculture
by the State than is obtained from agriculture through
the fiscal sy%em. Industry, including agro-industry, is
expected to underwrite the deficits and generally to
support agriculture.

Nursery schools
to all. Health services
adequately cc’ver the
lacilitirs tnx women
work.

Thus, the standard of living is rising more quickly
in rural areas than in the industrialfurban sector.

Examples
There is obvious pride in local and oational achieve.
merits. Farmers are proud of !he accomplishmentscarved
out with their own hands, methods and indigenous
materials.

Purchase prices are guaranteed. Furthermore, the
State pays 30% more for grain (and cotton, etc.) de!ivered
in excess of the planned delivxy target. Targets are adjusted upvmdr oni:: at fire-year interv&.

There is also the example set by leaders. Thex is
no ostentation. Leaders are reputed to he people of
integrity. Cadres participate in productiw labour. This
fosters the spread of egalitarian attitudes and give sub.
stance to the slogan: “Serve the People”.

Rim stability encourages saings.
Above all, economic transactions involving basic
needs - food, clothing, housing,health,education,
etc. have been taken from the market place. What emerges
is the economics of use and not of profd. The State’s
ability to control and direct market and economic forces
for the fundamental needs of the people provides the mechanism for meeting basic needs and spurriog production.

The New Person
China is clearly in a campaign to create a %ew
person” who is brought up to work for the welfare of
the collective.

The production team is small enough for the in&vidual to 5ee and feel the bnpact of the team’s wccesses
and failures on his or her owe welfare. This gives the
team a cdective income incedw.
:
”

am! primary education we available
emphasize preventive medicine and
counrry-side. Convenient cbildcare
for manual labour and industrial

The value system that is proclaimed is egalitarian
and anti-elitist. The system, therefore, goes to considerable effort to prevent the reemergence of elitist groups.

The effort of individuals is also promoted by the
fact that the team member’s income ievel depends on ihe
type, quality and quantity of his or her work. These a~
determined by the other team members.

Basic to the new economic order is, of COUTS~,
the
new political order. It blends centralized power and
standards of individual and social ethics. The content,
pace and tone are set by the people’s wan leaders.

Fqually important
2m “on-material incentives.
These range from recognition For peasants who achieve
high productivity, to sessions to sharpen political consCi”U”SS.

One result is agricultural development practice that
has resulted in substantial achieverixnts.
The following chapters will analyze these highlights
in more detail.

There is, to”, “socialist emulation”. Performance
records between individuals, teams and communes are
compared. Recognition for the outstanding is quickly
conferred.
Chioa is atso impiementiog Bprogramme of equality
of men and women in al? spheres. The Chinese women of
roday have 3 voice io family affairs that would have been
unthinkable a few decades ago.
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30.50 percent. depending on the years compared.

To examine mean&fully
the achievements of
Chinese agriculture and the transferability of China’s
development experience, it may be useful to consider
some of the basic approaches adopted by China since
1940.

In terms of trade, tiis change appears to hwe
boosted @xdtural
production. It has also wised the
relative income levels of rural people. This is in line
with the tiovernment’s policy of whittling down thy’
disparities between town and country. Agricultuw leas
therefore become a more attractive occupation. Incentive
to stay on rhe farm has become more tangible.
Central price management helps make it possibla in keeping with the principles of self-reliance and ~ieceniralization of- production
tar similar or identical goods
to be produced at different efficiencies and varying
production costs and yet to be sold at identical prices.
Farm machinery and implements, for instance, are produced both in small local plants, and also in large factories
sited generally in industrial centres.

Role of Prices
.The most obvious staning point for such an anaIvsis is to remind onrviFthat China has a socialist, collective economy. This enables the Stare to pursue systematically chosen dewlopment objectives and policies. The
Mission felt that spedal attention should be drawn to the
function assigned to the price system.
Among other things, price policies are designed:
to provide the State with required income: to direct
production iato lines considered socially and politically
useful: to ensure producers steady prices for their output;
and to absorb available purchasing power in a systematic
way, thus avoiding inflation.

An sample observed by the Mission is the “price
formatiun” iur power tillers, more popularly known as
“walking” tractors. These are usually produced in the
farm machinery factory of communes. Production cost
for a “wnlking” tractor at a small scale commune factory
the Miwon saw, was given at 2 000 yuan. The State had
subsidized production at about 700 yuan for each tractor.
To promote mechanization, the commune itself contributed a further subsidy of 400 yuan for each unit. This
sum was drawn from the commune’s proftis. As a result,
oroduction teams were able to purchase locallyproduced
“walking” tractors at what would be called elsewhere
a “giwaway” price of 900 yuan each.

Occasiondiy the p&x system is also used to clear
markets of surplus products.
There policy itwruments
a steady owrall prim level.

DEVELOPMENT

enable China to maintain

This has benefitted consumers, prowcers
and
individual savers: it has also helped to plm production of
products other than the main items bought by the State,
namely: grain, cotton and oilseeds. These products are
mainly made on contract for the various official purchasing agencies. Municipal commercial departments,
r3r example, contract for vegetables and fish produced
by people’s communes.

This and other examples of administrative pricing
reflect the approach expressed by one official rather
succinctly; “ln China, we do not coont economically
but politically.”

Giwn general price stability, the State has gradually
been able to improve agriculture’s tertm of trade relative
to other sectors. There me ideological reasons for this
appmach. However, the main reason is recognition of
the fundamental role of agriculture in economic dedoptmlt.

The Chinese concept of “economy”, it must be
kept in mind, includes a number of extra-economic
considerations. Some of these are: the principles of
self-reliance, ‘Walking on Two Legs”, decentralization
of industry for strategic and development reasons,
avoidance of physical waste, full use of resources, and
overall socialiit objectives.

The Minion did not go into this aspect of Chbwe
agricul0xal development in detail. But sources consdted
by the Mission stated thal since the mid-fifties, the
general price 1~~1 has remained n%xe or less stable. F?irss
of lgrieultwl
inputs, therefore, have kept steady. Agriatitti
pmcuemmt
prices, in tintrsct, increased by

Economic incentives are, in principle, downgraded
in the Chinese economic system although they continue
10

to play an important role.
zany communes allow individuals to sell produce
from their private plots in “free markets”, IhoUgh usually
at controlled prices. However, the practice is generally
frowned on, particularly tbe purely tidividual Sille of
farm produce on street corners. This is considered an
expression of ‘low polixicai consciousness”. lnstitutionally. such private sales are discouraged by limiting
the locations and times when such trade can be carried
out.

VOXimportant from the vieieu*poi~of production
insenuw
is the f.,ct that the production team is the
basic (business) xcounting
unit in most communes.
Economic success or failwe for an individual depends
Larrely on the overall perfonxance of a reasonably small
giLlUp
In todzy’s China; riie present prin~iple of income
distribution decree>: “from eaci! according to his ability.
to each according to his work”.’ This is a half-way house
towards full communisiic rule where each will contribute
zxcording to ability end receiw according to need.
In the meantime. however, Chinese application of
this principle makes certain that, through the current
work paint system (which varies in detai! betwcen
people’s communesi. the more skiihd and active worker
will earn more than !he iess skiiful or industrious,
Elbow Room
Plan !argets appeared to the Mission :a be almost
systematically set below the production potential of the
production team. Subsequently, the teams are encouraged
to exceed their targets for grain sales to the State. The
principle of “socialist emuiation” is, of course, used as
a psychological spur. But there is also the fxt that grain
sales to ‘he State, abow target, enjoy a 3,s premium.
Manipolation of target levels also serves an important function: it regulates the tlow of purchasing
power to individuals or to the rural Sector as a whole.
Meological spurs
The Chinese approach is characterized by a strong
ideological or ethical emphasis. The guardian and promoter of the ideological content is, of court, the CCP.
In agriculture; Party Committees constitute an essential
part of the stmcture. They run parallel to that of the
S?ate. dowr to the production brigade level.
The aim, which is of importance in the socioeconomic fild, is to create a “new person” who sub.
ju@tes concern for hi?. or her own individual welfare to
that of the community under the principle “Serve the

AS a result, any advance ill this socie:y requires
high “political consciousness”. i.e. a full understanding
of, and belief in, the “basic lines”. namely the Party‘s
policies.
The Party line is not, however, exclusively politisal.
Many Party slogans, through which policy is popularized
and transmitted down to the villages, deaf with wrious
practical aspects of economic and agricultural devel0pment.
The visitor to China keeps hearing and seeing
these slogans everywhere: “Grasp the Basic Line”, “Co
All Out To Do More, More Efficiently“. “Always Serve
tlw People”. the banners. posters and loudspeakers
proclaim Newspaper banner headlines reputedly stress
development pfiorities. Teachers and blackboards express
the importance to be given to grain production. The
entire population appears to be fan:il’,- with the slogans.
They express the Party‘s basic approach to economic
development.
Going It Alone
%n”ther striking feature of China’s developmenr
approach is the pivora! role OSself-ieliince. It permeates
the entire planning and implementation system oil the
country. It governs the country’s international economic
relations as well.
In rural development, seli-reliance means, among
other things. tha: the communes are given the entire
responsibility for establishing and operating their educational and public health systems. Of course, there are
exceptions provider! by State pulicy, for example. cammunes which lag for various reasons. including poorer
natural endowment (and, presumably, less effective
leadership), are given Sta!e assistance. Hut the basic ru!e
ofself-reliance rem$ns.
Communes are also responsible for set??tg up and
operating non-agricultural enterprises at the commune
and brigade levels. This holds true in food production and
supply. Communes are supposed to produce, wherever
possib!e, their own basic food supply. State farms batic&y specialize - at least in the areas visited by the
Mission - in production of non-food items for market,
eg. tea.
Communes and production brigades are dso ex.
pened to shoulder, to the maximum extent possible,
costs of any major works within their own area: water
conservation schemes, irrigation canals. etc.
There

are communes and brigades. such as the

lated bureawraiic directiws, unrelated
of the producing ateas and units.

Dazhai (Tachai) Production Brigade and others. which
hate “lade P speck1 point of following this pri”.
ciple. sometimes to extreme that, to the visitor, appear
ahost
unbeliivrble.
Thae are ,mblicly lauded and
cited as objectim of ‘hocialii emo!atio”“. This technique appears widely urad as a” incentive for higher
production and greater efficiency. The principle of
self.r&ance is th”s translated into a wry concrete
approach whereby China mobilizes its resources for
deveIop”lent.

to the capacity

In a planned economy, such decentralization is
possible because the Party Committees operate at all
lewls in rural areas, down to the production brigades.
The Committees, and the inclusion of Party members in
the revolutionary committees, ensure that decentraltiation does not allow production units to move away from
the Paay’s ba : line.
Rio&y Listi”g
The Chinese approach to planning is also characterized by unequiwcal choice and public statement of
the main priorities - and subsequent following up of
these statements of priorities by appropriate action.

CloMy linked to self.rel&nce b decentralization.
This shape China’s approach to both agricultural and
general planning as well as to implementation. Obviously
in a country the size of China, decentralization would,
indeed, seem to be a prroondition for effective administration. Typcally, the 22 pmvtocs of China have pop&.
lions ranging between 60 to 70 million each. In the
areas cowred by the Mition, the pmvincial populations
were seldom below 30 million. Even the lower.level
admhtistrati‘n? unit, the &fen. or county, may have a
population sewral million mope than that of some of
the rmallercountries io the world.

As mentioned eadier, the practice is to express
all the main policies of the Party in the form of dmple,
easily remembered, and ubiquitous slogans. Since the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the basic develop
ment~ priorities in China have been summarized in the
sloga”: “Agriculture is the Foundaiio”, Industry the
Leading Factor”.
The Mission took thiq to mean that while the
spearhead of development is industry, it is recognized both as policy and as fact - that szcure industrial progress is possible only on a fii agricultural foundation.

Decentralization is fairly co-on
in most large
comtris.
But this does not tend to be the case In large
socklist countries. One of the more interesting - and
sigidtiant - ways where decentralization operates is in
agricoltti
pkming. The Mission thezefore studied this
aspect in SOM detail.

In the Chinese view, this approach enwes food
supplies for the rural and urban population as well as
raw materkds of agricultural origin. It also provides a”
increasingly large market for industrial products in the
countryside which still has over 80% of the population.

Chh’s broad national targets and general policy
lines are determined c?ntrally. However, the actual
pk”“i”g process goes through a progression of dece”.
tralized rounds of disassion
and decision makbtg,
reaching all the way to the iewl of the pmduetion team.
In the course of this process, directives from abow, and
10eaUy proposed tiugets and nwans of acl&ing them,
are m.peated.ly compared and adjosted until agreemmt
is reached. The Mission had the impression that there h
a substantial degree of local decision tig.
MOE than once the M&sic” was informed that the
“=.tehins P”xSS between the targets from above and
those pmposd fmm ‘below did not, as a rule, result in
major char&es. The .Misicn is of the view that this in
itself is a remIt of decentralization. In the process of
target formulation at tk coonty4evel, intensive decentrplized dixossio” about production pussibillti& and
potentids has abeady take” plre. When owall targets
=S thmfme fomwkited, they have alwady incorporated
a good deal of local initiative a”d Mlea local knowledge
of what is Wbk.
Thu. they ate not centrally-formu.
I2

Ancillary measures that support this basic policy
ire evident in many areas: measwcs to gradually improve
terms of trade for agriculture and the welfare of rural
populations; directives Instructing the People’s Bank to
consider, as one of its main functions, the support of
agricultural dewlopment; recent orders for no less than
thirteen large-scale fertilizer factories which come on
stream in the latter part of this decade2; an inputs
distribution system that channels supplies to produciion
teams when needed; the almost dmm-fire glorification
of agriculture and rural life (along with heavy industry
and oil) in all media.
F”ll Use of Resources
A policy of single-minded application of all available resources is another basic component of the Chinese
approach to agriculture. It is this policy which has led
obserwrs to point out that China is a country where
nothing is wasted and where there is no ““employment.

Wide Spechum
The po!icy of full use of resources extends also
to the use of land. Ever) lbit of land. wi:h agricultural
or fish-pond potential, is harnessed. Intensity oi land
use apparently marches the l&its oi iechwlogy~ known
to or practissd by Chins.

In&cd. this nppioach is expressed in the instruction
issued iby C!iairman Mao “to change ru!ure“. so that i:
cm be harnessed ior agriwiture. This directive iorms
the basis for inany labour-ixiensiw capital projects which
typify C.h%ese agicillturdl development: constructior.
of warei zeservoin, irrigation canals. IevelIing of hills
by hand ani shiftin of soi! LO provide additiona! agricuitua! land, including large terracing operations. Massive
appiicarion of manpower. a! times, zeems to be the
major Chinese response to ihe constraints imposed by
rainfed agiculture.
Pragmatism
Thcugh a cmtr.?lly-planned country, with a basic
policy line embedded in a politiczd ideo!ogy, China hat
demonstrated
a considerable degree of non.dogmztic
pragmatism, No doubt. this has helped its development
effort.
A well known example of this is ihe experiment 01
the Great Lap F’onvard, and the subsequent re.ewIuation
of some of its less successful manifestations.
In the area of the Mission’s interest_ a case ix!point
is the history of the collectivization of agricultxe since
1949. Rather thar being imposed through an administrative fiat, ccllecti~w.?:ion evolved from a process that
passed first Lhr~~& stmple iand distribution to the
establishment of maw! aid teams. Then came a shift
to primary and subsequzntly advanced forms of co.
operatives. These cooperatives eventually emerge as
people’s communes only in 1958. The communes themselves were me end-result of a choice between valious
more advanced collective forms of production, considered nexswry
fur both ~deologjcai and pwtical
reaons(e.g. large scale public works).
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chnges in dze and intemal organization since their estab.
lishmetn. The total number is now greater than before
1958 and the awage size. therefore, is presumably
sailer.
And whtk kt broad liner, the organization of
the commutes is centrally detenined - detai3 are “ow
spedfud in the 1975 Constitution3- there are a number
of local vadationr e.g. the work point *ystem. txistence,
size and management of private plots, composition of
the twuluticmaly committees, etc.

of housing and public facilities in rural areas; by a rise
in farm incomes relative to those in cities, and by
narrowing existing income differentials.
The Mission concludes that the cities of China haw
been made much more attractive than they were reputed
to be before 1949 through massive tree planting, improved sanitation, etc. However, housing standards in
the cotnmunes visited by Mission members were, on the
whole, more appealing than those in the cities, including
the new Workers’ Villages in Shanghai.

RushToTheCitks
The Mission would also like to call attention to the
chbcese approach to orbanization.
like China, most dewloping counuks would pxefer
to keep most oi their population in the countryside, and
theteby ease prenure on i&prepared cities. Most of them
would. no douht. want only such population shifts to
dtk3 BI are required for dewbpment of industries and
reniccr. The record of success, however, is not good.
b China, as io othe: countries, the “‘city lights”
constitute a pow&d magnet for nrral people, especially
youth. Cuba relies on the control that authorities, at
various levels, can and do exercix on population movenwtts. Yet, the methods to lessn the pull of cities
have not been ex&sipely Mtrictiw. The aim of keeping
people on tbt !md - oe-ty
also becau% of the em
pb&s on apistdtw
in the total economy - has dso
ben naoiferted in efforts to increase the mlative attraction of the comttryside, es. by gradual improvement

There has also been much emphasis - partly for
purposes of political propaganda - on cultural activities
in tbe countryside. These include theatre and revolutionary open groups, ballet and folk dancing, orchestras
and choruses. Opportunities for trawlling outside the
home village are provided by dsits to national, provincial
or county model communes. These visits, incidentally,
are considered an investment in raising productivity.
They are therefore fmanced from the public Accuwulrrtion (investmmt,J Fund of each production team or
cctnmune.
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COMMUNE:
CHINA’S TOOL FOR
AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

private ownership of land, implements, etc., but pooled
them for joint management. Distribution of income was
based on each participant’s input of land, animals, to&
and work.

Throughout china’s eounrryside there is a network
of people’s communes. The commune is the principal
economic. adminiirative,
social and political unit in
mral areas. Chinese rural development experience is
riisi~efore retlected in the SommlllLe.

4. Advanced Agricuifwai Cooperatives. This stage
occurred between 1956.58. Ownership of land, animals
and implements during this phase pawd to the cooperatives. Members’ incomes were no longer determined by
their capital input to the cooperative, but only by their
work. It was during this period that many of the characterlstics of today’s commune began to emerge: eg. its
three-tier stmcture end the work point system.

.h asseessmencof what the commune is, and how it
tori.
is therefore necessary for an understanding of
China‘s mrd development efforrs. The following paragiaphr. therefore. are an attempt to provide a general
viw of communes. For more detailed information, the
~cxdcr is referred to the by-now vast accumulation of
specialized literature. both Chinese and non-Chinese,
“I1 ~omm”nes.

New Frontier?
A number of further experiments with other moreadvanced forms of collective ownership and management
altered :he emerging commune structure further. Ideology. and the then-anticipated rapid mechanization of
agriculture, apparently dictated much of this experi.xentation. Even in their advanced iorm,the cooperatives
hed also proved too small for effective mounting of large
scale labour-intensive agricultural development works.

&tory
The people‘s communes. as stressed earlier, are not
xl owrnight creation ol :be Chinese revolution. They are
tii-. end-result of an ei.oiutionary process stretching from
tile Yan’an (Yenan) years of the Party to now. Today’s
communes have roots in a long period of experimentation
mder various influences: ideology; technical planning.
and considerations of rfficien! administration - plus the
sweat-stained uld ermr.marked experience of day-to.day
management of Iand; labour and other resources within
the Chinese wring.

The Central Government also sought to streamline
the administrative structure. It chose to decentralize it
to a single economic-administrative
unit at the local
level. This was the ccmmune.

Since iY49. the foliowing rtages in the evolution
of tbc commune may be distinguished:

In ceremonies at Chtliying People’s Commune in
August 1958, Chairman Mao oftidally sanctioned the
setting up of people’s communer. Consolidation of
several agricultural cooperatives into communes proceeded rapidly afterwards. Borders of the new communes generally coincided with the existing hsiang. ’
By 1959, some 24 000 communes had emerged out of
the 175 000 advanced cooperatives that operated earlier.
But experimentation continued.

in i.a~rd Refcim. ‘i’tiis occurred during a period of
about three years from 1949. It followed, in effect, the
precedent established in areas which tad come under
Party control earlier. and where some 300 million
peasams were given iheir owe land. During this period
the Landlord cEas, as an instiwtion, was eliminated.
Aid Teams. These were created simul3. Mz~ufrurl
taneously with land reform and were built on the ancient
mutual aid tradition in villages. This marked a preco.
operative stage: farmers exchanged work f‘or work to
facilitate seasonal operations and construction work for
joint benefit. Private owlnershipof all productive resources
was maintained.

In subsequent years, the majority of communes
were subdivided. This came partly in response to ihe
s!ower-than-expected rate of agricultural mechmizatioa.
Also, evidence had accumulated that the communes, bs
a production unit, were too far removed from the level
where work was managed. Thus, by 1961 the number of
communes rose
to some 77 000. At the same time, the

3. Primay or !Swmrory
Agriculrural Coopcrarives Tbii was the tirn step towards real collectivism.
It covered the period 1955.56. Members mrintained

IS

-

production team (sometimes the production brigade),
rather than the commune itself, was made the basic
accounting unit.
Further changes took place, particularly during
and after the Great Roletti
Cultural Revolution.
Compared with earlier transformations, these were relatively minor, particularly in structural terms. However,
the changes had political and ethical importance, e.g.
the role of private plots znd private marketing of surplus
products.
By the late sixties, the people’s communes
assumed their shape of today.

had

Sf.mChUe
Today’s commune is r:.aracterized by a three-tier
oeanization:
the producrior~ tenms at the lowest level,
production origodes and then the people’s commune
itself. It should be noted, however. that after brief experimentation during the early years, the household has
been restored as the basic social unit of the commune.
Thus the famfly remains the nucleus of Chinese society.
In commune statistics presented to the Mission,
data on incomes, savings, ownership of bicycles, sewing
machines, etc., were normlty given in terms of households. The r.umber of households in each comm”“e is
a standard part of these statistics.
De facto ownership and management of privately
owned items are vested in the household. This includes
the house (w&s it is rented). simple production tools,
and small livestock like pigs. In most communes, it also
covers private plots and their produce.
The lowest.lewl forn:allyw&zed
unit - and in
many ways the most important - is the pmduction team.
Typica3y. the team consists of some twenty to
thirty households. Thus, it corresponds roughly ta a
small village OS a hamlet. The team is the basic agricultural production unit as well as the b&c accounting
unit in the majority of communes.
Ownersbip of lad and of production implements,
other than those owned by individuals, is vested in the
production
team. Detaiiel: production decisions are
made at this level. Also, the production team is the
starting poict of the “from the bottom up” part of the
pL%ming process.
In short, the production teams are the heart of the
commune. They make the commune tick.
Liies
The xganiled

unit, on

the second tier, is the

producrion brigade. From the point of view of agricultural
production proper, except in politically wry advanced
communes where the brigade is the basic accounting unit,
this intemvediite stwture serves largely as a planning
and administrative unit. Production teams pass their
reports and plans through the brigade to the commune.
The brigade is also the lowest rural unit at which the
Party is iormally represented through a Party Committee.
This brigade, however, does undertake a number of
economic activities too large for a team to handle: construction and management of irrigation schemes, land
improvement, etc. Brigades also run agricultural processing plants, farm machinery repair shops and livestock
enterprises. They may own tractors and other machinery
for contracting to the teams. They operate schools and
health stations.
The peopleb commune is the highest-level local
organizational unit. Except in the rare cases where it is
the basic accounting unit, it does not own any land,
except land attached to commune owned enterprises
and uncultivated tracts. The commune assumes responsibility for activities that neither brigades nor teams can
hmdle: bigger irrigation and drainage works, hydroelectric power plants, large scale livestock enterprises,
farm machine manufacture, tractor stations, nurseries
and experimental farms. The commune also runs middle
schools and hospitals.
Along with these, the commune exercises administrative and political functions. Even after the originally
large communes, which corresponded with the original
hsiang, were broken down, a redrawing of the borders
of the earlier hsiarrg (which since then, have disappeared),
maintained this correspondence. The commune ai%s as
the link between the teams and brigades on one band and
the higher administrative subdivisions on the other, in
the fust instance the county (hsienl.
Ideological, the present internal organization of
the commune is considered a half-way-house on the
road towards more advanced collectivism. At the time of
the Mission’s visit, no major changes appeared to be
planned for the commune. In fact, the position of the
production team has only recently beeu given leg31status
in the Constitution.
VOXPopuli
An apparently adequate mechanism for representing
the people exists at all three organized levels of the
commune.
The supreme body of the commune is the Pewtie’s
assembly. It consists of all members of the cornnun:.

This body elects the peopiek cowzcil, typically with about
one hundred members.

not only contributed to the industrialization of China,
but also to the diversification of the rural economy,

The second level organization is the commune’s rewluriomr~ committee. This manages the commune and
consists of about twsrlty members, with a chairperson and
several ticeshairpeople. Its chairperson is the chief executive. Members e!ected by the people‘s assembly are given
various specific responsblhtres, e.g. crop production,
animal husbandry, water management, education, etc.

where it has opened new jobs, increased the level of
personal income, etc.
3. Communes are responsible for a number of
rural education and welfare activities. These include the
establishment
and operation of primary and middle
schools, the establishment and maintenance of thepublic
health system, including the commune level hospitals,
brigade level health stations, and support for “barefoot
doctors” or paramedics.

The production brigade and all enterprises elect
their own revolutionary committee. The production
team, too, elects i:s leader and its leading group.

Communes also provide for the welfare of elderly
people not looked after by families, and other people
not io a position to provide for themselves.

Aside from this three-tier system of production
team, production brigade and the people’s commune,
also rural credit coopcrarives. supply and marketing
cooperatiws, and in some cases cooperatives estab!ished
for special purposes, particularly for the management
of enterprises, carry out important economic and administrative functions at the commune level.

4. Communes are responsible too for the mobilization of rural manpower for large-scale construction as
well as lend and water management end improvement
works.
5. In addition, communes muster rural savings,
both for investment (through the Public Accumulation
Fund voted annually by each team, brigade, commune
and by their enterprises and cooperatives), and via the
workings of the rural credit cooperatives.

The rural credit cooperative constitutes a loca!
agent for the People’s Bank. The Bank implements the
State’s monetary and credi! policy, mobilixs rural
savings, end chranels the flow of agricultural and rural
credit.

6. Commones also engage in trade in rural areas.

The supply and marketing cooperative,on the other
hand, functions both in retail end wholesale trade. It
distributes consumer goods obtained from the sfafe
wlrolesale orgu?dznrion and the free-market prr lucts of
cornmum members. It also acts as purchasing igeer?t for
the state wholesale organization. The cooperative piaces
contracts with the input suppliers on behalf of tile commune, and distributes the purchased inputs [ithin it.

7. A number of communes produce hydra-electric
power, both for thz commune’s own use and in some
cases for sale ir : ihe national grid.
8. Communes contribute importantly to national
food security by striving at local self-suffiidency in bssic
fwds, and by organizing the storing of reserves of food
k’ein at both the ‘immune and brigade level and in
indiiidoel households.

_Functions

9. Communes help train and equip local militia
and manufacture simple weaponry.

Through this organizational structure, the commune
and its sub-units carry out a number of basic functions in
Chbxa’s cowtryside arrong which are:

10. .Communes pass the Party line to members of
the commune by active participation of Party members
in the organimtional and economic life of the commune.

1. hlainiy through production teams, they mobilize
manpower, work the land, apply resources required, a?d
make the production decisions within planned guidelines.

By shouldering these various administratiw and
economic tasks, communes make it possible for Central
State organs to divest themselves of an enormous amount
of detailed bureaucratic work. At ?he same time, this
structure enables the system to remain responsive to
local needs and to foster local participation and selfreliance.

2. At the brigade and commune level, they hmdle
a number of nonagricultural
activities, notably operate
!iit industries of various kinds, e.g. farm tools. In many
cases, the industries - once they have developed to a
size and degree where they acquire importance beyond
the limits of the commune - are usually taken over by
the State. But they often continue to be mahaged by the
commune.

Income and Finances
Among the communes visited by the Mission,
members enquired into income levels in eight cases.
In one commune the awrage income per person in 1974

The Mission believes that the capability of the
commuiles to establish and operate industrial l’!.lu~s has
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amounted t” 130 yuan. In four communes, the average
income ranged between 140 and 150 yuan, while in the
remaining three, it was given as 157, 176 and 207 yuan
per person, respectively. There may have been slight
variations between the c”mm”nes as t” the inclusion “T
exclusion of iwome (in kind “I cash)frcm private plots.
Incomes per household, in families visited by the Mission,
ranged from 587 yuan and 755 yuan at one extreme,
through 1 100-l 200 yuan in three cases, to almost
3 800 yuan in one large family, with sew” full-time “T
part-time workers in a family of eight. These figures
inclnde income in both cash and kind, and usually also
income from sideline occupations.

it was about 12% of gross reven”“. This basis has not
been changed; but farm production has increased sharply.
Thus, the agricultural tax has gradually fallen, usually
to scme four t” five percent “f the gross revenue and
in scme cases (e.g. the Tachai Production Brigade)
to even less. For example a brigade which was paying an
agricultural tax of 1 000 yuan “I 12% of its gross revenue
in 1952 today will still be paying 1000 yuan but this
may only represent 3% of its 1976 gross total revenue.
2. Production Expenses. These covoz purchased
production inputs, such as fertilizers, pesticides, tractor
contracts, etc. They exclude labour by members of the
basic accounting unit. They usually account for some
2530%of total grass revenue.

The Mission also learned that the production
team still remains the largest income-earning unit of
the commune. However, the trend appears to be that a
rising share of the income is earned by the commune
itself. This implies a growing level of collectivization.

3. Public Accumulation Fund. This is the investment fund of the basic accounting unit. Purchases of
major equipment, such as tmctors and transport equipment, as well as the fmancing of new sideline occupations
“I enterprises, are drawn from this fund. The fund is a
major scurce of capital formati-:i in Chinese agriculture.
Some tive to ten percent oft the total gross revenue
appears to be set aside for it.

The situation currently prevailing in the ccmmums in the suburbs of Shanghai - which ~must be
among the must prosperous in the country - was pms?nted t” the Mission as an intermedia
goal.
in these communes, 30.5% of the total “income” *
goes t” the commune, 17.5% t” the production brigades,
and 52% t” the production teams.

4. Welfare Fund. About two t” three percent of
the total is, as a rule, kept for this purpose. It supports
schools and health services, and underwrites the cam of
the aged and the infirm not in the care of their families.

The Mission found in most ccmmunes it visited
that this proportion appears t” be fairly typical.

5. Costs of Management and Administration.
Members aim t” keep these within the limit of fiw to
ten percent.

Sharing
Distribution of income is based on a number of
principles. The basic accmmting unit (production tear?
“I production brigade) is required t” balance appropriately the requirements of the State, the collective, and
the individual. Also, ccsts of administration must be
minimized. Distrlduticn of income to individuals must
follow the principle “From each according to his ability’
to each according t” his work’

6. Members’ Income. After these deductions,
the balance of the total gross revenue accmes.t” the
members of the production team (or other basic accounting unit) as their income. On the average, members’
income accounts for scme 50&5% of total gross revenue,
and a quarter t” one-third of the net revenue.
Distribution of the shares to individuals follows
a work point system. Briefly, the income of the individual
will depend, aside from the earnings of the production
team as a u,hole, on the kind of work he “I she performs,
and the hours worked. The range between the lowest
and highest earners in a commune may be in !he order
of I:3 or 114.

In practice, distribut+an of the gross revenue falls
into the following four main categories:
1. AgricuJturfr ?“a. This may be paid either in
kind “I in cash. Originally, it was fixed on the basis of
the prcductivity of land in absolute terms. Until 1952,

It is against this background that scme of China’s
achiewments
in agricultural productivity
may now
perhaps be better assessed.
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But the Mission sdw considerable evidence of
axnmcn
sense, a#caticn,
organization, hard work,
and a realistic appmdaticn of both constraints as well
as available resources. These have resulted in growth and a better life for the peasants

Data given to the Mission in all communes visaed
in the prctices
of Hebei (Hop&), Shmzi (Shami),
Henan (Honan), Jiangsu (Kiangsu), Zhejiang (Chekiang)
and Guangdcng (Kwangiung) confirm an overail pattern
of substantial increases. In Rangsu (Kiangsu) province,
the commune reported that grain production in 1974
was 160% higher than in 1949. In Chiating county,

In this chapter, therefox, the Mission examines
some achievements ci China’s agriculture along four
broad categories:
Technical

2.

Development
rities;

3.

Education,
research,
municaticn; and

4.

Human resomce development.

Shanghai, present grain yields were estimated at 13.5 t/ha.
This means an increase of 270% and 330% when ccmpared with production records of 1957 and 1949. In
some areas of Henan (Honan) province foodgrain yields
vme said to have risen from “everal dozen jin per mcu”
to 1000 jin/mcu. This is equivalent to 7.5 t/ha. Also in
Zunhw county in Hebei (Hopei) province, awage grain
production stood at 4.5 t/ha.

factors in agricultural production;
institutions,

methods and pric-

extension

and

ccm-

This list or breakdown will not satisfy everybody.
1: Nor does it claim to be perfect. It reflects merely the
~, perceptions of nine people of different disciplines analyzing a complex and dynamic issue.
1. Technical
Farm

factors

level food

in agrinrltural
security

ACHIEVEMENTS

the case. These provinces are now reported to be selfsufficient in grain. Significantly, the ancient dependence
of China’s northern areas on the south to supply grain
has ended.

There is no magic to the gardenAike appearance of
Chin$s famv,, to the uniformly highJew of cultivation,
CIto the substantial increases in production.

1.

V

Grain output, in normal years, now exceeds current
requirements. Overall grain stocks of China are estimated
between 40 to 60 million tonnes. A major effort has
therefore been mounted to further increase food security
through a programme of de&ralized
grain storage. In
this effort, heavy emphasis is placed on self&axe
both
in the ccnstmcticn
and in the distlibuticn of storage
facilities.

production

and clay wall silos

China has a long history of recurrent famines.
This has shaped Chinese attitudes towards food security.
There is near-rewance
for grain and concern for its
st”r*e. fitian
&” pm p”c.1
^i._^ ‘Li”
“L&leje >&. the
,,“I L1

Communes and production brigades contribute
surplus food grain to the State. Lin Xian county, Henan
(Hcnan) prcvInce, for instance, sold 73 000 tonnes of
foodgrain to the State. This constituted half of the
county’s surplus stock. The county retained the remaining 50% as reserve for eight months ccnsumpticn.
This ccunty produces 250000 tonnes annually. It requires 103 000 tonnes for local consumption and seeds.

shape of policy. Everywhere, the Mission heard the
Chairman’s axiom repeatediy: “Dig tunnels deep, store
grain everywhere”.
The results of that policy are now clear.
Within 26 years, China has turned from a country
of periodic grain shortages into one with sufficient grain
to eat. In 1973,grain output is reported to have exceeded
250 million tonnes(t) - mom than double that of 1949.
Hebei (Hopei), Shandcng (Shantung), Henan (Honan),
as well as the northern parts of Jiangsu (Kiangsu) and
Hubei (Hupei) on the Huang He, the Huai, and the Haihc
rivers, were considered traditional disaster areas because
of low yields and frequent flood damage. Thds is no longer

Two Examples
Mission members also saw how members of the
production brigade of Shashiyu commune, Chung Hwa
county in Hebei (Hopei) pmvince, transformed a valley
of sand and rocks into arable land. Unremitting applicaticn of manual labcur transformed this 50 ha sterile
alley into Tachai trpe terraced fields. Yields are now
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up fu 3!-. t/ha.’ In 1964 the brigade contributed I? 000
kg of wheat to the State aRer setting aside what rbr
members needed. With only 1 200 mou of arable land
(400 mou for fndt and 800 for crops), this brigade
filled four grain silos, each having a capacity of 65 000 kg.
In this brigade the Mission teamed that 85% of the households had reserved stocks of grain for emergencies.

Although the Mission’s visit coincided with harvest
time in the wheatlmaizeisorghuln area, the Mission found
little evidence of grain stocks lying in the open, exposed
to the weather. This may be attributed partly to maximum utilization of storage space, even within households.
Another reason is the availability of simple inexpensive
storage, built largely at the farmlevel.

In Sbiang Chiao (Double Bridge) People’s Commune near Beijing (Peking), the Mission found that
every household had two to three months’ stock of
rice. As commune members are given rice quotas for
six months at a time, the additional stocks are stored
in the commune.

In the northern provinces of China visited by the
Mission, small upright cylindrical types of silo are largely
used. Their capacity ranges from 65 to 100 tonnes of
paddy or wheat. Except for asphalt and cement, they are
built entirely of local materials. The walls are built ofclay
and straw with lime plaster. Cemented stones, using paddy
husks and mats as dunnage, serve as the floor. Rice straw
and corn stalk are used as binder for the claywork.

The yearly rice quota per penon is about 170 kg.
But the rate appears to vary from one commune to
another. A family in Kung Jan Workers’ Settlement
in Shanghai received 264 kg of rice for a 20.old son,
198 kg for the mother and 180 kg for the 66 year-old
father.

Some silos have aiwents at the top for aeration.
An asphalt layer on the floor keeps them dampprOOf.
A silo with a capacity of 100 tonnes had a diameter of
4.2 m, a height of about 8 m, and a wall thickness of 20
cm. A silo of this type, with 6 damp-proof floor, would
cost only between 400 yuan to 600 yuan (USS 200 to
300) - a point fund-short developing countries may
appreciate. With straw used to protect the clay wails
and roof from rain and snow, this type. of silo could be
used for at least 10 years. The main features of this
storage facility are its low temperature,low construction
and maintenance costs, and ability to provide stored
gain with adequate protection against dampness. (Certain
areas of India, Nepal and Burma store paddy in small
mud-plastered bamboo woven bins mainly for home
consumption).
The Mission visited the State Grain Storage Centre
in Xu Pu, Jiangsu (Kiangsu) province. There were 45
units of the above type of silo for storing wheat and
paddy with a total capacity of 4 500 t. Average moisture
content in the grain in these silos ranged from 13.5% to
14%. Paddy is usually stored in these silos for several
months. In some cases, grain (wheat or paddy) is stored
for two years, with regular turning or restoring to pm
vent heating in the stack.

It is the Mission’s impression that grain surpluses
in homes pretil throughout the country. During a visit
to one of the homes in the Chiliying People’s Commune,
for instance, the Mission found a stock of 1000 jin of
wheat grain. This was aoxmulated from the leftovers
of rice quotas issued to the household since 1963. The
family stored the grain surplus in the traditional manner
in an earthen jar with straw mats on top of it. Accumulated surplus stock can be sold to the commune; but
‘“mlly
families seem to have a preference for holding
as much grain as possible on their own premises.
Foodgrain, ie. rice, wheat, barley, rye, sorghum,
millet, maize, oats and soybean, is a State controlled
item. Pwchases and sales of foodgrain an handled only
by the commune and the State or by the supply and
marketing cooperatives. Other commodities controlled
by the State are edible oil and cotton.

The policy of “Store Grain Everywhere.” has tramlated itself into a substantial reservoir of grain, held by
howholds,
beneath the level of the State’s reserves.
Stocks required for local consumption are also kept in
simple, easy-tod,ona.-uct stooge units of the production
brigades. Sur&s grti: is delivered to State storage termix& 5ruated in pr%,duction areas. What emerges is
a big’dydispnsed and decentralized food storage system
that reduces drastically demands on State facilities.

The Mission was also informed that there is minimal
incidence of rodent or insect infestation,no doubt due in
part to vigorous anti-rodent campaigns earlier. Tolerance
for impurities (i.e. sand, stone, dust, etc.) in paddy
deliveries to the State storage or grain terminal is set
at 1.5%.
Bulk Storage
The Mission had an opportunity to view brickwalled flat rectangular storage units used to keep grain
in bulk in the Cbiliying People’s Commune. At the en-
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trance, a white streamer uifh red Chinese characters
read: “Keep Grain in Stock -- Grain Reserves in Case
of War and Natural Calamity.” The wits had damp.
prorf floors. Commune oflicials assert that they stored
what for a five year period without significant deterioratio” in grain quaii;y. Maize was also stored in this
godown which had a storage capacity of 400 t. Maize
and wheat were stored wit’; the initial moisture content
of 13% and 11% respeaively. To prevent stack burn,
stocks were restacked or restored ewy six months.
Weight loss in storage was estinxted at 2%. Obviously
srain was here considered a form of strategic reserve.
He”ce. the protracted storage period.

the fzmx visited. Most commune representatives stressed
that they needed more tractors than those available
because lahour is increasingly absorbed by industrial and
sideline activities.
Obviously China’s social and political structure
facilitates mechanization. The commune is a large collective owned by all its members. It has the area andlabour
to sustsin large-scale basic improvement of land through
selective mechanization and scientific fanning experiments. Establishment of communes has created large
tilling units. These boost the rational use of tractors,
harvester combines, etc.
China’s tractor-building
programme started in
1958. In that year, there were a” estimated 45 000
tractors in the country - “early all of them foreign
made. Today, there are tractor plants and factories
manufacturing farm machines, motors, and engines in
more than 20 provinces, municipalities and autonomous
regions. The 1965 output of tractors was 85 000 (in term
of standard 15 HP units). I” 1973, the output of tractors’
was reported as “several times” that of the 1965 level.

Clearly then. those clay-wailed silos on the Chinese
landscape symbolize a” irdi8enous, lowcost and effecrive food xcurity system.
Agricultwal Mechanization Without ‘Frawyatds”
Trave!ling between Ya”zhou (YangChow) and
Nanjing (Nznking), the Mission raw rice areas where
harvesting operations were in full swing. Hundreds of
workers were i” the fields wielding hand sickles till lzte
in the evening.

Credit Link8

Men and wor”e”, carrying bu”dles of rice on traditional shoulder-poles, could be see”. Ckdldren shooing
geese into just-harvested plots, to ensure grain would
not be wasted, formed part of the wenery. The area
was vast and the amount of manual work utilized massive.
Still, it appeared to the Mission that the labour force
mus:ered was insufficient. Members wondered whether
the harvest col;ld he completed before the ?lants started
shatteri>g in the field. This scene illwtrates why China,
despite its vast pool of agricultural manpower, gives
farm mechaniidion priority.

The stress on mechanization is reflected in loan
policies. Banks provide loans to production teams, production brigades or communes, if they wish to acquire
farm equipment. Loans extended for purchase of such
miiiunery are repayable after five years. The interest
rate is 0.18% per month. No security or collateral is
required.
Farm machines are also made available to production teanu at subsidized prices. Iu the Ho Lei Peqple’s
Commune, Wuxi (Wu-Hsi), Jiangsu (Kkmgsu) province,
the production team pays only 900 yuan for a 7 HP
transplanter which costs 2 300 yua”. The State gives
700 yuan as subsidy; the commune pays 300 yua” from
its collective income. A further subsidy of 400 yua”
comes from the production brigade’s public accumulation
fund.

Quotes
As in most areas of Cninese life, a quotation from
Chairmao Mao is used to emphasize the necessity of
introducing modem toois into agriculture. Time and
a@” the Missio” was told: ‘“The furdamental way oxt
for agriculrme lies i” aecimuizatio”“.
Over cups of
steaming tea axi with plates of apples on the table,
commune ofticials eltplained this policy’s ultimate goal:
to raise peasant living standards to equal those of city
workers. Constructing a” agriccitural base for largescale heavy industry, they strejsed, can he reached only
when fanning is mechanized.

Ch&z’r goa! is to equip every production team with
a tractor by 1980. Officers of the En Chang Production
Brigade of the Chlliying People’s Commune, where 90%
of tilling is already mechanized, stressed the dgnificance
of this target to the Mission by saying that this brigade
sets a” example. It already operates 12 four-wheeltractors with a total HP of 548. I” addition, it runs
28 threshers capable ofprocening lo-15 t/day.

in most of the communes visited, the Mission
observed extendvf use of the 7.!2 HP 2.wheel tractors.
The% a,-~ popular:y know” as “walking” tractors. The
Mission only rarely saw heayrduty machhwy used in

The Mission sought to evaluate this goal by observing the degree of mechanization in other communes.
In the Ho Lei People’s Commune, the Mission found
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82 “walkii”
tractors representing I 050 HP. IS transplanters and 95 threshers. About 70% of rice transplanting
in this commune is now done by mechanical transplanters.
The saame pattern prevailed at Hwang To People’s Commune in Shanghai.

reduce the difference between city and countryside,
between workers and farmers. He added: removal of
rice seedlings, transplanting and harvesting vlould be
mechanized by 1980.

The Mission also observed mechanization in Tian
Choang Production Brigade at the Wan Tou People’s
Commune. It had one tr.wt”r (55 HP), 7 “walking”
tractors (12 HP), 35 threshing machides, 10 winnowers,
2 transplanters and 1 harvester for its 10 production
teams (546 households). Mechanical power amilable
in this production brigade stood at about 1.7 HP/ha.
In Si Nong Tuan Production Brigade in Mu Chia Yee
People’s Commune, Mlyun county, the brigade had 618
households tilling 70 ha. It owned one 4wheel tractor
(55 HP)and 1 “walking” tractor (12 HP).

Images
The image of the bent Chinese peasant with hands
gnarled by work, is etched in people’s minds. It symbolizes the exhaus:ing work on Chinese farms.
China has launched a mass campaign to mechanize
the back-breaking “three-bendbtgsdow”
work involved
in polling, transplanting, and harvesting. It is the Mission’s
impression that this drive is beginning to show results.
Even more significant, replacement of manual labour
with modem machinery has released grating numbers
of commune members for other work in developing a
diversified economy.

Exit the But&lo?

Except probably for Japan, transplanting remains
largely a manual operation for most of Asia. In rice
production, the critical labour peak “cows during transplanting. The Chinese consider transplanting as “1~ of
the “three-back+reaking tasks”. The other two: removing
seedlings from the seedbed and harvesting -by sickles.

T:aciors are also used extensively for transportation. The Mission saw scores of tractors transporting
people along country roads. On the other hand, communes show little interest in developing animal-draught
power. chang chhl People’s CoInmIme in swhou (SW
Chow) had 25 buffaloes; but officials indicated 90% of
the ploughing there had bee” mechanized already. Their
aim is to completely mechanize ploughing.

From the obsenmtions of the Mission, China has
made moth headway in the use of transplanters of local
de!ign and materials. 4 HP transplanters, operated by
three people, can transplant rice seedlings in?” an area
of 30 moo within eight hours. It would require 40 people,
working one whole day, to manually transplant the
same area.

In a0 communes visited by the Mission, the evi.
dence is that the Chiaew a~ pressing aad
with largescale fan” mechani.?ati”n. cropping intensity in China
is increasing. Timeliness of fzld operations is now a
critical factor for increased productivity. In fact: Hwang
To People’s Commune ht Shanghai offers an example
of fame mecbaniza~ion causing production to spurt.
Total area under crops in this commuoe is 2 100 ha.
Mechanical power now available is 2-3 HP/ha. Thus,
95% of plooghing, 60% of transplanting and 100% of
threshing are mechaoized. This has helped boost grain
output to 13.5 t/ha, an increass of 270% and 330%
when compared with those harvested in 1957 and 1949,
respecti=ly.

The East China Agricultural Research Institute at
Nanjing (Nanking) demonstrated its fust rudimentary
transplanter at a national conference on rice cultivating
machhtely in 1956. Since then, this transplanter has
been continually Improved and new models invented.
In 1961, experimental models of animal&awn paddy
trans.pIanters were pnsented to the Governments of
Burma, Nepal and Fast Pakistan by the People’s Republic of China.
Commune officers told Mission membex today’s
rice transplanters have not yet achieved required acceptable standards of efficiency. Problems have cropped up
in design improvement of the machines and in trial
operations. These were now being tackled through the
concerted efforts of researchers, manufacturers and users
and by workers, cadres and technical personnel organized
in china’s Three-ItbOne structure for prob!em solving.

Ina.ased pmdoction due to mechanization has
been qorted
by the comnmnas in Shanghai, Suzhou
(Suchow), &xi and Zheogzhou (Cheng-Chow).
In alI commones visited, the Mission noted that
there appears to be widespread support for mechanization
@icies to relieve the strenuous work of the farmers.
The Chiman
of the Revolutionary Committee in the
Ho Lei People’s Commone stressed that mechanization
wouid ease same of the physical dmdgery.of the work
and help keep people ht the countrytide. It would also
release labour for commune enterprises and gradually

During the Mission’s visit to the Shanghai Agricultural Exhibition, an experimental machine to pull
seedlings from seedbeds was displayed. The machine
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is fitted with a 5 HP engine. It is capable of removing
seedlings from an area oiO.10 mou in one hour.

p~%nce of locally-trained people within the communes.
Thus, the absence of machinery “gravey~ds”.

Rice harvesting in China is still done largely by
hand-sickle. But efforts t” popularize both manual and
mechanical power harvesters are in progress. The Mission
saw three types of mechanical harvesters designed for
swampy and hard ground areas. A 3 HP harvester is
capable cf reapir,g 3 to 4 mou per hour; a large size
(IO HP) hamster could dc about 4.5 mou per hour.

Time to observe harvesting, threshing and other
field operations was limited. But from a quick look at
these operations, the Mission has the impression that
grain iosses occurring in the field can be reduced. The
work force engagd in the field operations was seen
working very hard to cope with the large matured crop
areas. Grain losses occur due to shattering at this stage
of harvesting and during the hauling of padAy bundles
on shoulder poles to the threshing floor. Further losses
of grain appear at the temporary threshing floor pmpared on a mud ground. Thus, there is scope for using
mobile threshers t” serve the nearest harvesting areas.
Immediate threshing and winnowing on site would great!y
heip in getting the work done during peak periods when
both timeliness and heavy draught work are serious
constraining conditions.

Equipment Channels
Most conunme~ are linked to large machinery
factories run by rhe county. Farm machinery repair is
organized at three levels: county, commune and production brigade. !-!“a f&r machirre;y repair is done by
the county. largeer factories (iron, cement, fertilizer)
are run by the Stare.
Thrre are snail machinery iactories operating
under the communes. The Mission visited a number of
these factories during its visit t” Ho IA People’s Commum; Wuxi (wu-Hsi); Chang Chin People’s Commune,
Suzhou (Su-Chow); and Hwng Tu People’s Commune,
Chiating county: Shqhai.
These factories have workshops to undertake repair and maintenance work. Their
main products are agricuitur;J tools. spare parts for
small tiactors, propsEer blades for boats and imud sucking
equipmetit (12 HP), etc.

The Chinese are fully aware of losses in the field.
In order to retrieve as nmxh grain as possible, in one
area the Mission saw large flocks of ducks and geese of
the production teams being shooed into just-harvested
fields for grazing. This is a practical way of recovering
harvest losses fcr animal feed.
The record is better in ?mcessing and storage.
One commune reports that grain ioss, in all stages of postharvest processing, is estimated at 25%. Lou of rice
grain, due to nnthreshed grains, amouitted to only 150 kg
from every ha of land.

succes story
The facto:y in Chang Chin People’s Commune
started with two veteran tecbxdcizns. Today, it has 312
trained workers who grnss annualiy 800 000 yuan. The
structure is deceutrzlized, uses local materials, trains
local people and comes fo grips with location.specific
prcblems because it has functional links at the farm
level. One noteworthy f&we of local technology seen
by the Mission is a 10 W ndni caterpillar tractor. It is
designed and produczd as a prototype by the Hsiyang
County Agricultural Machinery Plant to reach and work
high narrow terrace iands. ms type of tractor c”sts
3 000.4 000 ymn arid is currently used by the Dazhai
(Tachai) Production Brigzde.

A “Magna Carta” for Gmssroot Technology

China has achieved a steady, significant, but not
particularly outstanding. increase in food production.
The Mission, therefore, looked into the issue of “appr0.
priate te&nol”gy”.
All the literature available to the Mission indicates
that crop yields eve, the past 25 years have regist-red
steady increases. Compared with other developing countries average yields per ha are high.
In the course of the Mission’s visit to various eotttmunes, it obtained the following examples of yields by
main crops:

The Mission did not c”nx across equipment “graveyards”. In many countrks members of the Mission have
seen piies of valuable @cultural
equipment lying in
the “pen, idled due t” poor mziltenance “I lack of
spare parts as wll as to an absence oitrained technicianb
to handle a bewildering variety of makes. In contrast,
the farm&?& repairshops and factories within corn.
munes enable Chinese farmers to keep machines operating v&h little waste. Maintenance is ensured due to

cm
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Rice (first crop)

7.8 t/ha

Chang Chin

Rice (second crop)

6 t/ha

Chang Chin

Wheat

6.7 t/ha

ChillybIg

Barley

4 t/ha

Hangzhou

state

CO”l

8.10 t!i?a

Tachai

tices. AU countries

production; that they are closely inter-related; that
maximum results occur when they are taken and applied
as a whole, taking into consideration local conditions.

Sorghum

8-9 tiga

Tdlai

Millet

8 r/ha

Tachai

cotton (lint)

1 950 kg:&

ChiUying

Apple

400 kg’tree

Shiang Chiao

knc::

that these practices increase

But what the Mission found remarkcble is the
fact that the Charter is said to be know” to all Chinese
farmers. It is associated with Chairman Mao’s name and
therefore is policy. Hence, the Charter really amounts
to a first-rate piece of agricultural extension work. A”
interesting footnote from a communications point of
view is that eight Chinese characters suffice to spell out
the eight points.

In many areas, the Mission had reports that triple
cropping had bee” adopted. Yields of foodgrain per
ha in these triPlecropped axas had reached from 16 to
18 t. Quadruple-cropping is being tried in Haina”. There
were some cases where up to ?? tj,w had been obtained.
Mission members noted the uniformly high level
of cultivation practices. Fanners the Mission talked to
attributed attainment of such practices and levels of
Productivity to the consistent application of the EightPoint Charter for Agriculture, outlined by Chairman
Mao in 1958.

Seeds of Change
With the Charter as a backdrop, the Mission then
considered the application of these principles.
In farms visited, members discovered production
inputs are planned before planting; hence, they appeared
to be readily available at the time needed. The Chinese
use seeds of high-yielding improved varieties (Hyvs).
The current breeding programme stressed development
of early maturing HYVs because of the marked trend
towards multiple cropping systems. China has moved
from single to double and, in some instances, to triplecmpping.

In this Charter Chairman Mao combined traditional
Chinese practices with conclusions of known scientific
studies, and expressed these as policy directives in the
earthy slogans of today’s China.
Briefly, the eight points of the Eight-Point Charter
for Agriculture are:
1. Seed Selectim:. Use of seed from high-yielding
improved varieties.
2. Soil Deep-plo-ughing and soit improvement,
overall survey, planning and rational “se of land.

The Seed Production
the Mission’s attention.

3. Field Xz~genlent.
Timely cultivation, irrigation and application of fertilizer, and meticulous care of
the crops throughout :he growing period.

As practised in the commm~es visited, the system
is characterized by simplicity, absence of overly.sophistic&d techniques, and legislation. The system aims to
enable farmers to use quality seed for planting eve0
season rather than just dipping into grain saved from
previous harvests. This is made possible by the fact that
production of quality seed is decentralized within corn.
munes themselves. Targets are quantities that make it
possible for the production teams to renew thei: seed
stocks every year. The system can be summarized as
follows:

4. C/use Plmtin~. Plant *he maximum number
that can be grow” per ;;nit ziea throug?; closeplanting
and intercropping. and by obtaining adequate nutrition,
sunlight and air.
5. firtiirer.
Rational application of fertilizer,
with the kind and quantity according to the type of
crop, nature, zd condition of the soiLand needs at the
different stages of crop ~Ovith.

engaged

Breeder seed. After a variety has been selected by
either college, academy, county or at the commune
experimental station, the seed is multipled immediately.
To speed up rate of multiplication, two generations are
generally grown in one year, viz. in the cake of rice,
harvested seeds are sown as a second crop in the same
location. Harvested cotton seed is sent to warmer cli.
mates, in the southern provinces like Guangdong
(Kwangtung), to be grown during the tinter.

6. Plant Prorediion. Prevention and treatment of
plant diseases and eltination
of weeds, insects, pests
and harmful birds and animals.
7. Water (lonwvatiin.
Conrtruction of projects
for irrigation and drainage, and rational use of water.
8. Twl Improwm~r.
Better impl.ements
the we of machinery to raise labour productivity.

Systems in conmmnes

and

There is nothing special about the Eight-Point
Charter itself. The eight points are “or new. The Charter
is a simple compilation of high-yield cultivation prac.

Multiplication. Breeder seed, so produced, is sent
to production brigades and sometimes to production
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teams for further multiplication and use. At each com~“tme, there is usually an experimental farm called the
Seed Breeding and Mtdtip/icarion Srmion. There, breeding, testing, selection and multiplication are undertake”.
Sizes ofthese stations vary from 500 to about 1 000 mou,
depending on crops g*oIhn ti the commune.

t,, give optimum and ideal conditiorls for good gamina.
tio” and for strong and vigorous seedlings. Land preparation inwlves one deep ploughing, followed by four to
eight harrowings, depending on the previous crop and
the crop to be planted. For wheat and rice, six to eight
harrowings are needed; corn and sorghum, four 10 five
may be sufficient.
The Chinese believe in deep ploughing. This is
specitied in the Eight-Potit Charter for Agriculture.
Depth of ploughing obserwd by the Mission varies
between 15 and 25 cm. Some fields are plow&d to a
depth of 30 cm.

Furthermore each production team or production
brigade, whichever is the basic accounting ““it. has its
om Seed Multipiic@ion Plot. This sfmcture gives seed
multiplication
capabilities to the lowest ““it and
thereby brings this service right to the farm level. Dis.
tribution problem are therefore minitized. This diffused
structure speels up popularization
improved cultivation practices.

of new varieties and

The New Seeds
High yielding varieties of wheat, barley, soybean,
grolmdnut, sweet potato, c”t+o” and hybrid cot” and
sorghum have been developed. Use of these varieties is
spreading.

Rhficakm.
These seed farms also carry out Mriety maintenance and purification. In the case of selfpollinated crops, single heads or panicles are selected
and grown in progeny rows. Off-types are rogued and
seed from the lest of the progeny rows is bulked for
further multiplication. Commtme experimental stations
delelop corn inbred lines. These are then handed over
to the production brigade for maintenance, multiplication and hybrid seed production.

High-yielding dwarf md semi-iwarf and s:iff straw
hdica and Japonieo rice varieties were developed in the
early sixties. They are now grown extensively throughout
the country and occupy over 80% of the wet lowland
rice areas. Improved glutinous Indica and Japonirn rices
are also being developed. Rice varieties, with different
maturity periods, hue been evolvvd to suit different
agroaological zones. These include:

Storqpe. Each pmdtiction brigade usually hss largesize seed storage facilities to handle seeds produced by
the various production teams. A few team haw their
own seed storage facilities; but this does not seem to
be the general cas. Seed stomge for each variety differs
in size. Each one usually ranges from tvio to five tonnes
capacity. Seed is stored for one season. No seed reserve
is maintained.

(Intermediate)
late

Requirements. Each commune generally produces
enough seed :o satisfy its own requirement. In the case
of calamities and emergencies, a commune may share
its seed, or obtain seed from the counfy Seed Carpmltim.

130.14Odays
170. I SO days

At the Research Institute of Agricultural Science
of Iiangsu (Kiangsu) province, the Mission noted greater
emphasis being placed on the incorporation of blast,
blight and stem borer resistance into HYVs. Early maturing mtesistant
HYVs of wheat are also being developed. These partiwlar varieties make it possible both
to increase cropping intensity and to move wheat culture
to the southern provb%e.$, considered IrditiO”~
rice
areas.

Rices. Seed is sold by the ~mnmne to the producteams and production brigades at a higher price than
This is aboln S-30%, depending on the crop, where
produxd, and the economic situation of the prods
team.

Processing. All operations related to seed procesing
are perfomxd manually, except in some instances where
threshing and wbmowuing ma&&s are wed for cleansing
rice and wheat seeds. Corn shellers are sometimes available
at the conm~w.
Seed-Bed Pwpwaior

Medium

In double CiWXOpping areas, the Mission learned
that early varieties are grown as the first crop and medium
LX late maturing varieties as the second. lntennedllte
varieties are mainly grown in the central regions of China.
The growing season there does not permit the growing
of more thnn one crop of rice of such a maturation
period. late maturing varieties are also bred for regions
where the frost-free period does not allow the growing
of more than one crop.

Testing. Se:& are usually tested for germination
only. Tests for other seed charxteristics are not carried
0”:.

tion
@n.
it is
tion

50.100 days

F”IlY

Single and doubleeross corn hybrids haw bee”
developed. They are predominantly of the yellow flint
types. Some with 100 days maturity like Chun Tan No. 2

This IS done meticulously
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Stattdii

are suitable for double-cropping.
Other hybrids are o!
I SO. 160 days’ maturity and am for singlecropping areas.

China prectises bigh.density planting. Rice is usually
transplanted et six to IO seedlings per hill, spaced IO to
20 cm apart; wheat is planted et a rate of about 200
kg/he; corn et ova 60 000 plants/ha:soybean et 170 000
plults/ha; and cotton may reach over 100 000 plants/ha.
Commune members gave uniform ripening, end lessening
of weeds, as reasons for the high plant population per
unit area.

*%arr sorghum hybrids. with compect heeds. are
now avdlable. They yield bier
than the local unimproved varieties. Although tile local tall open-head types
yield less thee the hybrids. C -ne% :armers have retamed
t!:em. Aside from erain, the stalks are ased for fodder;
fences and co,uuc;i,
woti.
There are also improved w&ties of soybean.
These were mainly dewloped by selection and hybridization. Apparentiy. ibese kae been popularized over a
wide area ie Chine, in particu:er in the north and northeastern prwdttces. These varieties ate of the determinate
types. Breeding programmer are directed towards development of high-yield, bighail. stiff&em varieties with
dood adaptability to inter-cropping.

The Misrion observed that land is very well levelled
and gaded to facilitate proper irrigation and drainage of
excessive water. Dikes appear to be solidly built end do
not allow seepage into neighbowing plots. Chinese
farmers adjust plots to crop end topography. On terraced
lend these are generally smell. Some other fields had
plots up to 50 by 30 m in size.

Cotton is predominantly of the Gossypium kirswum type. Chinese breeders hew evolved HYVs with a
minimum of vegetative branches. These are also early
maturing, have a high ginning percentage and are resistant
to uzilt. They are noa’ grown extensively.

Sib& File
Methods of planting, seen by the Mission, include
broadcast, sowing in lines, or ~an+nting.
Wheat,
karely, millet, :apeseed end soybeen in general are broadcast;but sometimes they are drilled.

~?-ganic manure takes mainly the form of compost.
Green manure is not used because of the intensive land
uu: which does not allow it. Compost is brought to the
field by wheel-banows. It is then distributed in small
.~out,ds two to thtee m apart after the fields have been
plougbed ;nd then spread and incorporated into rhe
sod during harrowing.

Production Brigade, the
At the Dazhei (Tech
Mission saw a movie that displayed a sowingin-row
and line-planting method for corn that the production
brigade has develop.%!. The Chinese cell it “Six-Person
Corn-Planting”. Six farmers follow one another in line
but all have different functions. The fnsl leads two
draught animals pu!.ling the plough which the second
guides. The third farmer drops seeds into, the opened
furrow. The fourth quickly applies chemical fertilizer
next to the seed. The fifth then covers the seed with
Foil and the lest blankets the covered seed with organic
manure.

Rates of appliEation of organic manure very according to the crop, season, !ocation, soil end type of
manure used. Based on the observations of tile Mission,
the following rates were used on relected crops:
Rice (fun crop)

60.70 t/ha

Rice (second crop)

60.70 t/h

Whet

75.105 t/ha

corn

75.90 t/ha

sorghum
Millet

60.70 t/ha

Soybean

30-45 t/ha

Cotton

70-75 t/ha

M&ion members saw, in some areas, wheat ends
millet being transplanted. Wheat is planted in nurseries
with the rate of seeding at about 300 kg/ha. Nursery
planting eUows summer crops like maize, sorghum end
cotton to mature, end provides time to prepare the
land and to schedule the transplants just before wintei
sets in. Millet is transplanted in the fields of meize end
sorghutn to permit early hervesc.

70-75 t/ha

Fields ere wee&d regularly by hand. Weeds en
not allowed to compete with the crop at any time. Herbicides, such es MCPA and Dalapon, are sometimes used
to control weeds in the fields.

sugaaatle (fnst crop) 75-135 t/ha
Su~rcme(ratoon)

Room

75.135 t/ha plus 675 t/ha
of mud from bottom of
f&ponds.

Water management, at field level, eppean to be
eff=ient. During Mission touts thmughout the country.
members noted no water wastage caused by oe~lBe
from broken ditches, bunds, or dikes in iriiated f4ds.

T!ws? are enomtous quantities by most countries’
stemiards. They are the main source of fertility for
Chiw’s farms.
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Three npplicationr of chemical fertilize: and one
application of organic manure are as follows:
Chemical fertilizers - .4mmonium Sulphate
Chemisai fertilizers 2.~ irsiraliy applied on nain
food crops ad some tidwr;izi crows such as cotton.
sugarsane md k-3. The>: sdppknmt
organic manures.
Spiit appiications are r&e ru!e Lo the fertilization of
rice and cotton. Some of the chemical fertilizers used
ificlude urea and sr;monium suiphate. At the Hangzhou
Swte Teea Farm. which ziso grow wheat and rice t5
meet wo;kers’ needs. riirss rates \YSR noted by the
hlission:

1 SO0 kg/ha

Third applicaticn (during August)

I IM) kg/ha

Organic manure two to four t/ha of rapeseed oil
‘IXe lack of chemical fertilizer is made up by the
addition of organic fertilizer, mOstly COmpOSt.
The Watchmen
The Mission also studied the plant protection
organization at the comm!w level. It has a three-tier
structure: commune, brigade and team.
At the commune level, the plant protection team
is composed of three or four agro-technicians. They plan
and orgenize plant protection activities. One step down in
the production brigade, a plant protection group implements end oversees plant protection activities of the
various production terms. At the production team level,
the group hendies day-to-day plant proten>v
work.

Chemical Fertiiizeis:
First application Arx~on?om
Sulphate
Second applicztfion Amxonium Suiphete
Thlr zpplicarion Idquid
Al”lllOC.3

The record indicates that pests are controlled and
infestation rarely allowed to reach the epidemic stage.
Prevention, biological control. cultural practices xd
pesticides are used to combat pests. Agro-technicians
are always Present and amila5le to help. Peasants are
taught by various means - lectures, posters. etc., ways
ofcontrolling pests.

Rice
IGrst crop
25.30 t/h3

Chemicat fertihzn:
First application Uquid
Amtm”ii

300 kgha
Plant1

Second applicatiw ammonium Sulphare

I50 kg/ha (after trans.
pIem)

Third application Ammo
nium Suiphate

75 kg/ha (before
beading)

Chemical pesticides like MPC, BHC, DDT are
applied. Time and number of applications depend on
the type and nature OC infestation. Eiptrex, Malathion
and DDT are used for rice stem borer and leaf hoppers.
Communes also report resort to biological control. They
raise end release large populations of parasitic insects
OI micro-organisms mainly for rice stem borer and wheat
armyworm.

(at trans-

There is reliance too on use of appropriate cultural
practices, i.e. date of planting, reduction of excess moisture in tields, removal of infested pleats, ploughing
stubble, crop rotation, etc.

Second Crop
or!ga”lc “IanUIe

I 500 kg/ha

cake.

Organic mariurc

Organic Inanure

First application (duing March)
Second application (during June!

25.30 t;ha

Chemical fertilizers:
First application Liquid
Ammonia

300 kg/ha

S&and application Ammo.
“ium Sulphate

150 kdha

Third application Ammo-

75 kg/ha

Herbicides used include MCPA, DCPA, 2,4-D and
D&pan for rice, cotton and cabbage. Seeds are also
treated. Cotton and what seed are soaked before planting
in water at 60°C for half-an-hour to control reed-borne
diseases. They are mixed with pesticides and covered
for 10 days before planting.
At the Research Institute of Agricultural Science
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insecticides over cotton fields throughout
until the pests come under control.

of Jiangsu (Kiangsu) province the Mirrion was told about
a new fungicide called ME .&ich apparently controls
a wide spectrunt of crop diiyes, e.g. groundnut Fuvrrium
tilt, black rot of sweet potato, Ac.kmtia blight of rapeseed, loose s”wt of what scab, bacterial leaf blight of
rice, gape white rot, blotch of apple and Fusrrium
wat of apple.

the commune

The county is also associated with the early warning
system. The county forecasting station hsues bulletins
on prevailing weather conditions, data on previous outbreaks, current statw and degree of spread of disease
and insect pests. These bulletins are published as“Dlsease
and Insect Pest Forecast Newsletter”. These newsletters
are distributed within the commune, production brigades
and production teams, to inform, alert and trigger off
precautio”ary “leasures.

The Institute also has a good collection of spedmess of major iosects and disase pests of rice, wheat,
maize, cotton and a war&y of fruits and vegetables. A
specialized unit of the institute prepares samples in
kc
numbers. These LIZ snt on to mmmmes, productie” brigades and production team to help agro-technicims and peasa”@ in identifyL”g pests. A preserving
liquid h?s bee” devebped at the Institute which keeps
the natural cobur of inpect specimens.

This system appears to be operating in other com1nu”es as well.
System Foundation
Iike most Asian countries, the predominant farming
system in Chii is based on foodgrain production. Other
crops, livestock, and related activities, supplement food
production. The kind of main foodgrain and other supplementary crops produced in a comnmne depend on the
supply of water, rainfall, temperature, soil, and proximity
to towns and cities.

Early wamhtg
A” important aspect of crop protection is a”
Early Wmning System Tbk prevents outbreaks of diseases
and insect pest infestation. The Mission observed the
forecasting of &sect pests on cotton crops at the Chiliying
People’s co”unu”e.

Jn the couw of its trip, The Mission noted the
following changes in the foodgrain farming system:

Tbh co”u”une has a” Agm Technical centre for
the popularization of scientific @culture.
It also has
Agm-Tednid
Groups in 38 production brigades organized geographically i”to ix Netwrks. Each production team has its own teclmicians.

1. In the northeast, ox”,
are the “lab crops;

The entire system therefore involws more than
I ooo people. It includes veteran farmers, agm.tech”icians and educated youth along the Three-In-One principle. Anyone who notices any unusual bulldvp of the
insect population intmediately brings this to the attention
This includes the
of the ogm-technical centre.
agro-technician who may spot the buildup when making
cou”ts of i”scts fmmd in black&“tp traps. The centre
in turn alerts the six agrc-tc&nical networks of the
canmume.
Precautio”a*
measures are lmdertake”
promptly. These indude: (1) spraying of fwlds with
pesticides, (2) application of cultural practices such
as the rentoval of stubble, draiaii of water from plots
to reduce moistwe leoel, etc.

sorghum and soybean

2.

In Hebei (Hopei), Shanxi (Shansi) and Hena”
(Honan) provh~ces, winter wheat constitutes
the main winter cereal, while corn, sorghum,
and millet a..e the important summer crops;

3.

In Jlangsu (Klangsu) and Zhejiang (Chekiang)
provinces, rice is the main crop with wheat,
barley and rapeseed as tinter crop. Tea is a
significant crop in Zhejiang (Cheklang) province; and

4.

In the southern provinces such as Guangdong
(Kwangtung), two crops of &-a are *ow” in
the summer; wheat and barley are the main
winter crops.

Winter, spring, sununer and fal! vegetables are grown
throughout the country. They appear to be cultivated
more intensi&y
around tows and cities. Groundnut
and sweet potato an, also grown throughout. Livestock in p&irticular pigs, chicken, ducks and geese - constitute
part of the farming system. These animals are raised
both for meat and manure.. Whenever water supply is
milabk
aid abundant, fish also become part of the
fming
system, as obserwd in central and southern
chiia.

Each of the six networlcc sends periodic reports to
the a8mhh”id
cmtre assing
the situation, based
on iopct and egg counts. Xf the situation is serious. the
ss2remy of the co”l”lu”e Party Co”““ittee calls for a”
emergcney conference. After a brlefmg from tie agro.
technical cent”?, t!ley set pert control as the ““lai”
current task? Network leaders that undertake the ms.
pwlbility
for mobilizing the peasats and putting in
opera%” all availabk dusters and sprayers, spreading
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realities and has applied it with a remarkable degree of
consistency. This has resulted in an improvement in
agricultural productivity. ‘ihe Eight Point Charter for
Agriculture presents thw insights in a form that is
understood by the fanner.

A variety of croppine systems were studied by the
Mission. I” all of them the basic approach seems to call
for every effort to modify “ature, so that lands and water
resources are fully utilized to raise as many crops as
possible within a unit area of land during a crop season.
Communes therefore resort to single-cropping
only where moisture srd temperztu~e dp not zllow the
growing of more than one crop. The only other exception
is where the crop is of special economic importance as
to justify its continuous monoculture. The Mission
noted this in the Chiiing People’s Commune. There, late
varieties of cotton ad corn are planted in April/May
and harvested in Odober!November.
Yields of over
1 500 kg/ha of lint and 6 t/ha of corn have bee” obtained.

Buttresses
The “‘bottomup” structure ensures that institutional support and technical know.how are always there
when needed by the production team and the farmers.
There is virtually no gap between research and
extension. New findings and techniques are immediately
popularized and utilized by the peasants .4gricultural
research progranunes are oriented towards the immediate
solution of practical field problems encountered by
the peasant.

Two system of doublecropping were observed.
The fust had wheat followed by summa cereals, food
legumes, OI industrial crops such as tobacco and cotto”.
The second consisted of lice, followed by winter cereals
such as wheat and bai:ey, and by oil crops like rapeseed
or legumes like broad bean.

Farmers attend evening “study goupS” to 1%”
new recbniques, broaden their knowledge, and to ~&CUSS
possible solutions to practical problems facing them.
Great emphasis and importance
culture in the education system.

Triplecropping appears to be -tidely used in central
and southern China. A warm and long growing season
prevails and water is adequate. The system involves the
growing of two crop of rice followed by winter cereals,
i.e. rice/rice/wheat OTbarley~

are give” to agri-

Traditionally,
the Chinese farmers are hardworking. Farming is a respected occupation and way of
life.
The Chinese use indigenous technology and material. They do not rely on imported and sophisticated
technology which fails when transferred without modification.

Inter-croptiling is widely practised. A wide wiety
of crops combinations xeie observed. Farmers seed or
transplant a second crop; between rows of the firs! crop,
before it is harvested. The ?yctem seeks maximum use of
both land and moi;txt.
It also fds double and triplecropping patterns into the crop-growing season. Wheat
fields are inter-planted with corn, sorghum and cotton.
Corn fields are inter-planted with sorghum, millet, cotton,
soybean, groundnut, sweet potato, sesame and so on.
The Mission heard of late rice interplanted in early rice
fields near Hangzhou (Hangchow) but did not get to
observe this practice.

Use
facilitates
for smal!
tance,are

of uniform tools, implements and equipment
the interchange of spare parts. Engines used
tractors, pumps, boats and threshers, for insinterchangeable.

The Chinese do not rely on higbly.trained sophis.
ticated scientists to lead their agricultural development.
Low and middle-level technicians, who have acquired
considerable experience and knowledge, are the leadership core in crop production. The Chinese make full
use of veteran farmers, agr+technicians and educated
YOUth.

Relaycropping is “ot new. It involves planting
of seed in nurseries until the main crop is harvested and
land is worked out for planting immediately after harvest.
The system is common for rice and vegetables. Chinese
farmers practise this to some extent with wheat and
millet. Sometimes seedlings are transplanted between
TOWSof a standing crop before harvest

The seed production
new1 of seeds.

system allows frequent re-

“Melons on Lang Veins”: FuU Use of
Land and Water Resources

The Mission learned that quadruple-cropping
experiments are being undertake”. But results of these
experiments were not available. Nor did the Mission
see actual cases of quadruple-cropping.

Chinese fanners carefully husband every resource.
Waste runs against the ethical grain. The Mission considered how this approach shapes the use of land and
wer.

The Mission has the impression that China has a
preceptive appreciation of its resources, problems and
constraints. China has shaped its technology to these

One of the impressions that struck the Mission
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most was the way every available fragment of land is
cropped and utiliz@ in China. Border cultivation and

noted the speed in constructing these widespead works
and the good level of maintenance.

home gardens furnished good illustrations. The Chinese
sow everywhere: on banks of terraces, rivers, streams,
canals, ditches and dikes.

The Da&i (Tachai) Production Brigade is a showcase. This brigade created about 13 ha of new land by
ievelilng hills, filling gullies and terradng, much of it by
hand. Thirty-three bills were carved into terrace. In 15
gullies, the water had been directed into underground
tunnels, the land terraced and tilled with new top-soils,
mostly handcarried from a nearby forest. About 1458
million cubic metres of earth were handled.

Small vacant spaces such as rice bunds, field margins, and roadsides are planted with a variety of crops:
groundnut, sweet potato, soybean, cowpea, mungbean,
sunflower, sesame.
Small irregular plots are used, too, by planting
them with castor seed, hemp, jute, tobacco, all sorts of
vegetables, and mulberry, citrus, poplar and others.

Land was being consolidated to facilitate irrigation,
mechanization,
and better crop management. Small
fields and plots were consolidated by removing old
terrace banks, then reconstructed and reshaped.

Layers of Green
The Mistion also looked at home gardens. These
are-small, very often not more than a few square metres.
Yet, up to seven or even eight strata of crops are grown.

Hand.tooling
The Mission noted the painstaking application of
simple techniques to bring marginal land on slopes into
production. Young trees are fust planted. Then the
fumers dig a hole, about a metre square and a metre
deep, like a flower-pot, to trap rainwater for the trees.
Thus, steep slopes ir Dazhai (Tachal) and elsewhere
are increasingly planted with forest trees like pines,
walnuts, etc., as well as fruit trees. Thus, the landscape
is increasingly green.

Chinese cabbage> radish, carrot, eggplant, tomato,
and sweet potato are raised in the lower stratum. This
is followed by anoiher stratum, like tobacco grown for
family “se; then bznalla or pomegranate are added,
depending on whether the area is temperate or tropical.
Another stratum has tall sunflowers (the seeds of which
are roasted and eaten and the stems used for construction
purposes and fuel). Peaches, apples and mulberries constitute another level while gcurd crawls up to the rooftops.

Swamps, marsh=, coastal and tidal land are being
reclaimed and mostly converted into rice fields. Mud and
silt from fish ponds and river bottoms are scraped together and then poured on the land to enrich it ior
growing upland crops.

The Mission noted with interest that even roofiop
plots are used. In one vev neat piguy, creeping sqash
plants bad been planted to provide shade for the outdoor
sties.

During its visit to the Chiliying People’s Commune,
the Mission was told of techniques currently used to
reclaim land and build up fertility.

China brings m land development both a massive
Use Of nIaapower and a broad concept that includes:
expansion, conservation,
reclamation, rehabilitation
or amelioration, building and consolidation. The Chinese
expand through three dimensions and by following their
Three-In-One principle. Land is expanded outwards by
i&ii&
upwards by fdling up, and downwards by
terracing. Waste land is brought under the plough by
removing rocks and weeds by hand or small tools. Soil
is then transported from distant places, sometimes in
baskets and on shoulder poles, and added to the barren
land.

In the case of red clay soils, farmers add layers of
sand. Then they plough to mix and thereby improve the
physical condition of the soil. Silt from the Huang He
R&r is used to adjust soil pH in areas with alkaline soils.
Farmers also bore wells to a depth of about 50 m.
Then they pump the water out to lower water tables.
They flood the soil to wash away undesirable salts, then
drain, then follow with repeated and heavy application
of organic manure.

At the Shashiyu Production Brigade, the Mission
saw how members had bored a tunnel to transport soil
from one side of a mountain to the other, where it was
wdcd.
Rocks and stones were then used to reinforce
terraces, paddy dikes, dams. The brigade brought eroded

To reclaim and improve waterlogged soils, the
Hwang Tu People’s Commune members first dug drainage
ditches to drain off excessive water and to curb the
floods caused by heavy summer rains. Then they dredged
rivers and canals to improve drainage and to lower the
water tables of waterlogged soils. Finally, they levelled
the high lands and moved the soil to the newlydrained
land - again with heavy reliwce on mobilized manpower.

hills and slopes into production by building stone-embanked terraces to prevent soil erosion and conserw
water. Terra&g, as such, is not new. But !lx Mission
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The Mission observed how the structure and fertility
of the soil is improved in tbc commune. The Dxhai
(Tachtij Production Brigade provides rwnples 01’ how
a commune uses waste products, available througliout
he country’s farms, to cope with certain types of soils.
The methods. in table form, follow:
Oqmic Mamm Applied

Soil Type
Sandy

Ashes

%d

&ha

White

(1)

Draught

(2)

straw compost

(!)

Dra;gl,t

(2)

Sheep droppings

(1)

Pig droppings

(2)

Csttie droppings

B!ack

Brown

animal

animal

droppings
The Search
droppings

The Chinese xtti!ude is: don’t reiy .a~ ~zin. Wa!er
should be found. When found, it should carefully b:
conserved and brought from its main source to be use’
for agricuituial tieveiopment. “The person who harnesser
water rules the iani”, commune members told the
IMission. Generally, simple :ools ax used. Manpower is
not spared. The criteria of di~txxce. terra;? m cost are
different from traditional norms eisewhe:-e. But the
Mission saw examples of projic?:. bath big and small,
where such water projects r:volutionir:d
whole communities.

Production reams 01 brigades gaerally handle
small-scale !and :eclamation. In larger undertakings,
where a commune OI several commuxes are involved, the
State assists in the work. State assistance includes labour
pzyments, equipment and supplies.

The Red Flag Caca: is one of tlx better known
enampies of this app1Oaib lo wa!~e~.Work on this canai
began in the sixties and was ccmpleted in 1969. The
entire network consists of d main trunk, three branched
tributary canals linked to numerous channels, and ditches.
AU in all, there is a total of 1500 km of *ateways.

Blurred Image
China still has stretches of stark denuded land.
But this image is> in many ways. fading because of afforestation, for soil and water conservation. Supply of wood
and ecological balance are proceeding rapidly both in
urban and rural areas.

During construction, the builders - often referred
to as the “unsung henxa of plenty” in Cliixse literature
- blasted OI cut into the sides OT tops of more thw
I 250 hills, excavated 180 tunneis that add up to a tolal
length of 24 km. They also constructed 155 aqueducts
with a total length of 8 km. To do this,they moved 18.4
million m3 of stone and earth - mainly by hand during ?he construction period. The unpredictable Chargho River, known as the “jungle river” lies northwest of
Linxian in Henan (Honan) province. This was dammed
to raise the water level. Then water was tunnelled to the
Red Flag Canal to irrigate 40 000 ba of land. Along the
canal, hundreds of small reservoirs were bl;ilt to store
Gter and serve the local villages.

The visitor to China, who is used to “asphalt
jungles”. is apt to be stsrtled by the 3% hour train ride
from Hong Kong 10Guar.gz;iw !Caantor,j: both sides
of the &road track today are lined with several layers
of cool, green trees giving a park-like impression. Eucalyptus, Po.mdus rpp., Casuatino and pine have been
planted on slopes, roadsides and ti fields as windbreaks.
As the Mission’s visir showed, this reafforestation is
carried on elsewhere too. The lilission noted that in
cities, towm and villages, up to six IO\;: of trees are
planred at roadsides. On roadsides in rural axas, fields,
river barks and hili sIrPa, many species of forest and
fruit trees have been planted.

Then there was the “Valley of the Paupers” impoverished by lack of water. Rainwater is now collected, conserved and used by a simple system of water
tanks and reservoirs, carved out and quarried out of the
rocks near the mountain tops. These collect water for
drinking and for irrigating crops. Gravity is used too.
Cisterns were constructed to collect rainwater and SO

Lifeline
Agriculture features prominently in Chinese folk
sayings. The current high priority to agriculture is expressed in easy-to-recall rlogans that resemble folk sayings.
Everywhere the Mission was told: ‘Water conservation
is the lifeline of agriculture”. Tbis reflects the Chinese
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connected to each other that when one h full, the overflow pours into the next at a different level to utilize
gWity.

The Mission saw bodies of water being systematically
tapped for the raising of food, organic matter, feed, etc.
Fish, duck and geese are found in these bodies. Water
chestnuts are also raised and used for food. Water ~yachtth and water lettuce am converted into pig feed and
compost. Silt and mud from canals and streams are used
as manure to improve land for growing upland crops.

“Lo;lg Veins”
At the Duhai (Tachai) Production Brigade, the
Mission saw the water system that the Chinese describe
as “melons on long veins”. Tunnelled canals are bored
under the fields and the floor of the valleys. Through
them, the vaten of flash-floods now flow harmlessly.
Numerous median and mu&sized dams have since
been constructed. These dams were subsequently connzc!sd to each other by main and lateral canals to irrigate
surroundiig
ueas. Pointing to these interconnected
pools of water, commune officials proudly note in another uniquely Chinese figure of speech that ‘irrigation
ponds are melons on !o”g v&s”.

Throughout the centuries, the crucial role of water
in agriculture has always been understood. But not all
have gone to the lengths that the Chinese have in locating
water and - through “long veins” - bringing it to carefully nurtured land.
The Mission concludes that land and water approaches and uses, described abow, form part of the
overall policy of full utilization of all resotwes in a”
“a&out effort” for development. Other manifestations
of this policy include the intensive use of land, recycling
of waste (including scrap as raw material for industry)
and labour use.

The policy of avoidin,; waste is reflected in simple
water conservation practices. The Mission noted that
at night water is channelled into tanks and reservoirs
for use during daytime. At Dazhai (Tached), aqueducts
have been constructed over gullies and valleys to transport
drinking and irrigation water from distant higher places.
The water gradient of irrigation canals is utilized to
produce electricity. The Mission saw, in the course of
its trip, hundreds of tube-wells cdpPi”g “nderground
water resources for supplementary irrigation.

There are a number of elements which reinforce
this policy. One is a national characteristic of frugality
and hard work. There is also a” abundance Of labour.
Thus growthaiented
goals require combining the abundant labour resources with the scarce land, water and
other ~csowxs, as intensively as possible. Famrers and
workers are also paid in terms of .work points when they
are mobilized to carry out capital conservation projects.
The State usually supplies transport, shelter, food, health
aad other facilities. Such mobilizations usually OCCUI
during slack periods on farms and factories. More rational
we of manpower is thereby pmvkled.

‘where there is water”, the Chinese say, “there
should be fish” The Mission found this policy implemented with consistency. Fishponds are built whenever
water is available. Natural bodies of water are stocked to
produce fish. They are not isolated enterprises but constitute part of the farming system and contribute to
commune income.
To fully utilize the water, thrre strata of fish are
raised in a fish pond: (I) The “breather”, which eats
grass on the surface; (2) The “middle layer” type, which
feeds on aq”at<c plants and decomposed organic material: and (3j The “mud-eater”, which feeds on mud
and other mati% found at the bottom of ponds. (This
approach is described in fuller detail by the FAO Aquacuhure Study Mission in its report). Yields of 10 tiba
yearly hale been reported to the Mission. This yield level
is partly due to fertilization of the water with pig droppings. Crop residues are used as feed, thereby “nderscoring a complementary policy.

The socialist economic system that China has
adopted makes it possible to use resources under criteria
that a capitalist system, with its reliance on price mecha.
nisms and the individual profit motive, would not be
able to accept. This enables China to put into productive
use tesowces which, in a nurket economy, would not
fmd a market or, more important, would be “too expensive” to develop. Traditional banks, for instance,
would have bee” understandably reluctant to iiiance
the Red Flag Canal construction. It simply was not
“bankable” under the usual investment criteria. There
may be arguments about the economic returns the Red
Flag Canal has brought; but the Mission beliews that
the hums” ad social benefits t:i project ushered in
have been enomuw
- nothing short of a complete
revolution in the area affected.

Rrapillg the Rivers

China has a tragic history of suffering, deprivation
and calamity. It recorded more than one flood, drought
and famine every year for over 2000 years. This acts
as a powerful stinwlant to had work. Young people are

The Chinese seem to have perfected the art Of “‘riVeI
harvests”, i.e. harnessing rivers and irrigation canals for
purposes other than transportation and water supply.
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lakes and fishponds;

now being reminded of this by their elders. This cultoral
factor influences policies and moulds what is called
“national character”. Currently, it expresses itself in 3
determination “to tame nature” and to eliminate the
consequences of natural calamities in various projects.
The Mission feels that some elements of this land
and water policy are re!evant for other countries. There
is no reason why the individual farmer will not use land
well, provided that the farmer gets a reasonable return
and has security. Much depends on character, national and
individual, and on social pressure. In a commune, the
social pressures are such that all teams try their best
under the principle of “socialist emulation”. Water
development and consideration become easier due to
the large area and creation of common interest. These
are also within the reach of farmers working outside a
socialist framework.

Night soil is also mixed in a pit with animal droppings then added to strrov and other stalks of crops. Urine
and water are added. Then the material is allowed to
decompose from one to three weeks before use.
Thus in towns and cities like Shanghai, Beijing
(Peking), Nanjing (Nanking), Guangdong (Kwangtung),
and others, the Mission saw vehicles of all sorts
bring
ing these tanks to the countryside. In some cities, members were told that new sewage systems built funnel
night soil directly to farms by a system of pipes. Currently, some night soil is imported from Hong Kong
for use as fertilizer. As the Mission walked through the
villages and countryside, members noted along roads
and highways “‘out-huuses” or “privies” for collection
of night soil. There are special plants - jasmine, for
instance - for which only night soil is used as a fertilizer.

The following list of organic mater$! recycled for
agricultural use emerged:

Animal waste: droppings from pigs, sheep,
cattle, buffaloes, draught animals, pooltry and
other anhnals;

3.

Crop waste: rice, wheat, maize and sorghum
stal:ks,leaues, rice glomes;

4.

Oilseed cakes: rapeseed;

5.

Rubbish: city and household waste of plant
origin:

6.

Ash: ashes from burnt
coal and others;

7.

Mud: silt and mud from river bottoms, canals,

Aquatic plants: water hyacinth, water lettuce,
water chestnut.

Night soil, as expected, provokes most discussion
because it touches cultural nerves. From the scientific
view-point, it is a fertilizer. There are no cultural “hangups” in Chma oxer the use of night soil. The Chinese
have meticulously developed a new scientific system of
treating it, so the threat of spreading dysentry or similar
diseases is minimized. Night soil is collected in special
tanks equipped with small openings. After the tank is
filled and sealed, it is set aside to ferment for a week
before use.

Over the last 25 years, China has steadily been able
to increase crop yields. Since organic recycling is obviously a key-factor in yield increase, the Mission therefore looked closely at the role organic materials play
today in Chiia’s agricultural productivity increases. In all
communes visited the Mission noted with care organic
material used, and methods of application, as well as
the reasoning behind them.

2.

9.

Naves and Science

Chinese farmers have a long history in the effective
use of crganic manore to build up and maintain soil
fertility. Everywhere the Mission trawlled members
saw people
old and young - sweeping animal droppings
from streets and loading them into small carts. These
are then hauled to nearby production team.? or production brigades where they are converted into compost.

Night soil (human excrement);

Weeds: all “uneconomic” plants weeded from
fields and waste land. 01 these, some are com
posted and others used for fodder:

Chinese farmers vary their methods of collection
and preparatiort ti acco;dance with the mater&l handled.
But in general, the methods are simple and low cost.

Recycling of Organic Waste md
‘The Good Earth”

1.

8.

Rubbish collected from towns and cities is also
used. First, it is sorted ottt and that of plant origin is
transported to the various neighbouriog commones for
use in the making of compost.
Lhubtg the Mission’s visit to Si Nong Tuan Prodttction Brigade, members saw farmers preparing compost.
The mixture wed in this particular operation was finely
chopped stalks from wheat and other plants - 30%;
earth - 40%; animal droppings (pigs/horses) - 20%;
and treated night soil - 10%. These were put in alternating layers into a claycovered cairn (length 8 m, width
2 m, height I.5 m) after thorough mixing. The cairn

stalks, husks, wood,
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particularly night soil, is spdnkled or broadcas(.

had a number of chimneys or vents, made of bamboo
bound together, from the ground level thrust through
the clay crust. This compost is left to ferment in cairns
of this type for 15 to 20 days but more in tinter. When
the temperature inside reaches 60°C (measured with
a thermometer), the vents are removed and sealed. After
five additional days of fermenting, the fanners consider
the compost ready for use.

Timing depends on the type of manure and the
crop. The bulk of the compost or manure is usually
applied before planting during land preparation. A”
additional application is made after planting and before
seedlings come out of the ground. Rates of application
vary according to the crop, season, location, type of
soil, and manure used.

Mo”ile Factories

Along river banks, similar pits are also excavated.
Water hyacinth
along with silt and mud collected from
river bottoms, lakes and fishponds
are dumped into
the pits to decompose and ferment. Water is also added
to this mixture, wd the liquid fertilizer is then applied.

The concept of animals, as walking fertilizer factories, is deeply etched in the Chinese fanner’s mind.
Every household, therefore, strives to have at least
one pig to supply manure atld ultimately meat. The target
in China, as se, by policy, is to haw one pig for each moo
of cultivated land.

The Mission also observed the processing of mud
collected from the bottoms of fishponds into fertilizer.
During the visit to the Sxhao People’s Commune in
Guangdong (l<wa”gtung), the Sssion saw fshpond mud
applied to sugar cane.

The Mission saw pig droppings collected systematically in almost all comm”nes. These are dumped into
cement pits, about three m i” diameter and one to IWO
m deep. Weeds, green grasses and aquatic plants are fix”
added. The decomposition and fermentation period varies
from seven to ten days. In a number of communes the
Mission saw that pipes had been built to connect these
pits directly to the fields.

Ashes from burnt straw, stalks, bushes, coal, and
wood are used, unmixed, as fertilizer.
Annual fodder legumes appear to be used for feed
and green manw where winters are mild. Some of the
species wed are Vicia sarivo, Vicia viliosa, Vigtzasinensis,
Pisum wvewse, Pisum offictidis, Cmtalati iuncus and
Asrrogalus sinicus. Seed of the green manure crop is
broadcast in rice fields, and the crop comes on after
the rice harvest in October-November. During spring,
one green cut for pig-feeding is obtained and the stand
is later ploughed under as green manure.

Pig droppings and rubbish of plant origin are dso
collected from cities and households. They are mixed
in the following proportions: pig droppings - 40%; and
mbbish of plant origin
60%. The period for decomposition and fermentation varies from one to two weeks.
livestock and/or draw& animal droppings are
mixed in a pile with straw and St&s. The piles are then
covered with mud plaster and allowed to decompose
for about one to three weeks, before application and use.

Indicators

In sheep-raising areas, sheep droppings are applied,
especially on black soils.

One significant indicator of the importance the
Chinese give to nurturing the soil is the fact that responsibility for preparation of organic fertilizers is given to
W%yO”e.

Service Points
Chinese fanners dig pits to serve as simple co”miners at points where organk material can easily be
collected. Thus, pits dot the sides of paddy fields. Weeds,
green matter and annimal &;oppi”gs, collected in fwlds,
are allowed to decompose in these pits. Water is usually
added to enhance decoinposition. This type of manure is
the” applied in liquid form.

Every household in the commune prepares its own
organic mame for use in its home garden and private
plot. Organic manure left-over after meeting the house.
hold’s annual requirements is given to the production
team in return for work points. Each production team
sets and meets its own annual target. I” some cases, a
few production teams are assigned to prepare and supply
organic manure for the entire production brigade. On the
other hand, a brigade may undertake the making of compost and supply all its production teams. Carts, wagons
and trucks are used to transport the compost from this
central point of distribution to the teams.

While walking through fields, the Mission saw
compost distributed along the edges of the f&is in small
mounds or heaps of about 50 to 75 cm in diameter,
rpace~ at about two to three m apart. Fanners the”
spread the mounds o”t and incorporated them into the
soil during plo”&ing and harrowing. Organic manure,
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fore, about the country’s vast animal husbandry activities, at closer range, was Imlited. Within this constraint, approaches to raising animals i” the intensively
cropped areas were studied instead. Upon the Mission’s
request, the Government provided a supplementary
briefing for the Mission on its return to Beijing (Peking).

Ecological Cycles
The Sachao People‘s Commune in Shun Teh county,
near Gurmgdung (Kwangtung), offered a” i”t?resting
example of recycling organic matter. This commune has
a diversified economy based on fish culture, SeriCUltUre,
-dgarcane and some rice. Its use of organic matter is
equally diversified.

FiiOfSix’

After removing the si!k, commune members use
the larvae as fish feed. Chopped sugarcane leaves from
commune fields are also fed to fsh. Sugarcane tops, on
the other hand, are fed to pigs and buffaloes. Pig drop
piings and urine fert$ze fishponds. Buffalo and other
animal droppigs, along with rice waste, go into compost making. In addition, compost and mud from ponds
tbat sordain fish droppiags a”d otter decompo%zd 0:.
garlic mytter, fertilize sugarcane and rice fields. Thus,
an ecologically sound pattern prevails.

In the communes within the agricultural zone
of China, pig production is the main alumal husbandry
activity. Characteristically, this production priority is
couched in another oft-repeated axiom: “People raise
six animals and among them the pig is the first”.
Reduced to specific targets, cornmule members
are urged to raise one pig per mou of land. The basis
for this target is the current drive to mobilize people
to produce organic manure to fertilize the land. The
Chinese estimate that a pig provides about 2 500 kg of
droppings per annum. From this, they have developed a
vay practical rule-of-thumb: one pig can enrich one
mou of land.

Compost making and the use of night soil is not
new or unique to China. Many countries also use organic
manure to improve soil productivtty. What is unique in
the Chinese approach is both the intensity of application
and the wide rmge of plmt and animal waste used.
For enample, where a
cropping system is wheat/rice,
ganic manure applied to a ha
year amounts to about 135.175
systems, again of wheat/rice,
between 395.253 t/ha.

In comm??“es around cities and industrial areasz
intensive pig production programmes are also prcmoted.
Here, the target is slightly modified to raise one pig per
person.
The pig, therefore, is seen not merely as a source
of meat but also as a renewer of the land. Over the long
run, this aomoach promises to ensure large quantities
of organic manure and increased numbers adequate to
meet both domestic and export demands for pork.

commune’s predominent
the total amount of orof land in one cropping
tonnes. In triplecropping
the total anaunt ranges

As a result, the Mission has the impression that
depth of top-soil, in many areac has been increased due
to this intense application of organic manure.

Four Greens

The “Barefoot Vets”and Animal Husbandry
Dewlopment

The Mission also saw a strikingly innovative approach in the feeding and management of pigs. Conceiltrate feed requirements are met by switching weaned
piglets to a diet of greens of all sorts. These greens,
such as water hyacinth, are meticulously cultivated on
available watercourses, bodies of water and the like
Thus, nearly 70 percent of the nation’s Pig feed requhements - znd tbds runs biio thousands tf tonnes
- are met through this method. Chinese farmers call
this method the “Four Greens”: (1) Grow Greens even on water; (2) Collect Greens; (3) Store Greens;
and (4) Feed Greens.

“if crops grow well”, the Beijing (Peking) briefing
officer told the Mission, “the” the animals are growing
wer.
This close linkage between crops and animals
characterizes the Chinese approach to animal husbandry.
:: >,z beefi ,&fop&
by the ;&&$s
cd; ifi t&e
‘grain as the key link and ensure all round-development”.
This embraces animal husbandry, fiihery and forestry.
Basically, the “agriculture” region in china lies
east of the line draw” from Hatbin in the northeast to
Kunming in the southwest. The rest of the countryside
is called the “pasture” region. Iivestock raising is there
the predominant peasant activity. The ‘~pasture” region
is mainly in the hands of national minorities.

Application of this concept has helped to conserve
foodgrain for human consw~ption. It seems to avoid,
to a renwkable degree, unnecessary competitition between people and animals for feed.
Production teams also exchange certain quantities
of grain in return for manure collected by individual

This particu$r Mission’s itinerary linked communes mostly in the “ag&ulture” zone. Learning, there-
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households. Quality of manure is also take” into acc”““t
in these transactions. A marketing organization purchases
pigs from households. It reimburses the cost of the
animals partly through provision of grain.

current priorities of agricultural production. In northern
China, it is usual for peasants to raise chickens; in $0”.
them China, the raising of ducks and geese predominates.
However, the State rws commerdal poultry farms in
the suburbs to meet the demands of city dwetlers and
industrial workers.
The rationale for giving low priority to poultry
development appears to arise, in part, from concern
OV+?T
its competitive demands with people for grain as
feed. Poultry therefore is fed with waste from households. Post-war research in poultry breeding and management ~eenx well adapted and integrated into the
farming practices.

Despite the drive towards full mechanization by
1980, the Govenunent tries to interest communes and
production brigades in the agricultural areas to raise
‘large” animals: cattle, buffaloes, horses, mules, donkeys,
etc. A@,, these are conti‘iered essential fcr meat, organic
manure as well as draught purposes, especially in areas
that are not flat. Current policy calls for a” increase in
their numbers.
This programme also expects to relieve people
from the burden of drawing heavily4oaded carts over
long distances. In many urban and ctose t” urban areas,
the Mission still noted a very heavy reliance on human
power for haulage. Thus, the sight of farmers pulling
heavily4oaded vehi4es is fzdrly common.

National-level development programmes in livestock
have been implemented mostly in the pastoral regions
of the country. The once-nomadic pastoral people of
these regions appear t” be settling down. They are now
encouraged to raise livestock. The State provides them
with capital construction such as paddocks, development
of pastures, underground water, and sheds for animals.
Eighty percent of the livestock in these regions is raised
collectively at the commune, brigade 01 team level.
Individual families accwnt for the remaining 20%. Present
estimates indicate that each pastoral family has one or
two sheep per head, a dairy cow and a riding pony per
family.

It is in the satellite camnunes of cities and industrial towns that one sees dairy cattle of exotic strains
being raised. The Mission observed he= the eldstence
of a growing demand for milk products anong industrial
workers and urban dwellers. Milk is not yet a” important
food item in the countryside. By comparison, milk
production and consumption are understandably much
higher in the pastoral area.

Meat and milk for consumption come both from
individual households and from collectives. There is
also a two-way trade between the pastoral and agrictitnral @ions in meat, meat products and foodgrain.

A campaign is being waged t” keep milk prices
attractive to industrial workers and city dweners. A
special effort is being made to build up the dairy industry
to sene industrial workers. Apparently demand for milk
rises in winter from summer levels, when most family
members take a cup of milk before breakfast. In s”me
industrial plants, the Mission saw signboards calling
the workers to collect their milk quota.

Jn livestock improvement the Three-InOne principle is brought to play. Teams entrusted with such
tasks have a cadre, a technician, and a fanner in every
group. These groups evolve new breeds, experiment
to improve management pracfices as well as feed and
fodder development, seek improvements in the quality
of wool, meat, etc. This type of scientific research “etwork is carried out at various levels, viz. State farms,
conmwnes and brigades.

The present number of dairy cattle in the country
is small, but their inanagement level appears high. The
Mission saw a good example in the Second Dairy Farm
in one of Shanghai’s suburbs where black and white
Friesian-type cattle were the milkers. I” this farm, I”“,taltty among calves weaned at birth b virtually ti!. This
is mainly due to the adequate feeding regime followed
fmm birth (weaning) to about 120 days.

The State also establishes Livestock Improvement
Committees in different areas. A committee usually
covers two or more provinces, such as the ““es in the
Btijiig (Peking) area, and Shanghai, Kirin (Jilin) and
Xinjiang. The committees carry out research activities
in sheep, dairy cattle, pasture bnprowment
and the
like.

SidelineS
Sheep and goats are rarely found in the conmmnes
of the agriculturai lone. They are of great economic
and soti
importance in the pastoral regions of the
cou”try. But data were not immediately available.

Artificial. inwnination
(AI) techniques appear
to be widely practised. Commune members report that
AI is practised in horses, cattle, sheep and pigs. Freetig
of bull semen seems to be progressing well. The Mission
saw sophisticated equipment in these specialized ac.
tivities.

Poultry, bee-keeping and rabbit-raising constitute
sideline occuiwions. They are meant to meet household
needs. At the moment, these are not included in the
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Figures

is immediately put to use

Macro.statistics of animal rmmbers are difficult to
get. Authorities at the national level derive the numben
of pigs by crosrchecking with the number sold to the
marketing corporations. Despite this constraint, the
Mission has the impression that livestock production is
on the upswing. Estimates indicate that since 1949,
numbers of pigs have increased roughly by 3SO%, sheep
by 210%, and ‘large” animals by about 50%.

The Mission heard reports that some counties
and communes opera:e animal hospitals where acupunc.
ture anaesthesia and traditional Chinese veterinary me.
dicine are practised. Unfortunately, the Mission was not
able to tit any of these animal hospitals.
screening
Education in livestock sciences, as in other fields,
is designed to open opportunities for children ofworkers,
pamntsand
soldiers. Education in this field seeks to
ensure that veterinary students will come from and
return to their original communities. Thus, revolutionary
committees are involwd in the selection of students.

Key Level
Veterinary services are available at the level where
they count: the farms.
Animal husbandry and veterinary services am
organized along different levels, viz. State, province,
region, county, commune and brigade.

Veterinary education is based on a combination of
both traditional and modem systems. This Is an applica.
tion of Chairman Mao’s policy of “walking on two legs”.
Educators refine what Is valid and useful in traditional
veterinary systems and blend these with modern techniques. Diseases and availability ;f f&d have constituted
obstacles to livestock development. Therefore, current
training of veterinarians and other livestock technicians
in china today is geared towards removing these obstacles.

At the State level, it is the Nnistry of Agriculture
and Forestry which is responsible for veterinary and
animal husbandry services. At the province level, liwstock
is a section of the Agricultural Department of the provincial administration. Similarly at regional and county
levels, liwtock services form a part of the administration
of these units.

Training at college level prepares students to practise medicine and surgery, as well as to provide adequate
knowledge in livestock production and management.
These students receive training that would be equivalent
to a Bachelor of Veterinary Science degree in other
countries. Students for this level have completed senior
or middle school. Those from junior middle school have
had some years of practical experience. The total course
is divided into three years, with two semesters each of
20 weeks. Training is carried out in four stages over six
semesters. As currently conducted, the course is broken
down as follows:

Organization of these services, from county to team
level?, are also inter-related and innovative. At the county
level, seven to nine people, mostly college graduates,
provide the services. Their functions include organization
of disease control ivork tn all communes as well ,as the
provision of advice on animal breeding, management
programmes, etc.
Lower down at the communes, the unit is smaller,
usually ranging from five to nine college and/or technical
school graduates. Their work includes: breed/strain
selectioii; artifi&l zasemination; advice on management
and feeding; disease pre~~ntlon, often through mass
campaigns; vaccination drives; and treatment of animals.

First semester (First stage): students are sent out
for practice at a pig or cattle farm, slaughter house,
animal hospital, research laboratory or any other livestock
establishment.

lnrariably, there is a “barefoot vet- or a “veterinary
paramedic” at the brigade level and within disease control
staffs. In countries that lay great store on traditional
education, these barefoot vets am often called “sub-professionals”. In China, they look after animal health problems at the team level and cooperate with animal caretakers and management. The overall effect of this strutture is that basic aniinal husbandry and wterlnary services
are within easy reach of most farmers. Animal health is
boosted. The all-too-familhr
phenomenon of highlytrained veterinarians isolated from farmers who need
their services is simply not seen. Farmers have also shifted
from being passive beneficiaries to being participants.
Barefoot vets are drawn from within the farming
community and live there. Thus, the training they receive

Second-Fourth semesfer (Second stage): theoretical
instruction and classroom laboratory work are given,
covering, among other subjects: pathology, bacteriology,
parmacology, gnetics, applied brezding, principles of
livestock production
and management, parasitology,
Chinese medicine (two years), clinical studies, infectious
diseases, obstetrics and gynaecology.
Fiflh semester (Third stage): Additional practical
experience is provided when groups of five to ten students
are Sent to work in commtmes or State farms. Special
studies may be conducted in scientific or social research
during this stage.
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involwd in the planning and execution of the training
programmes.

Sirth sememr (Fourth stage): A tinal eight weeks
of summing up and recapitulation is given. During this
stage, special lectures on advanced techniques am sche
d&d. SpeeiPlization is also encouraged.

In the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
in Beijing (Peking) the Mission noted there was a division
of animal husbandry and veterinary research. Most provinces, municipalities, and autonomous regions have
also set up research institutes for animal husbandry and
veterinary medicine. In several agricultural research
institutes and colleges of agriculture and forestry (equivalent to agriculture universities), there are units con.
centrating on livestock research.

Throughout the three years t” the co!kge, Q’ases
in politics, foreign languages and physical exercise are
included in the curriculum. Teaching is done both in the
classroom as well as in the countryside. In certain subjects, the students and teachers go out for sevemi days
and work in communes.

Results of research are passed through the Mintstry of Agiculture and Forestry network to the county
and commune level. Results also come via specitic communes with which colleges, vocational schools and research institutes have direct links. Since these units are
in direct contact with farmers, researchers thus have
the opportunity to “Learn hum the Masses”. Significantly, the research staff are also required to do physical
labour at the team level.

Swelling Rmlks
Increasing numbers of students are admitted to
the college level courses in veterinary medicine and
animal husbandry. In the college visited by the Mission
in Guangdong (Kwangtung), 95 st-dents wre admitted
in 1975, aquarter ofthemwomen.
China has abolished the system of granting degrees
or diplomas. At the end of the course, written and oral
examinations, plus evaluations, are given by fellow students, teachers and by the student. On successful complrtioc oi. these tests the student is declared competent
by tbe college. The student is then posted to the commune which recommended him or her for the course.
Throughout the tmining period. the commune to v:hich
the student wiil return pays on the work point system.

The Mission fmds that the main contagious livestock
diseases have been controlled or eradicated. Rinderpest,
the worst killer of bovines, has been eradicated since
1955. Except for some outbreaks along the western
borders, foot-andmouth
disease has been effectively
controlled. There have been no reports since 1962.
The Mission noted that some of the important
animal diseases controlled, but not yet eradicated, are:
hog cholera, swine erysipelas, enzootic pneumonia,
anthrax, black-log, sheep-pox and Newcastle disease.

Open Doors
There are also training possibilities at various
agricultural technical schools run by the State. There is
a choice of fields viz. antmai health, animal husbandry
and crop husbandry. The lengths of these courses vary,
but generally they to not exceed 18 months.

The situation with regard to haemoxhagic septicamia, tuberculosis, contagious bovine pleuropnemnonia
(CBPP), and brucellosis is not clear.
Communal ownership of “big” animals (cattle,
bu<faloes, horses, donkeys, asses, etc.) facilitates control
or eradication of some highly contagious and infectious
diseases. But many pig and poultry diseases are still
pmvalent. These animals are raised, by and large, in
private plots and individual households. Control is therefore more difficult.

Subjects taught at these schools for animal health
and husbandry technicians or barefoot vets include:
cultural subjects such as politics, literature and language;
science subjeds, like physics, chemistry and biology;
and technical subjects such as anatomy, physiology,
animal management; feeds and feedings; bacteriology
and pathology, infectious and contagious diseases and
their control; and simple surgery such as castration,
rumenotomy,
dystocta; urinary calculi, and others,
using acupuncture techniques of anaesthesia, and pharmacology and medicine.

Non&heless, these achievements are substantial.
And the system, as symbolized by the barefoot vet,
is working adequately.
Farm lnput lnfrastruchue - A Shade
Below “Clociwork”

In addition, there am also feveral short-term
courses of one, three or six months duration. This system
ensures availability of trained personnel at all lewls,
including that of paltry
and animal caretakers. In
all these rrzinir!g courses, the Three-In-One team, con.
sisting of a teacher, student and worker/technician is

The Chinese policy of intensifying land use is
expressed in efforts to apply multiple cropping and
intercropping techniques in sown areas. The success of
such techniques is possible only if essential inputs -
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organic manure. chemical tsnilizers. good water maw.
gement. weds with shorier maturity periods. and ma.
chines
are realistically planned for. atd if deliveries,
lit the fan.~ level, are timeiy and adequate. Hence, the
Mission an&zd the input infrasti”ct”:e.

plans, dmwn up by the production teams or production
brigades in relation to their cropped areas. As explained
in detail below, the plans reflect actual needs and flow
upwards, not vice-versa. The reverse flow, namely distributior. of essential inputs, appears to be carried out
in an orderly and effective manner. Supplies of chemical
fertilizers md pesticides, for instance, flow to communes
via the supply and marketing cooperatives which are
fully aware of the needs and fmancial situations of the
teams. brigades and the communes.

There have been sharp ilcreases In ctinese production of chemical feaiiizers. From 1960 to 1966,
prcducrion rose 1OOq. It doubled between 1966 to 1973.
h i??S. Cbjna imported cfi2 irillh
tO”neS t0 SUppkrnen~ rhe io”; ndllion rer.nes produced Iocxliy. Current
?rod~wticn is still fx short of requirements. Eight ammori3 fxtorier xx sciwdulsd to stan production in 1978.

The main purpose of the cooperatives is to develop
effective and economic supply systems. Thus, their
functions iucludz the purchase of products of both production brigades and teams; verifying and piauning
input requirements: organization of supplies and door
deliveries ;s well ss retail sale at shops. The cooperatives
also undertake delivery~ of fertilizers in their own vehicles
at the production brigade or production team level.
Cooperatives work in close collaboxition wiih the price
managemer.t committees at the county ievel. Prices of
the main agricultural inputs are uniform all over the
cour.tty.

CMna ha trh?itiordi~- mde extensive “se of
~o:gmic :mnure. Iii IV’-; about two-thirds of plant
n,i,i:ents cane from :his sou:^e. The Mission saw an
ewup!e ui large-scale tiistrflurion -f compost by the
production brigade at the Ctiiiy-kg Peu$e’s Commune
u-here mountains of compost were being delivered to
production teams.
China 2h mzkes extensive use of mud sucking
mactties. River mud serves zs an organic manure when
mixed with green matter and suitable treated. A machinery repair and mailufacturing workshop in Chang
Chin (Evergreen) People’s Commune, Suzhou (SWChow),
is manufacturing_ arrxug other things, mud suckers (I2
HF’). The Mission raw units with a capability of drating
“tat 6 000 kg/hour.

The X&ion has the impression that the input
infrastmcture functions effectively. It is convinced that
China’s decentralized planning sys?em, whereby there
is a direct twoway liuii between the production units
and the commune on one hand and the wppliers oo
the other, efficiently determiles input reqtirements
realistictiy in relation to supply situa:ions at the county
level. This is a major reason for effectiveness.

Compost Cushion
The “buffer- role <ororganic fertiiizer, the use of
which permits a steady increas in soil fertility, makes
the commune largely independent of any fluctuations
in fertilizer supply.

The Mission did not ger an opportunity to observe
seed processing equipnwt.
But it saw seed wiunou+ng
machines used for cleaning. Significantly, production
brigades usually have seed storage facilities. As explained
earlier, there are also State seed cooperatives and seed
warehouses. As seeds are given to production brigades
and teams by the central seed farm for further multiplication, it appears that obtaining the required amount
of seed for sowing is not a significant problem.

The Minion a!so observed small chemical fertilizer
plants at the county level. Supplies for use in surrounding
bdgades an,? teams are dram from these plants. Commune !eaders estimate that iertilizers and pesticides
constitute 3% of the total production cost. Nevertheless,
there is a!ways a rush for these supplies in order to boost
production.
Given that Cbi~la has a centraiiy-planned economy,
perhaps the most striking feature of the farm input
mechanism is the decentralization of both the planning
and dir&utior. of suppiies.

Ted Arsenal

This is eqaally txx of production - particularly
of seeds, machinery, and to a lesser extent, also of fertiIk%rs (though the new major plants that have been ordered will change that considerably).

Farm machines and equiprrent are also procured
through the supply and marketing cooperatives. Subsidy
schemes, as explained above, facilitate the acquisition
of machines by brigades and teams for their mechanization programmes. Farm implements and tools, tishiig
nets, etc., are obtainable on payment and without restriction in the cooperative or production briigades stores.

Requirements of the main inputs - fertilizers.
pestiddec. r~edr wd rnachiner - n~e based on production

AU avaiiable sources of power are utilized for the
handling and transportation of agricultural inputs and
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produce. Tractor-trailers for transport are used extensively. On the highway to linchuan from A” Yang, the
Mission noted all modes of transport: mules, horses,
two-wheel and four-wheel carts used with both human
and with nx&anical power. AU whides, whether huma”
or animal drawn, have rubber wheels and ball bearings.
This increases efficiency wo~ously.

Suzhou (SuChow), the !.lissio” observed a 4 tonnes
paddy/hour-capacity
rice mill. It was equipped with a
cleaner, rubber roller husker, paddy separator, and two
polishers (horizontal steel hullers). Polishing is done
in two stages. According to the technician, further additional horizontal steel hullers for three to four stage
polishing would be installed.

A unique Chinese adaptation of the traditional
wheel barrow is one of the most used means of transport
at the farm level. It is widely used because of its easy
access to any condition of the terrti. It is fitted with
ball bearings and rubber tires to facilitate movement.
The load placed o” top and on two sides of the wheel
lessens the effort of carrying the load as in the conventional wheelbarrow.

In contrast, most Asia” countries have stopped
using steel hullers. They feel grain breakage is excessive
with such hullers.
The rice processing unit in Shun Teh county,
Gwgdong (Kwangtung) province is run by the production brigade. The unit has a capacity of two tonnes paddy/hour, operating daily except Sundays and holidays.
About 500 tonnes of paddy are milled monthly. Machines
and equipment used in this mill were one paddy cleanser;
one disc stone huller - for husking; one horizontal steel
huller for polishing; and one husk grinding machine.
Powr is electricity. Milling o”t-turn, recorded in weight
percentages in this unit, showed 71% rice and 29% bran
and husk mixed.
Byproducts of milling in this processing unit are
used for animal feed in the following proportion: 10%
ftne bran, 10% coarse bra”, and 80% pulverized husks.
Ground groundnut hulls are added in the feed compound.
Milling performance produced a hi content of blokens.
Polishing is done twice on the same steel huller. The
milling fee charged was 70 cents per 100 jin paddy (IJS$
7 per tonne)About 60 000 jin of paddy were stored in
bamboo woven bins placed in the Neil!building.

Decentralized planning, with full we of indigenous
supplies and efforts to increase inputs from local man”factwe, is one of the salient features of China’s farm
input system. It is lowcost and simple. While it does
not perform with clockwork precision, efficiency is
hit. The Mission bsliews this would be of interest to
sotie developing countries grappling with unwieldy
i”put~fK&“ctures.
A Gthnpse at the Rice Milti

Industry

It was a typical scene of a service “Iill in alI Asian
rural tow”. Small lots of rice and wheat grain were on
the niU floor, held in baskets and plastic bags. A ti
white dust flew from the machhe. This was Shiang
ChboP~oP~'s
Commune in Hebei(Hopei) province.
Giw” the fact that 10s; in pmeessicg is of concern to
many dmbping
conotrks, the Mission was interested
in rice mtur.

Specirl Tour
The Chinese Gowrnment made special arrangements
for the Mission to visit the First Rice MiUiig Factory in
Shanghai. This was a wheat flour mill before 1949. A
rtce miU had been built in 1955, incorporating some of
the flour mill facilities. The factory is now equipped
with 12 horizontal abrasive polishers with roller length
of 60 an. Its capacity is as high as that of the old 30
dltng units that were originally installed. By 1958, the
capacity was 200 tonnes rice/eight hours. Resent capacity
is 250 tonnes daily (eight hours).

In china’s grain areas, pmcescing is done at the
production tea% or brigade lewl. Walk of the rice&g
is done in small steel huller type ““its which are also used
in most of Asia’s rural areas.
Rice/wheat qwts in China are generally give” in
unprocessed form. Comm”“e “wnbers, therefore, make
their own miUktg anmgements. The pmduftion brigade
dtargps a mtlling fee of 70 cents for 100 jin wheat (USS
7 per tonne) and 40 cents for IM) jin rice (USS4 per
tonne).

The main objectives of this till are to supply rice
for Shanghai, and to ndll for exports, if required. The
factory is controlled by the State. The Grain Department
of Shanghai Municipality coordinates activities of grain
processing fictories.
The revolutionary
committee,
composed of one fulLtime member, two workers’ representatives, and three technicians, constitutes the
management. Then are 260 workers, includhtg B workshop staff of 30. Total ,output of milled rice from this

The Mission estimated out-tom rates for rice at
7% bran and pulnrized husks mixed, 2556; and snmll
brokms, 3%. Milling by-products are rrturned to the
owner. Due to proximity. milling ir done in snxill lots,
depslding on consumption teqdremmt. Electric power
is wed in moB of these ““its.
In Clung chin (Ewgreen)

People’s Commune in
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A technical deficiency observed was the heating
of grains in the polishing stage as a result of friction.
Heated grains lead to diswlouration. Retention of bran
meal on the gain, owing to Inefficient polishing, could
also produce a powdery appearance lowering the keeping
quality.

factory amounted to 100 000 tonnes in 1974. The mill
works 16 hours in two shifts during the harveet season.
The mill operates IO to 11 months yearly. Paddy supplies
for the factory are received from the communes; &x
Jbtained from milling is inunediately issued for distribution through the department concerned. Apparent!y,
there is no storage problem.

Huski”g is done by rubber rollers. The “se of
rubber rollers is fairly widespread :;: Asia” countries
but low durability of rubber rollers keeps processing
costs high.

This was the only large commercial rice mill visIted
by the Mission. Technological data of this mill are give”
belOW.
1.

Rioe varieties milled : “Shin” and
varieties (bath oiJaponicn type).

2.

Quality/grading
factors: moisture, brokens,
damaged grains, paddy seeds, small brokens,
and d”sts. Grades for content of paddy and
damaged grains are determined according to
the number of defective grains on a given
weight.

3.

Degree of milling for home consumption is
much lower tha” chat for the export grade.
The “Glli”g out-txn
(comers’on ratio) for
home consumption grade (in weight percentags) is rice 71% to 72%, bran 7%, and husks
18% to 20%.
Bran retiwd from milling is sent to Oil extraction plants. oil extracted from raw bran
anallilts to about 14% of the raw bran weight.
Extracted bran (bran cake) is used for animal
feed.

4.

“Rung”

5.

One pair of rubber rollers can be used for
milling of 80 to 100 tonnes of paddy. Approximate cost of one pair of rubber rollers is 100
y”a”/pair (about US$O.SO/t of paddy).

6.

Horizontal stone polishers are used for polishhig. PoUsbg is done in two stages for the
home consumption grade of rice. Owing to the
high pressure applied in the polishing process,
the grain k hot afta polishing.

7.

Paddy separation from brown
through a series of sieves.

8.

A mobile stacking machine ls used.

It is a common sight in most Asian rice mills to
see hundreds of workers carrying heavy rice bags (weigh.
ing 70 to 100 kg) on their backs during rice mill@ and
handling operations In the First Rice Milling Factory
in Shanghai, at least, there was little heavy manual work
involved in the handling of rice products. The 100 kg
rice bags are handled mechanically. The rice bags, once
sewn, are moved on conveyor belts to the point ofstorage
where a mobile automatic piler builds up stacks of rice
bags to a height level of 11 has (100 kg) at the rate of
300 bags/hour. The mobile automatic piler was also
designed and built by the workers of the First Rice
Milling Factory.
2. Development
Institutions.
and Priorities

Methods

Agrictdt”ral Plans That Breathe
Cki”ese agricultural planning methods, as a” by
the Mission, haw a number of striking features. They are
flexible, decentralized, and secure active participation
by farmers. Thus plans are more realisdc and relevant
to local needs; they are well understood and supported
bythe farm population.
The Chmese conviction of the effectiveness of
decentralized planning is so deeply engrained that it is
eve” written into the Constitution of 17 Janury 1975.
Article 23 provides: “The local people’s congresses at
various levels and the local revolutionary committees
elected by them ensure the execution of laws and decrees
in their respective areas;
examine and approve local
economic plans, budgets and fmal acco”nts... x.2

rice is done

The Mission verifEd that targets, at the level of
production units (usually the production team), are not
handed down by some higher level planning authority
without concern for, or knowledge of, local conditions
and potential. They are set after a continuous dialogue
between different levels of authority and among the
individual members of the production unit. This prw
cedux enswes that targets are realistic znd reflect the
objectiw conditions of each production unit.

Lewk
Judging from the total production of 100 000 tonnes of rice I” 1974.the Mission considers the management
of the till extremely efficient. There are not msny state
mills in Asia which operate at near maximum capacity.
Apparently, the T~~ee-lnOne combination of Party
cadres. workers, and technicians in the management
and operation has contributed to this production record.
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the revolutionary committee of the brigade called all
pmduction team leaders in to take stock of the year’s
results and to start planning production for the next.
This is mainly a maize/wheat producing area. The most
immediate task therefore was to decide how much land to
set aside for winter wheat and, subsequently, to plan the
land use and yield/production tag&s for other 1974

Ewn more important, this procedure helps to
ensure support from individual fanners since they actively
paticipate in the decision making. This has an obviolrs
impsct on the success of plan impIementatio*.
Elbow Room
At the same time, tht targets set through this
dialogue are not allowed to press too hard against the
ceiUng, despite c-t
drives to raise political conscious.
ness and to aspi= to reach “impassible” objectives.
Targets ate de’Xb.xately drawn up so as to provide a
certain amount of leeway. This leeway ensures, on the
one hand, that e~en if Ilatuoll conditions deteriorate,
the production team still has a reasonable chance of
meeting its targets. On the other hand, it makes it possible
for a team. either through good luck or good management of its resources, to exceed its targets, including
its target for grain delivery to the State.

CXOpS.

To guide their deliberations, the brigade had on
hand commune proposals for the amount of land which
might be used for each crop. These represented a breakdown of the proposed target for the commune given by
the county. These breakdowns were based on past performance, soil suitability, and specialization of each
brigade in the commune. Commune targets and thziii
breakdown were based on discussions between cadres
from the county Department of Agricuiture and leaders of
teams, brigades, and the comnume. These covered conditions of production in the different teams and problems
faced.

This procedure forms a foundation for successful
performance and thos builds up the self-coniidence of
team members. It ako adds to cash income, particularly
sine+ deliwry of grain to the State, in excea oi the
target, is paid a piemiom of 30% above the basic price.

Following these discussions, several processes took
place. Production team leaders evaluated targets proposed
for each team with members of their teams. The purpose
of these discussions was to assess whether targets were
feasible, and what modifications and steps were necessav
to meet the targets. The teams’ collective views were
subsequently brought to the brigade :evel. There, another
attempt was made to nccncile differences between the
proposals and the adjustments suggested by the teams.

The Minion noted fixttr that the we and availability of inputs - notably t&tilizers and pesticides - are
planned bi full cooperation with the local (commune)
suppi>, and marketing cooperative and the credit cooperdive. These organizations are equally decentralized;
they are therefore familiar with both the input needs,
the financial situation, and the cash needs of each production team, as well as the overall supply situations.

Discussions were also carried on between the pmduction team and the brigade’s scientific research team.
The objective was to fimd ways in which yields might be
increasd. In this particular commune, the 1973 maic
yield had been disappointing. The brigade’s scientific
research teams had therefore b’een instructed to focus
on methods to raise yields and to examine how larger
areas could be brought under doublecropping.
Some
proposals had, in fact, been prepared by the scientitic
research teams. These were then incorporated into the
1974 plan.

Agreed types and quantities of purchased inputs
are therefore available when required. At the same time,
this input planning assists the team in its preparation
and use of organic manure which appean to be an bn.
portant ‘8uffer” between production targets add the
supply of chemical fenilizen.
The dymmk-s of this system can perhaps be best
ilhutrated by desaibing how such a plan was formulated
in i974 in one paticular production team at Shashiyu
(Sha Sbi Yu), located in a semiaid sea northean of
Beijing @‘eking). Interview, conducted in other cornntmes. indicate that the procedure descriid below is
typical.

Targets proposed by the production teams and
brigades and those from the county were subsequently
matched at the commune level. Where differences existed,
discussions were again held as necessary, both with the
lower (brigade and team) level and with the higher
(county) IevsJ.
The Mission was told however. that in actual fact
the differences between !he commune’s own plan md
those from the county lewl were rarely divergent to P
fundammttll &gWC. llda WI due to the intimate knowledge of production conditions and the potential of tk
various ~on~“~uttcs and their stibuits
on the put of
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county cadres. Where differences did appear, production
teals tried to find additional methods to resolve them.

of raising the c?rh income of these particular teams or
brigades.

In the actua1 case cited, the problem was not too
difficult: team members were steadily improving tbz
quality of the soil through various measures, krcluding
heavy use of compost and shifting of soil to increase
topsoil thickness, and did “at t;Jld it diftictdt to increase
output.

Furthermore, yields and outputs in many corn.
m”n@s are rising rapidly. Since delivery targets are revised
only at five-year intervals, e gap between the two tends
to develop almost automatically.

After agreement has bee”
co”“w”n@ and the county, further
and reconciliation take place at
vindd level. Finally, all plans are
Planning Commission.

nannihg for input s~ppU@spr0ceed3 on an eqoeiiy
participatory basis. Supplies proposed to be made available by the county are based on the pat requirements
of each production team. Changes in production conditions that might affect req~&ements - e.g. if the irrigated
area has been incressed, more fertilizers will be needed and the proposed targets for production are considered.
This, too, is done in consultation at all different levels
jcommune, brigade, team) and with the commune supply
and marketing cooperative. The figures which finally
emerge at the county level are then submitted to the
region and province. which eventually either modify
or approve them.

reached berweer. the
rounds of coordination
the regional and proassemb!@d at the Srofe

The annual plan appear% however, to remain
reasonably flexible to take account of the need for
leeway and for contingencies which may arise. If “ecessay, further discussions between different levels are
carried o”t in the course of the year. The planning process, in effect, is therefore a continuing one.
All ths dfscussions within the Shashiyu commune
took place against the background of the commune’s
longer term aims. Targets and means for achieving these
aims in the commune and in each team over the next
several years were indicated in the plan which used the
Eight-Pa& Charter for Agriculture as its guide. The
longer term pian had been drawn up in a” analogous
mamxer, it. in close consuitation between the vadous
levels involved. It di5 not appear to have a iied link
with the nationai five-year pia”.

Purchase O&n
On the basis of the final plans by various communes, the county commercial department then pl&s
contracts with different fertilizer factories for eventual
delivery to the supply and marketing cooperatives.
By all au‘ounts, this delivery system seems to work
well. Cooperatives have always on hand en apparentiy
adequte working stock from which they can start selling
to :he teams as soon as the plan has been approved.
Repeated queries in many communes about the timely
availability of fertilizers tended to puzzle cornmu”@ hr
brigade members interviewed. Apparently the idea that
the inputs might not he available, as scheduled, had never
occurred to them. The explanation of the reasons for
this curiosity - the frequent failure of the input delivery
system in many developing countries - becanle a cause
of hilarity mixed with pride.

Problem Arms
It appeared to the %&ion that there is some potential for conrra&tion
a: the production team level,
There will be interna! pressures for preferring greater
profitability for the team zn.: therefore fur its members.
There wil! also be pr@ss”res for a 10~ srzir. delivery target,
since excess grzh in surplus oi the target can he sold to
the State at a prenuum ?ii;@.

Planning methods followed in China contain feetures that permeate much of the Chinese political and
social system, nameiy: decentralization of adnrinistration:
fostering of locar self-reliance, and delegation of responsihiliiy ,“d decision “&ing power to iocal u”its;and the
respect for the “wisdom of the masses”, which forms
one of the corner stones of the Maoist philosophy. As
such. these approaches are typical of today’s China.
Despite the obvious differances in political structures and values, other developing countries can learn
rrom the Chinese agricultural planning experience. The
owuirts of “agricultural plans that breathe” arc also
obvious: tlrxibility, realism; ad popular support, and
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an excellent vehicle for teaching
roles in selfgovernment.

people participating

55% of total gross revenue. This is distributed as direct
income among team members.
It seems clear that exploitative elements are absent
in the commune system. There are no rapacious middle.
men. Explo!tative tndebtedness, a dreary characteristic
of many agrarian systems in poor countries, has been
eliminated. The predictability of the income, and one
which appanntly has so far been steadily rising, reinforces
this structure.

hcmtives to Roductlon and
Spurs to the Spirit”
The visitor to China camtot help but be bnpresaed
by the uuemittlog application of productive efforts by
Chinese farmers. It is hard to nslst the temptation to
draw comparisons between the tight of C!dnes moltitudes workll
at a steady and relaxed, but purposeful
and pmductiw pace - to the point where fields often
look more like factory floors - and the listless masses
of idle people so often seen in other developing countries.
This is now a welldocumented fact and the visitor, on
returning fmm China, is often asked: what makes Chinese
peasants work so hard?

A number of other factors further form the basis
for this system. They include:
1.

Rice stability (except to the exfent that the
terms of trade have deliberately and gmdoally
been moved in fovow of agriculture);

2.

The guarantee of market outlets. Grain dellwy
quotas are fured for a five-year period. Once
contracts hw been passed for the sale of,
say, vegetable or fBh, any minor cbaoge in
retail prices necessary for clearktg the ma&et
is the responsibility of the State or municipal
commercial department which made the wo.
tract. lasses are not passed back to the
producer;

3.

The history, at least so far, of steadily in.
creaslng yields per ha, and consequently rising
total income;

4.

The apparently reliable planning of input
supplies, which enables each team to plan its
production with reasonable confidence; and

5.

The fact that agricultural tax is fixed in absolute term. It thus become; a gr.dually
dimlnisldog portion of the total income as
production
increases and may amount to
only 0.7% of gross revenue.

The answer, in detail, in complex. But lo the Mission’s view, it may be summed up in three factors: material incentives, tradition, and political consciousness.
which of these is most important is difficult to say.
But material incentives certainly play a significant role.
They are built into the organiraton of production within
the commune system. Rrhaps the most important among
them is that it is possible for each member of a pmdw
tion team to we and enjoy the fruits of his or her work.
Income
The major share of the team’s total income
- whether in cash or in kind - is distributed as income
to team members. Aside from income in kind, the
earnings (actually, the total gross revenue) are derived
from a number of sources: proceeds of grain delivered
to the State; sales of other products either to the State
or through the supply and marketing cooperative to
co~~mmcrs, both inside the commune, (es. factory
workers) and outside lt; income from the team’s sideline occupations; and to a very Limited extent from
sales of produce from prlivate plots, or of privately
fattened pigs and small livestock.

Reduction

Spurs

Efforts to produce more than what is needed for
consumption and for meeting delivery targets of basic
foods are encouraged by two factors.

Of the total income only a wry small portion
- typically
amounting to son?e four to five percent of gross revenue - is paid as taxes ;o the State.
Another live to ten percent is set aside for the public
accumulation fund, i.e. for investment @though in the
Da&i (Tachai) Production Brigade, this share was about
24%). Some two to three percent is reserved for social
expenditures (health services, schools, etc.). A fraction
of one percent goes to management. AAer deducting
production costs - which include costs of preparing
land for the next crop, amounting typically to some
30.35% - the balance comes to approximately 50.

One is payment, by the State, of a 30% premium
above tl,b fwd price for sale of cereals to the State in
W.C~SS
of delivery target.
The other is that the delivery quota itself is fixed
at a level b&w - sometimes very much below - the
capacity of tile team to deliver. This remains ~0 evm
when the quota is adjusted upwards at five-Par interti. h effect, this raises the average price reeel=d above
the fvred 1~~1.
Furthermore,
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the team which may have accumo.

lated grain from its share of the distributed total can,
if it so wishes, sell the surplus to :he State, at the fixed
price. This applies td the individual as well.

An incentive to higher earnings is also provided
by the possibility of private ownership of housing in
rural areas. The cost makes it possible fur many rural
families to own their houses. In the case of one particularly prosperous family in Chiliying People’s Commwe,
the Mission saw three 3.room houses built around a
courtyard.

Efforts by the individual are also stimulated directly
by a numba of factors. One is the current basic principle
governing hcome distribution:
“From each according
to his ability, to each according to I;is work”.

The Amenities

In practice, tibis means that workers in a team are
awarded work points on two grounds: the kind of work
they perform (the quality) and the hours they put in
(quantity).

Ownership of consumer items, according to the
hlission’s observation, is clearly increasing. Cameras are
now a common sight in cities. In department stores,
customers are eyeing television sets which seem to be
within the fmancial reach of a rural family of several
workers, if they so wish. Availability of television, however, seems lhnited stil!.

As the system works today, the standard daily
work point value of each worker is assessed and periodically reviewed (once or twit; a year) collectively by
his or her fellow team members, on the basis of a perdayevaluation and the hours of work actually performed.
In one couunuue, in Wuxi
that the annual income of
ranged from 650 yuan for
yua,, for an average worker
worker.

Another new object 01. expenditure, beginning to
be seen in increasing numbers in cities. is the light motorcycle. A motorcycle costs about 300 yuau. However,
it was not very clear to the Mission whether at this stage
these were still predominantly “service” vehicles.

@Vu-Hsi), the Mission learned
team members approximately
an “able bodied man” to 325
and tu 115 yuan for a “weak”

Bundle of Intangibles

The production team usually consists of some 20
to 30 families. The unit is therefore small enough for
each member to see the fruits of his or her labour a~tually materiaiizing and affecting income. This is true
even when appiied to less-immediately productive tasks
such as land impro\ement, water control, etc.

Important as they no doubt are, material incentives
do not tell the whole story. In additiun, there are a
number of powerful non-material incentives that propel
the Chinese farmer to work diligently.
An important series of motives are those factors
which. in China, are grouped under the heading of “palitical consciousness” * This term covers the understanding
and application of the political and ideological teachings
of the Communist Party.

Moieover, t!:e team has a certain amount of freedom within the overall plan of the conunune. It can shift
resources from the production of such basic goods as
gmjn to szy, fish. fruit, OI vegetables for urban markets,
or other sideline occupations, where these are available.
and which may offer opportunities for greater income.*
Further material production incentives, as seen by
the Mission in visits to various communes, include availablity - in addition to the necessities - of a reasonable
selection of consumes goods: radios, bicycles, sewing
machines, clocks, wrist watches, cameras, etc. - produced under the active stimulus of State policy to promote light industry.

Political consciousness is not however limited just
to these teachings. An important part consists of the
ethical precepts of Maoist philosophy. Among these
are those principles that put emphasis on service to
others (“Serve the People”), working for the greater
strength of the country as a whole (“Building Socialism”),
and competing, not for profit, but in the spirit of “Socialist Emulation”.
It is this attitude that helps make it possible for
the commune, county or provincial governments, to
mobilize - with no more coercion than is constituted
by the obvious social pressures - large numbers of people
for extensive labour-intensive land improvement and
water management works.

There is evidence that supply of these products
may not yet fully meet demand. Availability is greater
in some areas than others, with Shanghai in particular
being considered as somethi+ of a shoppers’ paradise.
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Furthermore.
individuals participating
in such
projects are, as a rule. paid work points by their cornmune. Thus, the collecti% rather than the individual,
feels the immediate diversion of labour from other activities.

there is little duubt that it is a” important ingredient
in the mixture of fxcio;s respwsible for the readily
evident bent of the Chinese to work hard - not only
in C!iina, but wherever they have settled.

These attitudes are also fostered by the application
of the principle of socialist emulation. There is genuine
pride, no doubt, in the achiwements of people for the
benefit of the commune, province or the country.

Mobilization of Rwal Savings
China’s agricultural credit systetrl reaches every
village in this vast land. The Mission concluded that
credit is available with a minimum of bureaucratic red
tape and at low interest rates. The system appears to
have curbed usury and farmers dependence on moneylenders and thereby has made a significant contribution
to agricultural growth and rural development. Partly
becaw of this, the countryside has been almost completely monetized.

This pride is strengthened in the case of older
people by vivid memories of the ‘bad old times”. The
seriousness of this is brought home to the post-1949
generation through fti,
exhibitions, and other propaganda material.
Participation of the various age and educational
groups is ensured by the application of the Three-InOne “rincide. This briws tosther.
fo, such tasks as
agricultural research and experimentation, representatives
of “educated youth, “veteran farmers”, and cadres.

ToEether with aqicultural taxation and the s%lf.
financing of investment by the production teams and
other basic units of accounting (production brigades,
or brigade or commune operated enterprises), through
their public accumulation funds, the rural credit system
has, at the same tinle, mobilized the increasing capacity
of the rural sector to saw.

Other non-material rewards that shape the attitudes
of workers include the dignity which Chinese Communist
ethics attributes to physical labour. Recognition is swiftly
given to good workers in terms of the esteem of their
peers. The well-pub!isised position of agriculture as the
foundation ofthe economy reinforces this flrther.

The organization of the rural credit system has
atso provided the Central Govermnent with a mechanism
for influencing the direction. of rural development and
for regulating the rural credit and cash flow. At the
same time, it has also apparently contributed to the
evolution of a spirit of local self-reliance within production teams, brigades and communes.

Rmal aorkers, moreover, tend to contribute to
common welfare also becaw
they are authentically
involved in planning~ production, and investment decisions. Opportunities for upward mobility are provided
to good workers, trusted by their fellows, by the elective
system. This opens up appointment as cadres for work
at different levels of the commune. There is also evidence
that money, which is set aside for investment and so&l
welfare purposes, is indeed wed for this.

The Missb.n was informed that the 1975 target for
agricultural loans represented a” increase of some 740
percent above that of 1954. In 1974, the outstanding
balance of agricultural loans was 300 percent more than
20 years earlier.

Open Books

Components

The Mission found that teams also practise “open
acc0l”thlg”, i.e. public posting of annual accounts of
the team on a bulletin board or blackboard. This dis.
closure is followed by public discussion at a meeting of
ali members of the~year’s economic
results. The example
apparently set by leaders at various levels, through attention to their duties, pmticipation h manual work, and
the apparent absence of corruption, acts as a psychological spur. These no doubt give support to the social
pressure for conformity and “‘acceptable” behavtour
inherent in a collective organization.

The people’s Bank combines functions of a “commercial” niiture such as accepting deposits, making
loans and clearing payments, as well as those of a central
banking nature such as regulation of the overall credit
and cash flow. issuance of balk notes, control of foreign
exchange, etc. The Bank also acts as the cents of business accounting for the State.

Awily, zn important intangible factor, as pointed
out by many obrervers, is the traditional work-oriented
ethic of Chinese peasants The Chine= are by no means
the only ethnic group to demonstrate this trait. Yet

The Bank works at four levels: central, regional,
county and branch. I” rural areas branch offices are
located in the communes. Sometimes, a branch may
be shared by several communes.

Today‘s credit system consists of two closely interlinked parts: the People’s Balk and the rural credit
cooperatives.
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In addition to its banking functions, the People’s
Bank also carries out propaganda and political work. It
also assists teams, brigades and comm’xze~ in book.
keeping and in helping to dive&
the economy, and
assists communes in setting up new enterprises. The Bank
performs these functions through s”me 1900 cadres
located in selected communes throughout the country.
Most of these cadres came orlgimdly from commurms.
They are thenfore familiar with the problems of the
latter~ and provide useful feedback to the higher tiers
of the Bank organization.

Virtually all loans to the rural sector pass through
the rural credit cooperatives, and mozt of the rural savings
are depodted in these cooperatives. The cooperatives
are thus de facto an extension of the People’s Bank.
This link results in a system that reaches from the centre
down to the village level. It provides another example,
this time in the vital field of credit, of how the Chinese
development administration
is decentralized. Through
this means, the State has divested itself of a host of local
functions, cut bureaucratic red tape, and reduced its
administrative burden.

Annual production !“as to production teams,
brigades and communes. These loans assist
units facing difficulties in fmancing the purchase of current prodrwion inputs, traCtor
contracts, etc.;

3.

One to five.year loans for production and
tranSp*rt equipment,
small scale irrigation
projects, etc.;

6.

“Distress

capital of rural

loans” to individuals

(see below).

Loans carry interest rates of 0.18% a month in
case of annual production loans, and of 0.36% a month
in case of medium-icrm (one to five years) loans. Credits
are usually included in the annual plan. If an urgent
need arises, they can be made outside of it. Requests
are the” acted upon in an average of about three days,
but often much more quickly.

loans flowing through this

2.

Loans for annual working
credit cooperatives; and

Loans are made to individuals only when they
face objective difficulties such as illness of the breadwinner. Pressing economic needs that cannot otherwise
be met such as the need to purchw materials for construction of a house, acquisition of small farm tools, or
a pig as a side-line occupation; funeral expenses, etc.
can also qualify for loans. No security is required for
loans.
Personal loans are not extended for “comfort”
purchases, e.g. .bicycles, swing machines, etc. These
must be financed from the individual’s savings.

Local collective ownership and operation of the
credit cooperatives :‘so ensures that full account is
taken of local conditions. Participation of psople is
thereby ensured.

One year production lonns to Stateavned
rural enterprises (State forests; tish, livestock
and other farms, etc.) to suppiement their
working capital,*

5.

An effort is also made to coordinate the various
forms of fmancing provided through the State budget,
the People’s Bank and credit cooperatives, and through
advance payment on deliveries. (The latter generally
amounts to 30.50% of the value of the delivery). Financial resources appear to be carefully used.

Credit Funnel

I.

One-year loans. which can be extended if
necessary, for purchase of foodgrains ti case
of naturalcalamities;

As may be expected, one of the criteria in loan
policies is local self.reliance. Loam are made only in
case of demonstrated need. They supplement the production unit’s own efforts. This is one reason why all
loans are locaily channelled through the credit coopera.
tive which is most familiar with the needs of the basic
accounting unit and individual. The local cooperative
also has the duty of checking with the local supply and
marketing cooperative that goods for which credit is
requested are in fact available.

At the commune level, the People’s Bank works
in close cooperation with the local rural credit coopera.
tives. While these cooperatives are owned collectively
by their members, they work in accordance with the
principles laid “ut by the People’s Bank and the State,
and follow their policy directives.

The Mission identified
system as f*Il*ws:

4.

The rural credit cooperatives derive their funds
mainly from the deposits of individual members and
those of production teams, brigades, and commurws.
Only individuals, however, can be members.
Other income accrues from interest paid on the
cooperatives’ deposits in the People’s Bank, and from
interest on loans to members and production wits.
Originally, moreover, shares were sold to members (a
maximum of 10 shares per member) to accumulate
initial working capital; this practice has, however, been
disccmthnwd.
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way one source of fmance for supporting, through loans,
other less prosperous communes.

Interest paid by cooperatives to their depositors
apparently varies according to the depositor and the
nature of the deposit. Ltionnation
acquired by the
Mission is not quite clear on this point, but it would
seem that all cash deposits accrue interest at the rate
of 0.18% a month. Fixed-term deposits, ln excess of
o.?e year, am paid 0.27% in case of individual member
deposits, and 0.18% in case of depotitS by production
teams, brigades and communes.

In discussions with the Mission, the director and
the officer-incharge of credit operations stressed that
one of the original purposes of establishing the credit
cooperative had been to stamp out usury. Today, usury
no longer existed. But ti was one of the functions of
the cooperative to prevent its m-emergence.
This particular commune bad both a branch of
the People’s Bank and a credit cooperative. The latter
had no branches in teams or brigades in the emnmune,
but its three credit officers (total staff, seven) spent
much oftbeir time visiting the teams and brigades.

The Mission had ltngthy discussions with ofticlals
of rural credit cooperatives in a number of communes.
A concrete illustration of the working of a credit cooperative is that of Hwang Tu People’s Commune some
35 km from shanghai. ibis commmte is possibly somewhat abow average in level of prosperity. Its credit
cooperative had been established in 1954 (before the

Deposit plateau
The Mission was told that the rate of increase of
deposits by individual workers had slowed down in
recent years, as the purchasing power of individuals had
increased and as a greater number of consumer goods
had become available. Apparently, most of the recent
increase in deposits had come from collectives.

commune was formed). with deposits in that year totalling about 6OCKtOyuan. Two-thirds of this came from
members, the mmainder from production units and
enterprises. By 1958, when the commune was established, the total had risen to about 385000 yuan; by
1965, the Sgure was 1475000
yun, 900000 yuan
of which came from members. In 1974, the total had
climbed to 3 325 000 yuan, with 2 220 000 yuan mpresenting deposits of collectives and 1 105 000 deposits
of members.

,,,:

The cooperative is run by a Mu??ager?zenr Cammirtee. Its officers am elected by the commune’s
people’s assembly. Membership of the nL?WW=“t
committee indicates clearly that the functions of the
cooperative am wider than merely to serve the economic
needs of members: the management committee includes
representatives of the revohztionary cmnmittee of the
commune, the Party branch of the commune, each
production brigade (there are 16 brigades in the cornmune in question), leading cadres of the commune,
and representatives of the members of the cooperative.

The Mission understood these figures to refer to
the year-end balances. Of the SO00 households in the
commune (with a total population of 23 000), some
2 000-3 000 households were members of the credit
cooperative, with both the membership and the number
of short-term deposits fluctuating. This is due to the fact
that comnnme members am paid their income share
twice a year. The surpllus over immediate needs is usually
deposited in the cooperative and drawn on as required.

The management
committee meets quarterly.
At the end of the year, the leading member of the commune informs the comnmne*s people’s assembly about
the work and achievements of the cooperative. He orshe
makes suggestions for decisions by the people’s aembly,
e.g. how profit could be distributed between the public
accumulation fimd and the members, etc.

Of the total deposited in this credit cooperative,
the credit cooperative had, in turn, deposited some
3 050 000 yuan into its account with the People’s Bank.
Only some 275 000 yuan was thus either held as a
working “save OI lent out directly to members or basic
accounting units in the commune.

As a rule most of the profits are deposited in
the public accumulation fund (70.80%). The remainder
is &red about equally by the members and the cmnmune
welfare fund. In 1974 the profit of this cooperative was
34 925 yuan.

This proportion indicates the amount of savings
which a relatively prosperous commune like the one
studied can mobilize and make available for use by the
credit system.

The setting up of an all-pervasive credit system of
this nature is, no doubt, helped by the existence of a
centrally planned economic system as well as by the
decentralization of development administration, and the
reliance on local participation. It is a system that has
improved the fanner’s lot and has removed one of Chinese
agriculture’s ancient scourges: the userer.

In 1974, the bmxne in the commune for an average
family, consisting of three adults and two children, with
2.5 labour force members, was reported to be 1 200
yuan. Of this, some 700 yuan were said to be required
for current living expenses. Some 400.500 yuan were
thus available for savings. Savings mobilized are this
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3. Education,

Research, Extension
Communication

Experimentation

and

is being encouraged.

The pattern now emerging, and which shows real
promise, the Mission was told, may not be the same one
years hence. The objective of serving the farmers
remains constant; but the means will be flexible and
the approach pragmatic - all qualities characteristic
of China’s devzloPme”t efforts.

Agricuhural Sd~ools without “Dropa~ts”

five

The reliance on what passes today for agricultural
education is a burning issue in many Asian countries.
Questions are b-&g raised as to whether. investments in
agricultural schools have paid off. The Mission therefore
probed into China’s agricultural education structure in
the course of this visit. Members also analyzed training
syste”ls.

Structttres
To understand the agricultural education subsystem, one should fnst understand the philosophy a”d
structure of China’s formal education system.

Th:s enquiry shows that in China today educakion
is made to serve both politics and production. Agricultural education, therefore, is designed to support and
promote agricultural production,
including
fishery,
forestry, crops, and livestock as well as ideology.

Uni~rsal education is the overall policy. Formal
education follows a 5+2+2+3 patter”: five years primary
school, two years middle school, two years high school
and three years college.

Agricultural production ‘a China is in the hands
of the fanner. Agricultural education is therefore focussed on the needs of fanners, especially ‘Yhe poor and
lower-middle” farnmrs. I” basic tans, this means that
agricultural training is only given to the level req;lired
for specific farming needs. China does not belien in
overeducation.

The educational system, fmm kindergarten to
uniwrdty,
is designed to teach students: “Serve the
People” and to promote production. Tendencies towards
elitism and academic study for study’s sake are quickly
squashed.
Agricultuml production currently enjoys the nation’s top priority. Over 80% of the people to be served
are engaged in some aspect of agrkculture. It natural!y~
follows, therefore, that the entire educational system,
in both urban and rural areas, has a heavy bias towards
farming and r&ted productive activities.

Gldddim
Farmers are members of production teams in
each conmmne. It is the production team that decides
whether it is in its interest to nominate 01 sponsor a
member (or the son or daughter of a member) for special
agricultural training.

i-bree-In-One
No matter what his or her level may be in the
system, each student is expected to perform three functions:’ learn established knowledge; discover new knowledge (research); and perform productive labour.

The guiding philosophy in selection is: “From the
Team, to the Team”. Those who am sent, therefore,
return to help their own production team.
Training is, therefore, very functional. It m”st
prove useful to the sponsoring production teams, and
production brigades. Otherwise, support for such nomination and training would wither.

Students spend onequarter to one-third of their
time in productive labour, either in agriculture or in
factories.
One of the Mission’s interpreters said-that ha
daughter’s class in a primary school in Beijing (Peking),
spends several hours weekly in a neighbouihood factory,
helping with simple tasks. Twice a year, the class visits
a commune for a few days. At harvest time, small children
glean the fields aftsr the harvesters are finished. Her
son’s class, in middle school, spends three weeks a year
helping on a commune.

The Mission feels this grassroot level pressure
ensures that sgiculturzl
e&ation
serves agricultural
production directly. Control is in the hands of the
farmers. Thus, ;usrlcultural education stays relevant to
their needs. The contrast to agricultural education sysCemSin other countries is marked.
The above principles appear to be &versally
applied in Cl~. Yet there is great flexibility and variety
in the methods ured to achieve these erds.

Even children in kindergartens are required to
contribute to production - and thereby to learn the
dignity of labour. The Mission visited a kindergarten
class in a model homing development area in Shanghai.
Members of the Mission saw students between tive and
six years of age with their chubby fingers busily folding

Mission members were frankly told at the highest
levels: “Agricultural education today is undergoing a
profound revolution”. Many approaches are being tried.
The Chinese believe no one yet has the full answer.
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fertility
on roe: gro-r.‘h, using
with their root systems intact. Of
staff of about 70 at the joint middle
this commune, 11 were experienced
with no formal technical training.

cardboard co”,ai,,ers to hold flash-li$t bulbs. Some of
their mothas were producing the bulbs m 8” adjacent
neighbourhood f;lcto:~y. The children work for only half
a” boor daily. Some may brush this aside as a token
gesture; but it does develop a positive attitude towards
service t!!rough production.

actual rice plants
the total teaching
and high school of
practical workers,

This example illustrates another basic principle
of education in China which holds that: wisdom comes
from the masses and knowledge from practice. Cadres,
officials, and persons holding leadership positions are
constantly being reminded: “Learn from the Masses”.
This is not just rhetoric; it is a fundamental tenant of
belief as far as present day China is concerned.

While visiting a Hangzhou (Hangchow) public
park, the Mission noticed, purely by chance. pri”lary
schoolchildren lining up, two abreast, under the direction
of their teacher. They were uniting for their for” to trinl
the grass ald pull weeds growing along a footpath. At
This site, only eight could conveniently work at a time.
The teacher was obviously conducting B “productive
labour” class in which both productive work was done
(ie. the grass cut) and the cpmmunity benefitted (i.e.
the park beautified).

It is also significant that teacher training appears
to receive little importance. Teaching appears to be
regarded mom as a” art than a science.
In the commones where the Mission enquircd,
none of the teachers who had joined since the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution had received training
in “how to teach”. I” fact the Mission found it difficult
to get the interpreters to understand questions on this
subject. In response, school administrators stressed that
high “‘political consciousness” constituted
the most
important pm-requisite for any teacher, followed by
practical work experience with the masses. It was taken
for granted that anyone who had prove” helpful to
farmers or workers had both the necessary knowledge
and the ability to teach.

Clua rly these examples indicate the system’s
appreciation for group work and its approach in promoting that value to strengthen attitudes towards collective effort for the common good.
Students are also expected, if possible, to discover
new knowledge. Members obserwd students and teachers
of a middle school, located in a comnmne, who were
responsible for so”~e experimental field plots. Experiments were jointly conducted by the students and
teachers and the farmers of one or more production
teams. Thus the students both helped the production
teams with their work and, in the process, discovered
new knowledge.

After discussion, the Mission concluded that the
following eight points are the most significant features
of China’s agrbxltural education system:

loday’s China has also stamped the more tradilional function of every student - that of learning existing knowledge - with its unique characteristic. As in all
societies, Chinese teachers are given the task of passing
oo this accumulated wisdom to the next generation.
What is new and different is: teachers are not litired to
just the normal trained educators Workers and farmers,
who possess vast practical experience, are now used
extensively in regular c!assroom tesching.

I Teaching is based on the needs of the majority of
those fanning. (i.e. the small farmer o: “the poor
and lower-middle peasants”, as they are
described in China)
This contrasts markedly with the teaching of
most agricultural schools and colleges in mos: developing
nations. There, emphasis is placed on teaching agricultural science of “se to the more progressive farmers who
are the minority, not the poor farmers who constitute
the vast majority of cultivators.

Pear2nt Geoaeiry
For the Mission’s visit to a school ln Hwang Tu
I’crople’s Commune near Shanghai, an effort had clearly
been made to show the school in full swing and at its
host. Nevertheless, the visit was illustrative of some of
the approaches and methods xzd in schools io China
loday. Thus the Mission was struck by seeing an exprrienced metal worker teaching geometry to a middlewhool class. He used spare pans from a tractor to illus.
trace the relationship of radios to circumferen&, etc.

1. Teachers are encouraged to leave their classrooms and to establ,$h several “points” at the commune
1~61 where they learn from and wcrk with farmers.
I” this way, the teachers gain first-hand experience
Of the real problems facing farmers. The teachers also
benefit from the practical Ueld experience of the local
wteran farmers.

In the next classroom, a veteran farmer helped
the science instructor teach studarts the effects of soil

The Mission visited the Guangdong (Kwangtong)
College of Agriculture and Forestry on the outskirts of

This focus on the masses is achieved in several ways.
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Guang,hou (Cantun). The College had five SW!! “key
points” throughout the province. Here, teachers and
students spend up to one-third of their time in learning
from experienced farmers, conducting problem.solving
research, and engaging in actual production with members
of production teams.
2. Outstanding farmers are recruited as iuIl4me
teachen for agricultural schools or colleges.
Guangdong (Kwngtung)
College of l$riculture
and Forestry had a teaching staff of 600. 01~ these, I5
were veteran farmers from different production teams.
Their teams and c~oununes had agreed to release them
from regular duties for one to two years to help with
college teaching. They continued to be given their regular
work points.
The Mission observed one of these veteran farmers
demonstratin:: the harvesting of rice on the college farm,
along with a regular teacher and about IO students. AU
were working together.
The head of the Agricultural Technical School of
the Chiliying People’s Commune told the Mission that
a production brigade supplied one of. his four full-time
teachers. This teacher continued to receive his work
points from the brigade while teaching at the school.
3. Agricultural schools admit only those students who have had two or more years practical farming
experience at the production team or production brigade
level. This ensures rclcvance. Such students know the
real situation at the lield level. They “know what they
don’t know”. Thus, they cause teachers to teach material
relevant to d:ry-to&y problems confronting the average
iamler.

Triple Shiftr
Furthermore. students keep in touch with lield
problems during iormal training by v.h% the Chinese
refer to as the yearly “Three L:Ps and Three I)ownc”,
Three times a year, students are sent “down”. or back,
to their original production teams. This enables them
to keep up+oilate with local pro!:lems, the needs and
aspirations of the people, as well as to help with production end to solve problems.
For e.wnple, students at the agricultuml sclv.ml
run hy the Chiliying People‘s Commune return to their
production teems for IO days during the spring swsvn.
This is the first “down”. The “second down” comes
in mummer for 20 days of weeding. The “third down”
oI 20 days is in autumn, enabling students ro help with
tbc harvest and the planting of winter wheat.

All this is in mzarked contrast to most developing
countries. There, the vast majority of agricultural students
enter with next to no farming experience. They have
y’ery little, if any, contact with typical farmers during the
period of their training. As a consequence, they liid it
difficult, if not impossible, to serve the average (i.e.
small) farmer upon graduation.
2. A decentralized network of agricultural schools and
colleges sems fanning at the local level, based on
canmunity responsibility and initiatirP
In 1970, Chairman Mao directed that agricultural
schools and colleges move from urban to rural locations.
School managements were to seek direct working links
with specific farm communities, thus making each more
responsive to the needs of the other.
This is now called the “open-door policy”. it
encourages both staff and students to leave their “ivory
towers” for the countryside to help in production, research and extension.
The Mission noted that, in addition to establishing
five ‘key points” for field work, Cuangdong (Kwangtung)
College of Agriculture and Forestry also opened two
sub-branches in more remote corners of the province.
Keg&r course work ir now conducted there. The Faculty
of Forestry also opened an education base in a remote
forest area. Through better integration of teaching,
scientific research and production, service to the people
is improved.
Another method used to secure this communityschool involvement is the “three plots” appmach. These
are located at different key points throughout the geographic area to be served by any institution.
In cooperation with selected production teams,
teachers and students join efforts in establishing three
diiiwent plots: a high yielding plot, an experimental
plot, and a seed-breeding plot. Management of these
plcts is the joint responsibility of a Three-In-One leading
group made up of poor and lower-middle peasants,
teachers, and students.
The high-yielding plot is primarily an extension
tool. It shows the commune what can be done through
optimum use of known improved practices. Inputs and
labour are mainly provided by the local production team
The experimental plot on the other band is to
discowl irnpwwrl methods. The third aims at seed
breeding, selection. and lmultiplication of improved
SlIU”S.
This three plots approach is now being used
in nwst schools, liom middle school to agricultural

I. Members of the production team make the
initial selection of each student. Even while students,
they remain full members of their team. In fact, they
l&Urn several times a year for productive labour. In
this Way, students are constantly reminded: they owe
ewrythhq to the peasants

college level. The only difference is the degree of sopti;tication of the work undertaken on the plots by the
students and teachers.
The agricultural education network consists of:
1. Technical agricultural schools with one to
two year courses at the commune level.
Uswdly there is one per commune although
a few of the communes visited by the Mission
stiU relied upon the regular middle school to
produce their trained agricultural workers;
2.

Normal agricultural
or provincial levels:

3.

Spare-time agricultural colleges, organized at
the county level. The latter depend on the
availability of qualified teachers and the initiativz of leadership in the area.

2. The theory and practice of agriculture are
taught in combination. This giws the student confidence
in his 0,
ability to deal with both the “how” and the
?vhy” o: _ -oblem, even at the field level. It is a basic
tenent in L.. ~a that education must be combined with
productive labour; that it blend theory with mama!
labour, through part-time work and part-time study,
even when attending formal school.

colleges, at the district

At Guangdong (Kwangtung) College of Agriculture
and Forestry, the Mission learned that students spend
two days a week in productive labour on the college
farm. Agricultural engineering students work part-time
in a nearby farm machinery factory. In teaching plant
physiology, for instance, photoswthesis is explained in
connection with rational close plantings in the field.
Lectures on carbon and nitrogen metabolism are related
to the charging colour of crop leaves. In this way, the
students’ perceptwJ knowledge is raised to the level of
theory. The theory they have learned is, at once, tested
and applied in the practice of production.

Initiative for starting a commune level school,
the capital cost of buildings, day-to-day maintenance,
and management and responsibility for the school’s
continuation,
rest primarily with the commune. The
State pays only for the salaries of professional teachers.
Jn agricultural colleges, management is provided
by a provincial ievel committee. The strategy is ox of
securing maximum community participation, particularly
from the poor and lower-middle peasants. This is vital
to the achievement of workingclass leadership, a key
goal of present day China.

While at the Agricultural Technical School in the
chiliying People’s Commune, the Mission observed a
very pragmatic approach whereby theory and practice
for each subject of crop are blended and linked to the
season. At peak farm periods, students may spend whole
days in practical work in the school farm; in off-season,
days may go by with only classroom study.

3. Students identify totally wi$ the peasants
Up” p&ztioon, they ret?zt”mto serve
their cumm”“eS
This is probably the greatest single achievement,
todate, of the new agricultural education policy in
Chiia. The rest of Asia grapples with the problem of
agricultural school graduates who refuse to work in rural
mas, to say nothing of serving the small and low-income
tmners, tenants, share-croppers, and landless agricultural
workers. The exact opposite is the case in China.

Theory does not suffer. Members learned that 50%
of curriculum time is devoted to theory, 30% to practical
work and the rest to political studies. During a threeyear course at Guangdong (Kwangtung) College of Agriculture and Forestry, between 1 500 to I 600 hours
are apportioned to theoretical studies.

Gowmment
policy requires all students, upon
graduation, irrespective of level, to return to their last
place of work from where they were initially selected
for further studies. This is in keeping with the political
philosophy of “From the Masses to the Masses”.

3. Students keep abreast of the nations’s political
life and &y-to-day protincial politics by taking pati in
political movements during their agricultural education.
This breaks from the traditional pattern in Asia where
agricultural students, especially at the college level, are
generally apolitical. This increases the motivation of
Chinese agricultural students to return to rural areas
and advance the cause of the poor and lower-middle
~peasants.

There are no private sources of employment. Thus,
one may cynically conclude: the system works in the
absence of altematiw opportunities. This is.undoubtedly
true.
But the Mission also beliews that there are several
other factors of equal if not greater importance in the
long run which facilitate willing implementation of this
policy. These include:

4. A fourth possible reason for which students
willingly return to their production team and commune,
upon graduation, is the system whereby their teachers
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keep in touch and arrange to upgrade their technical
knowledge and skills. through periodic short courses.
This assurance that they will not be forgotten and
allowed to fall behind tecimically, removes the need,
felt by many students elsewhere, to continue with schooling, instead of going out to apply what they have learned.

4. Based on past experience, the peasantsknow
ihat the returning studen: will have considerable new
knowledge and skills to offer them. The student will
prow useful.
5. In the selection of students for furtha agricultural
training at every level, priorit;? is given to those of
peasant/worker/soldier origin while maintahring
a proportionate representation of youth from
all classes

5. There is always a need for new cadres. Cmdidates are drawn from the ranks of new graduates. Thus,
education provides the pro”& of a possible shift to more
prestigious cadre posts.

There are four steps in the selection. of students.
They are:

6. Ewn students who show exceptional promix
as fuhue scientists, teachers or cadres know they must
return to their origi”al commrme to “serve their own
people” for at least a time. This is a necessary condition
for selection to higher technical or administrative responsibilities.

1. Personal application by the prospective St”dents to the leadership of their commune;
2. Completion of at least two years of work, as
members of a production team/brigade of a commune,
and selection by the poor and lower-middle peasants
of the team;

Thus in China all prcmotiom in all fields come,
at least technically, from the ranks. Even the most ambitious know they must constantly renew their mandate
from the people.

3. Approval by the revolutionary
the brigade and comnnme level;

4. Peasants welcome agrimltural students back to
the rural areas. They strolrgly support
zgridtlual t&li”g

committee

at

4. Academic acceptance by the agricultural school
or college.
These steps comply with the directive issued by
Chairman Mao on ?I July 1968: “Students should be
selected from among workers and peasants with practical
experience and they should return to production after
a few year’s study”.

This phenomenon deserves special mention. It is
unique relative to the rest of &a, where farmers are
either suspicious or resentful of educated youth who
try to help them. hlany consider the knowledge students
have to be irre::vant to their conditions of poverty.

Mission members were inforrned that, at production
team and brigade levels, the masses tended to favour
youth of peasant worker or soldier origin. Basic data on
stutient composition at the Guangdong (Kwangtung)
College of Agric.dture and Forestry seem to confirm this.
Of the 1000 students presently enrolled, about 93%,
came from this background. About seven percpnt were
“educatablc youth” whose parents formerly belonged
to the class of middle or rich peasants, landlord or educated elite. This percentage appears in proportion to
past class stratification. Thus, the stratification is not
discrimination
against the former Upper StI2t2 but
redresses former bias against the lower strata.

There are probabiy several reasons *vhy the Chinese
peasant is different in :his respect.
l. The peasants helped select the student initially
from amono their ow” workers. They also keTt in tuuch
with the student rixing his or her studies. Thus, it is
only natural that they warmly welcome the student
back.
2. The peasants made a” investment in one
of their own members. Therefore, they are anxious to
have this person back to help them improve their own
productive capacity. This is particularly true in the case
of a co”mm”e level agrictdt”ral school, such as i” the
Chiliying People’s Commune. As mentioned earlier,
their veteran teacher was paid, on a work point basis,
by one of the production brigades.

The Mission encountered no married students in
any of the three agricultural schools visited during t&
study tom. Students may be married: but general preference is give” to those with “light” family responsibilities.

3. A strong movement
exists, particularly
since the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, to mmbat elitirm. Peasants understand that people with additional education are not special or of any higher rank;
they are only better equipped ‘To Serve the People”.
Education only increases a person’s ability to contribute
to society.

At the Chiliying People’s Commune, the head of
the one-year practical farm school said: “Students
between the ages of 18.25 years wete preferred,although
older Weran farmers might be selected to attend”.
None of the present 47 students were from the vetem”
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tion plant rheir own vegetable fields and live in huts at
the edge of the field. Thus, the students observe plant
behaviour and see each problem as it develops and are
able immediately to consult their teacher and fellow
students on the action to be taken.

farmer categow.
6. Lc@h of agricultural education and training has
been comprsoed but quality has bnprowd
Agricultural colleges have cot the length of the
training period from four to three years. This is one of
the educational reforms drawn up during the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revoiution.

“Brain-storming” techniques with fellow students
are also encouraged as a means of finding new and better
ways to solve specific problems. Problems identified by
alert students, in turn, fornr a” important part of the
research programme of the college. Cases where teachers
and students, working together with production team
members at the commune level, have solved specific
problems, were cited to the Mission.

primary and secondary schooling has been reduced
from a 6+3+3 to a 5+2+2 ratio. At the same time, the
quality of education, in terms of applicability and useful“es to agrictdture and the farmers, appears to have
gnatly improved. The cost of education and training
has bee” reduced.

7. There ii fufl employment ofgraduates

The length of formal training has been shortened
by carefully removing from the curri&nn
all extraneous and “knowledge-for-knowledge
sake” material.
Only those subjects which help the three “essenti2k
for the revolution” - have been allowed to remain.

This is achieved through a combination of “top
down” and “bottomup” planning whereby the manpower
needs of each production team in every commune are
passed for handling to the appropriate level. Thus no
student is sent for further training who does not have
assured employment when conpleted.

At the same time improved teaching methods
were adopted. These accelerated learning, based on
integrating theory with practice, and the use of problemsolving. In turn, this could only be done through improving the teachers thanselves. Chairman Mao pointed
this out earlier saying: “In the problem of transforming
education, it is the teachers who are the main problem”.

At Guangdong (Kwangtung) College of Agriculture
and Forestry for example, officials told the Mission
that conununes in the province select members of production teams who want to receive further training. They
pass the names through the nornral planning channels
to the provincial Department of Agriculture.

At the Cuandong (Kwangtung) College of Agriculture and Forestry, the Mission was told: “The students
have changed, now the professors must catch up”. This
was considered to be both essential and at the same
time inevitable, since “if water rises, the boat must also
rise”.

The provincial Director of Agriculture told the
Mission that he makes the final allocations to the different
faculties. These allocations are based on the expressed
needs of the conmumes and the State research and extension network. In 1975, for example, the Department
of Plant Protection of the College received 30 new students while the Faculty of Animal Husbandry and Vete.
rinary Science received 95.

Efforts to improve the knowledge and attitude of
teachers inclu& going to production teams and beaming
fronr veteran farnters. The professor’s special role in this
is to take “the wisdom of the peasants, acquired through
hard struggle”, and translate it into scientific terms,
thusgiving knowledge its theoretical base.

There are no “dropouts” in China. Since prior
selection of qualified students is so rigorous, no one
quits.
In addition there are no “failures”. All who enter,
finish their training. Some students need more attention
than others; but in no case are they permitted to fail.
Each student is challenged tb reach his or her maximum
capacity ior service to the farming community.

The Chinese believe in reeducation,
even of
teachers. They encourage teachers to adopt new attitudes.
introduction of veteran farmer instructors and agrotechnician teachers to help the regular teachers has
accelerated the reorientation
process. Outstandllg
students, produced by this new system, are iaentirred
and encouraged to retune as new “peasant teachers”,
after they have worked on their communes.

8. Fams.workerscan

study while stfll working

A relatively new development in the field of agricultural education is the spare-time agriculture college.
These are now being tried in several provinces of China.

A Cuangdong (Kwangtung) College of Agriculture
and Forestry professor of horticulture demonstrated
vividly the value of the problem-solving approach to
teaching. There, students majoring in vegetable produc-

The Mission visited one such college on the Hang
ahou State Tea Farm. Zhejiang (Chekiang) province.
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There 38 part-time students were following a two-year
course. The students are regular workers on the tea
estate. They are given time off from their regular duties
to attend the classes.

tulS “f extension or department. “f extension. This is
evidence of the full integration of research discovery
into agricultural practice. The Chinese put it quite
succinctly: “In China, all agriculture is extension”.

Class schedules are dedgr~ed to mesh wiih the
slack work periods on the tea farm. Thus, there iS a minimum disruption of production. Tzxching is provided by
professional staff from the nearby State Experimental
Tea Farm and by regular teachers of the Zhejiang (Cbekiang) Agricultural College about 40 km distant. Theoretical classes xre conducted in spare classroon~s uf the
local middle schoo:. These are followed by practical
work in the &Ids or in the tea factory.

,:

Native Roots
As with many things in China, a system evolved
on the basis of local conditions, serving local needs,
and utilidng local ‘techniques. This appears to be the
key t” swxess in bridging the gap between agricultural
r+zsurcb and putting proven results into immediate
prilitice.

The Shanghai Machine T”ai Factory first developed
the idea of spare-time colleges in response to ibairrnan
Mao‘s calI in 1968 for workers and farmers to attend
colleges and universities. But the application of this idea
depends on local initiative. It was n,-~ cntil Marcb I’)?5
that the tint students were admitted io the spare-time
college at the Hangzhou State Tea Farm.

The system is interlocking, straddling several levels,
and is responsible for both experimentation and populariation of improved fmdings. It has a network of imtitutions and collaborators from provincial and county to
production team level. As in so many other cases, it
links several levels of economic management, thus forming
a capillary system reaching from the top down, and
providing f”r feedback from the bottom up.

Across the nation, a variety of approaches for parttime study and part-time work are being experimented
with in the field of agriculture. They include: sparetime agricultural schools; short-term training courses run
by agricultural colleges for commune members; mobile
classes; and high schools offering up to one year courses.

Mission members discussed this structure on many
occasions: at Nanjing (Nanking) Research imtitute, at
Guangdong (Kwangtung) Cullege of Agriculture ;md
Forestry, and during county briefings with brigad? and
production teams. The Chinese stressed that they always
try out results in a field situation, in several sites, before
they publicize research conclusions.

These experiments also respond to the demand for
more knowledge in agriculture from the farmers themselves who are constantly being challenged to “Lam
from Tachai”. The experiments also reflect the steady
revision of traditional formal school structwes, as part
“i a nationwide effort to make agriculture the foundation
of national development.

The general pattern of the agricultural research!
extension network through”& China, appears to be as
follows:
LM?l

Test Tubes and Peasant Prvtice
The gap between agricultural research and the
farmer in China mat be one of the narrowest in the
world. The time between research fmdings and practical
application has been considerably
telesroped. The
uniformly high standard of crop production observed
by the Mission dilring the course of its travels in six provinces (with vi&s to 12 communes, one State farm,
one agricultural research iwtitute and one college of
agti~ulture and forestry) re-nains vivid.
The Mission has tLe general impressim that agriCuituml research is not, in so&merespects, as highly developed as in several “+a”~ developing countrh!s in Asia.

Orgmizationul form

PI”tiCt?/
county:

Academy of Agricultural Science: Agricultural Research Ins.
titute: College of Agriculture

People’s
c”mm”ne:

Agro-Technical Centre

Production
brigade:

Scientific Research Group, attached to an
Agricultural
Experiment Stati”n

Production
tC?Z3*:

Technical Production Group,
attached sometimes to a “Popularization Plot”.

The key institution in this network, which characterizes the system, appears to be the scientific research
group at the brigade level. Research is carried ““t at its
experimental station. The goup focuses on Solving
problems confronting the production teams, the brigade,
or :he commune in which it is located.

Yet, the speed md extent to which prover, research
fmdings are being r.pplied at the farm lee! wa.: second
to “one. And this is a country where there are nc direcs.5

--

working *t the grassroot level at any given time.

The goup is gemraUy composed of a scientist
from an institute or college stationed at the brigade, a
Yetwan farmer, and an agm-kcbnician
(agronomipc).
Thus, it is a Thme-Jn-One combination of people with
scieatic traitdng, field expetience, and practical production kchnology.

The Mission’s visit to the Research Institute of
Agricultural Science of Jiangsu (Kiangsu) Province in
Nanjing (Nanking) confirmed this. Of its 600 staff members, at least 200 were working in communes, guiding
the scientific research groups attached to brigades and
teams, helping solve problems, and identifying research
topics in the light of production needs.

Each sdentific research group is giwn these fonttions: to plan, conduct md evahtate scietttifii trials on
major crop-s and activities uttdxkken by that brigade;
to ensme .milabUity of improad seed; to organize
dem-mstmtions and help conduct shortcourse training
for production team members as required. The group
also ensures that experimentation has direct applicability
to problems experienced by the farmer.

In addition, the Institute also conducts study
classes and training courses in different forms, including
Courses for farmer-technicians. The staff also print and
distriiuk scientific and technical materials.
The Mission felt that the leadership example,
give” by the professional researchers in coming to the
farmers and leaming thmugit working with them,
gives impetus to the mass movement for scientific erperimattation
at the farm level. At the same time, this
seems to have promoted the quality and relevance of
research work ofthe various specialized institutes.

In some commuttes, the Mission noted that even
production teams conduct their aam experiments. Th&w
include variety selection, ksthrg.
a?d other cultural
practicer. CltaracteristicaUy, great emphasis is placed on
self-mliance, even for agricultural research, and the rapid
popularization of research lindings.

Spread Effect

Ewting study groups are organized in the commune. Ihe, research group members lecture to farmers
and workers on their findings. This enables the farmer
to be contitmonsly informed of recent fmdings. In agricultural research, as in so many other areas, the ba:ic
philosophy is: “From the Masses to the Masses”

One effect of this system has been to share
with farmers what before was the Govermnent’s sole
responsibility for agricultural wearch and extension.
This has reduced costs. More importantly, it has spurted
localized experiments, so important in farm production,
where conditions vary tremendously even withii short
distances. The system ensures that work of research
institutes is not abstract and academic, but down-toearth.
Another feature of this system is the way it opens
doors for veteran farmers and. educated youth from the
communes to enter agricultural research stations and
specialized institutes. These follow-up in a more systematic way some of the highly successful locai practices
discovered “through hard struggls”. Even the most
advanced research institutes now follow this “opendoor
research policy”, with great benefit to agricultural production. ‘We go out and they come in” was how the
scientists descriied this policy to the Mission.

This also means that Iesemh imituks
gather
the experienu
from the people, study, systematize,
analyze and return it to them in the form of “new kchttip~“.
This has promoted the quality and practical
orientation of research work.

In China there is no clear sep&tion between
research and extension as is often the ca.?a in other developing countries. On the contrary, integration of sdentific r&arch with production is seen as a major device
for raising levels of research.

The network for mass experimentation h guided
by M-time professional sta:i of the various research
stations and research instiiks
at commune and county
levels. The Mien
was informed that since the Great
Roletarian Cultural Revolution, it is normal practice for
about “tW&ird of the staff of research institutes to be

Chairman Mao described this approach saying:
‘With us, thenfore, the raising of standards ic based on
popularization, while popularization is guided by the
raising of standards”. In this connection the Chinese
also like to quote Friedrich Engels: “If society has a
technical need, that helps science fatward more than

Through this mechdsm,
China is able to organize
agricultod scientific experimentation on a massive scale,
securing the participation and releasing the talents of its
farming ws.
The Mission also learned that owr 13
miuiort farmers thI*ugh*ltt the country were taking
part in such activities in an orgatdzed man~ter.~
Sii,
it is thmogh the same mechanism that
china rapidly rlts%dMteS research Undings natiortwide. Fmtbermm,
since Veteran farmers, often drawn
from production team, are involwd in the research, they
require little further motivation to adopt any improwment d&cowed.
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What is perhaps significant in China is the nature

ten univerdties”

and the content of the message. A good two-thirds ot
the time or space in the media is set aside for agricultural
development messages.

The organizational
network described above,
including its institutions and groups. tends to be called
research. But the functions the network actuali~
performs cow both research and extension. The socalled
Scientific research workers do both research and extension work as part of a team approach to problemidentification sod problem-Soi~tig.

A second striking features is: it is difficult to
avoid receiving the message. Radios are everywhere.
Posters and slogans cover the walls of public buildings.
They are in meeting ~““rns, at railway Stations, in public
parks. They are imprinted in Stone along mountti
ranges. Thus, they become monuments, even works of
art. The ose of Chinese ideograms gives them a particular
appeal - at least to the western eye. Those which the
Mission saw - and they were many - were well painted,
in vind red “T pristine white.

In actual practice, it appears that team members
witi s&dic
training t&e the leadership in research
matters. Cadres and veteran farmers lead in popularizing
these fndings. The? also provide the lowest level of
feedback. Again. w&e most other developing regions,
China has no separate category of agricultural extension
workers. Those engaged in experimental work also do
extension work.

The media emphasize themes like: “ht Agriculture,
Learn from Tachai; in Industry Learn from Taching”.
Or “Take Agriculture as the Foundation and Industry
as the Leading Factor”. These Slogans, when applied to
the media, translate into a vaSt quantity of stories, reports, features, graphs, etc., all devoted “I related to
agrlctdture.

The overall impression that emerges, therefore,
is that in China the entire Party and Government organiwtion forms one vast agricultural extendon system. It
is Party and thus Government policy to give top priority
to agriculture.
Probably nowhere else in the world is there a
developirtg nation where gowmment workers and politicians alike are so familiar with farming practices and
problems and are so committed to their improvement.

Posters and slogans are cited first because they
attract one’s eye when visiting China.
Yet, at fust they have a somewhat negative effect
on the visitor. However, the visitor gradually comes
to admit that, as a medium, they are no different from the
advertisement Signs one Sees in virtually all countries
promoting seft drinks, a car, a film “I a detergent. Nothing new. Except the message: “Agriculture is the
Foundation .__.“.

Article 12 of the 1975 Constitution of the People’s
Republic of China provides that ‘Scientific research work
must ._ _. save proletarian politics, Serve the workers,
peaants and soldiers, and be combined with productive
labour”.” The Mission be!ie~s that in Chin> this is
0ccu1ri”g.
Painted H&ides and Mas Communication

Radio comtitutes the most important
communication in China.

At first, the attention of a visitor to China is struck
by what appear to be the typical characteristics of mass
media: huge, llamboyant signs displaying Chinese characters streaming aa”= @es. roads, or painted on mowtainsides: wall newspapers: thousands of bulletin boards,
martial Chinese mudc coming from thousands of loudspeakers. Howe\rer_ after a time, the visitor discoven
that, with few wceptions, the difference is not in the
medium but in the messages

channel of

There are national, regional, county and conmwne
broadcasting stations. Radio programmes are broadcast
on a saturation basis. In the villages there ate loudspeakers, hooked up to radio receivers, both in the folds
and in orchards, as well as inside homes. Every citizen is
invariably within reach of a loudspeaker.
This reflects a policy which on 15 September
1965 Chairman Mao made into an axiom. He wrote
that broadcasting “Should be run well, with enthusiasm
and that it should servez the Chinese people and the
people dl over the world”.

China has a vzt network of newspapers, KMgatineS,
and radio and television stations. Except in the case of
the omnipresent radios, it is difficult for the outsider to
judge how many readers “I viewers are reached, particularly in rural ar%S, by newspapers and television.
AS a supplement. posters are used extensively. China’s
films, plays, operas, Songs, paintings ,dnd poems carry
“1eSsgcs. just a~ Similar means of communication do
in “tha c”un!rieS.

The Mission studied the broadcasting station at a
c”mmune near Suzhou (So-Chow).
A broadcasting network was Set up at the time of
the establishment of the commune in 1958 with Some
1500 loudspeakers and a 250 W transmitter. Today
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the network, which is a cable or wire network, reaches
4700 loudspeakers. Total potential output of the station
is 2 600 W. Every household, the Mission was told, had
a loudspeaker. In every village there were also speakers
outside a number of homes.
Broadcast operations are conducted
revolutionary committee of the commune.

under

12.00
12.30

Relayed news from Beijing (Peking)
Weather forecast

14.30
14.40

Music
Educational
programme
and soldiers.
Weather forecast

the

16.00

The State, for its part, provides most of the equipment. Some 28 people work part or full-time, in broadcasting as well as in maintenance of equipment.

18.30
18.40
18.45
19.00

Six full-time workers, four announcers who have
received specialized rraining, and two electro-technicians
who handle maintenance, constitute the technical staff.
The station broadcasts 17 to 18 hours daily.

19.30

20.00
Reporters
20.30
20 40

The staff is further assisted by about 170 “repor.
ters” or “communicators” who are commune members
with a special interest in broadcasting. They assist the
full-time announcers by collecting material for the pro.
grammes.

Broadcasters stressed to the Mission that their
programmes could be interrupted at any time in c3se of
emergencies. Bulletins on typhoon-warnings, pest infesta.
tion etc. are aired.
This “‘early warning” feature of the communes’
radioaetworks is not a unique feature. Many countries
have such systems for storm warnings.
What makes the Chinese system probably unique,
however, is its capacity to bring immediate massive
response. There is immediate mobilization of all concerned. Outdoors loudspeakers and those located in
every home can effectively communicate with all ablebodied commune members. They are rushed off to the
canals or dikes, in case of a flood, or to cover delicate
plants, such as jasmine, should there be any danger of
frost, etc. The system is also used extensively in the
caSe of pest infestation.

Broadcast times change with the season. In summer,
transmissions can start as early as 04.30 hours and last
until 22.0 hours (with interroptior.s). On Sundays, pro.
grammes continue until 23.00 hours. In winter, they are
considerably reduced.
A typical broadcast schedule leads off with revolutionary music - ‘The East is Red”. This is followed by
a weather forecast. Then comes a “production programme”, usually devoted to agriculture, giving information on the latest developments and techniques. At 06.30
hmxs comes the news frcm Beijing (Peking). The rest of
the da:i follows:
Music
Study period
Weather forecast

11.00
11.10
11.15
11.20

Music
Leaming from Chairman Mao
Weather forecast
News and information relayed
Shanghai
Programme of rural interest
Shanghai

11.30

Songs
Weather forecast
Revolutionary opera music
News items for peasants and soldiers,
and music.
Agricultural information of direct interest to the commune (replaced, on
Sundays by a programme for children)
News from Beijing (Peking) and htformation of county interest.
Weather report
Music and evening political school

The Mission noted the frequency of weather forecasts. Agricultural cornmurities value such forecasts.

At the time of the Mission’s visit, the main programme of the commune was entitled: “Learn from
Tachai’? It dealt with the agricultural techniques and
achievements of this model commune. The station also
monitors and re-broadcasts national news from Beijing
(Peking) and regional news from the province and county
Most of its “‘air time” is devoted to local interest stories.

07.00
07.15
0735

for peasants

Reverse Flow
Two other features of the Chinese radio*etworks
are: (1) they are used extensively for training purposes;
and (2) they carry a considerable amotmt of “feedback”
information.
It mav not be obvious from the programme schedole given above yet much of the information broadcast
is of practical v&e for farmers. Farmers are kept informed about the latest experiments regarding their crops.
Experienced farmers give interviews on their achievements
and issue warnings to prevent costly mistakes. Teachers,
at all levels, give lectures.

from
from
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.The substantial number of part.time reoorters
contributes greatly to the feedback of information to
the broadcasting stations. The stations help commune
members make their own programmes by collecting ideas
from “the field”.

plements are shown. So are samples of local products.
Considerable effort is taken to make peasants proud of
their achievements. At the same tbme, guides constantly
remind visitors: there is no room for complacency; there
are still shortcomings and scope for improvement.

In some cases as much as an ho” a day is used to
broadcast letters from commune members. These letters
range fro” a complaint by a production’ tea” asking
parents to keep their children from playing in planted
fields, to information about a succ;:s?.: experiment.

Field visits to particularly successfid commur~es
also play a very important role in the transmission ofthe
priority-for-agriculture message.
This is most obvious in @a&i) Tachai, thz production brigade which turned a barren mountainous area
into fertile terraced farmlands.

Local content and participation appear to contribuie to the credibility of the radio-statibns. Commune
members feel they a” their own stations.

Ch&nan Mao’s call - “In Agriculture Learn from
Tachai”, - is followed to the letter. Some two thouand
visitors a day troop through the fields of Tachai. Special
guides lead visitors along a planned itinerary. Yet it is
difficult to take fully, at face value, the claim of the
members of the Tachai Revolutionary Committee that
the constant flow of visitors does not disturb the Tachi
fanners ar all. But the message, in this carefullydesigned
tom, comes aaos very clearly: all this was mainly accomplished through hardwork and arduous struggle, in
the spirit of self-reliance advocated by Chairman Mao.

In many countries the central government is often
wary of decentralized broadcasting stations. There is a
fear that such stations may be used for antigovernment
propaganda. On the other hand, if a station is under too
strict government supervision, it may loose its credibility,
since listeners tend to believe that the radio merely echoes
the g0ve**e*t line.
Innovations

Communication
systems in China constitute an
important tistrument in the development of agriculture.
There are no new or revolutionary media eqGp”ent and
techniques. Btit there is an effective harnessing of the
media to support agriculture and other developments.

The Chinese aiso use a number of exist@ media
techniques in their own unique innovative way. These
range from exhibitions, to field visits, to the me of
blackboards.
On the walls of public buildings, factories OI commune headquarters, one sees smoothed.out and black.
painted mctangular surfaces: simple lowcost but effective
blackboards.

The choice of using the radio - particularly on a
local basis - for technical extension programmes, for
early warning rather than for purely entertainment, is
a question of priorities and choice. These painted hillsides
and wall posters mean simply that China has opted to
use low cost media systems for agricultural development
rather than for soft drink promotion.

Their uses are “any. Slogans are chalked on them.
They announce meetings. They may carry a success stury,
supported by detailed statistics on how the commune
achieved a bumper crop. The Mission was told the boards
also carry criticism against those who do not to!low the
Palty line. Doodling on the boards, or graffiti, does not
appear to be a problem.

4. Human Resource Development
“No Room for Beggars” or ‘The Full Use
of hlanpower
Throughout this report the Mission h6s referred,
time and again, to the full use of manpower and other
productive resouces in China. Clearly, this is one of the
outstanding characteristics of the Chinese development
experience - one which distinguishes it very sharply
from most developing countries.

Exhibits
In nearly all the major cities or county seats which
the Mission visited, the Mission was shown through an
agricultural -exhibition. Through museumaike displays
the visitor is guided through the story of the region.
The visitor is constantly reminded - with dioramas,
models and pictures - of how “bad” times were before
1949. This is contrasted with present day achievements.
Large charts, carefully kept up to date, tmce the story
of these achievements.

This practice, which is one of the mainsprings
for China’s economic development, is apparent at every
turn. It takes a number of forms.
The most obvious form is the fict that everybody
in China is a member of one. or another work or neighhbourhood unit. Administratively these tits
provide
employment and food.

The displays have a substantial agriculture component. Locally designed and produced agricultural im59

The “ore impressiw aspect of it is that useful
work seems to have been found for everybody. In agriculture, as well as in industry, this teems largely a question of technology being used at levels which make it
possible to utilize, to the tidl, the most ample resource
of the country: people.

five years’ primary schooling, then served for three years
as an electrician apprentice. He joined a power plant as
a worker for ten years, becoming manager of this plant
in 1968. Management training is practical and responsive
to actual needs.
An interesting footnote the Mission wishes to add
is: in the resettling of farm families displaced from the
whole storage area of the Miyun Reservoir, authorities
did not merely provide essential utilities such as schools,
clinics and reeeatior! IWS; folds and houses prcvided as
substitutes were better than before. Even more signif%x:;
was the decision to keep the original village together. ?:J
tire extent that neighbows we” not split up. They aZ
stayed together as a village, and were not scattered when
relocated. Thus, the displaced famiiies felt that they were
moving to a better place.

As pointed out earlier, the application of socialist
principles of political economy, and the use of the price
system to support them, makes possible labour intensive
produrtion methods, side by side with more mechanized
and capital intensiu? approaches, both in agriculture and
industry. Obviously, it also facilitates an orderly transfer
towards mom mechanized and industrialized methods of
production, as capital accumulation proceeds.
Full use of lab@” itself plays an important factor
in building up capital. Taking, again, advantage of the
possibilities offered by the socialist economk system,
China has turned manpower into capital, particularly
through its application in large labour intensive constmction projects, as noted so widely abroad in the sixties:
irrigation systems, terracing, land bvelWg, land improvement, etc.

In such instances, as iudeed in “any manifestations
of a collective system at work, the resemblance with a
family farm is striking.
Beyond Numbers

The Mission also observed that work is found, not
only for the abl&odied men and women of the labour
force, but also for old people willing to work - if only to
tell stories to nursery schoolchildren. Schoolchildren,
after classes, am marshalled to pick up fallen heads of
grain after harwt, gather loose maize leaves for animal
feed, paint tree trunks along highways, etc.

Full use of manpower is not limited to numbers.
The system also provides opportunities for the development of talent, both through education and experience,
and takes good advantage of it, once dewloped. Educe
tion is universal. As explained elsewhere in this report,
it is also relevant to the needs of Chinese society today.
The Mission saw examples of people with essentially
only on-thejob training in managerial positions. These
wae posts of a technical naturn: manager of a eommune operated factory, or of a power plant on a multipurpose reservoir scheme, etc. In most other developing
countries, these posts could only have been ftied by
persons holding a formal diploma or degree.

At the peak of agricultural operations, particularly
harvesting, there is clearly a shortage of manpower at the
present level of mechanization.
Additional hands am
mobilized by schools and commune-operated factories
and by bringing civil servants and university students into
the commyside.
The &n emphasis is on the use of this resource
for economic deve!opment. But the policy &o serves
various non-tangible purposes. Everybody in a position
to contribute ti or her labour does so. This saves people
from the corro?&e indignity of unemployment.

The elective system for positions such as those of
imder or accouniant of a production team, or chairperson 01 loan officer of a credit cooperative, etc. also
provides a channei for talent. Recognition can be gained
and skills utilized independently of formal educational
qualikations.

Furthermore, people who have “tired from full
time work for reasons of age or health, still make parttime contributions. The Mission heard from a middleaged woman, afflicted with a light chronic ailment, that
she works voluntarily in harvest operations when labour
requirements are at their peak. A 75yeara!d man uses
his time to manage a grain storage facility. T+re am, of
~UX’S% no beggars. The 40.yearald
manager of the
power station at Miyun reservoir offered a;.other example.
In 1949, he was 14 years old and had never been to
school. Under the new Government, he went through

Chinese society also benefits from the policy of
stressing that “‘educated youth” serve the people by
returning to their original surroundings and using their
leaming in concrete development tasks. The majority
of educated young people today come frol” people’s
communes. The Mission considered this a wise use of
educational investment, particularly if compared with
the phenomenon o; white collar une”ploy”e”t
in “any
other developing countries.
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Return of the Natiw

those who question the scale a”d intendty of Chi;ia’s
success. But the Mission, which had members long in.
valved in the task of promoting integrated mrel develop.
ment (IRD), thklks that achievements are so substantial
that they are - in the words of one member - “breath
taking”.

The practice of educated youth returning to their
home villages is obviously intended to stress the impor.
fence and dignity of manual work, and the danger for
the evolution of a classless society that would result from
a cleavage between masses end cadres, if an elite group
war permitted to evolve.

One of the key factors in this achievement has
been China’s ability to integrate government administration and people’s initiatives into a massive action
programme for rural development. As with so many other
achievements in China, it has also been a matter of political will and organization.

Partly for ideological and partly’ for practica!
reasons, the system endeavoun to derive full benefit
from the experience gained by workers over the years.
The zole of veteran fanners in agriculture is therefore
stressed. Veteran fanners are used as lecturers in schools
and coUeg&s. They serve as discussion leaders in spare
time study groups, and participate - together with
representatiw of “educated youth” end traked cadres -’
as members in the Three-In-One scientific research teams
of production brigades.

For the rural areas. the People’s co”mmn&s are
the org&niz&tio”s that forge integration at the locat level.
Thus the Mission believes that the
8, Indeed,
the key b!sti:ution responsible for the systematic end
integrated development of rural China today.
CO~TIUIIE

There am four functions of today’s connn”n&s
that vest thrm with a capacity to effect integration.
All four merit close study. The functions are:

The Mission concludes, after obscrwtion
end
interviews, that full use of labour does not “lean the
labour force of the people’s communes is regimented
for relentless work, uith parents leaving their children
to collective nurseries, and with the task of food preparation and feeding of families left to communal canteens.

1. The

CO-U~E

permi’:s erea aevelopment planning

It is now recognizeC i” Asie that area development
planning provides the most viable basis for achieving
integrated agricultural and rural development. This is
borne o”t by China’s experience.

But it appears that the family has now regained
its position es the basic social unit around which the
family’s life tmns. Nmseeries are provided so as to enable
mothers to go to work; but the gmmdmother continues
to play her important tradition&i role in child am.
Commune canteens are considered a matter of comenience: to save time and to facilitate peak harvest season
work by bringing meals to the fields. A country that can
nuke full use of the hands that are av&il&bleis bound
to command interest in a world where inadequate production end lack of jobs create tense development dil&“UIl&?..

One reason why China found it necessary to press
beyond the advanced cooperative stage (which it had
reached by 1957) to the comm!J”& System, WaS the
clear need to tackle area development on a comprehensive basis.
As explained earlier, the Chinese went through
the stages of several forms of peasants’ cooperatix~
Invariably, they came up against the same need: an area
approach in solving the b&sic agricultural problems of
soil conservation, reclamation, irrigation, end flood and
drought control.

Integrated Rum1 Development: A View
fro” the co”unl”e

It was largely for this R~SO” that the average size
of the fcst communes was huge. Initially, the nation was
divided into only about 23 000 communes. Later, these
were split up into 70 000 to make them more administratively manageable. There w&salso the question of the
ratio between the vnount of available farm mchanization
andlend area.

‘“The rural people’s commune is en organization
which integrates
government administration
and econordi- management ___.. at the present
stage (communes) generally (take) the form of
tlueelevei ownership with the production team
at the basic l&v&!,that is, ownership by the commune, the production brigade and the production team, with the last es the basic accounting
unit”. 5

The Mission learned that the geographk ama fwIly
assigned to each commune is primarily decided 0” what
ij p&&i&
:a be the b&s: rex of eti*bg hsnan snd
physical r&sources. When blended, these ~OWW offer
a development potential of their OWL

The rural areas of China are being transformed at
a rapid rate to&y. Rural development, as an integral
part of national development, is succeeding. There are

Every
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Mission of the validity of the area planning approach to
development. Members saw evidence of how yields had
gradual!y increased throllgh rational and systematic
development of each commune’s phydcal infrastructure.

Mission members spoke with women and young
girls working in a variety of commune factories such
as Carpet-making, embroidery and silk weaving. All were
earning salaries. Nearly all said they were also members
of a production team. During peak farming periods,
they did farm work (for which supposedly they earned
work points). It was not clear how work points and
salaries were kept separate or equated.

Within the area plan of each commune, China uses
a step&y-step approach. Farmers start with simple improwments of what exists. I” this way, the farmers
gain immediate benefit; at the same time, they see for
themselves what additional improvements are necessary.

The Chinese were always rather puzzled by questions regarding possible unemployment and under-employment. Members of the Mission tended to ask these
questions during the early stages of the Study. Give”
China’s massive population, the Mission just assumed
“there would be a problem of unemployment”.

This approach also provides a double motivation fmancial and technical - to undertake more comprehensive, labour-intensive physical development projects such
as irrigation canals, dams, tloodcontrol dikes, etc.
Today’s co”u”m”e structure permits and encourages
planners to take a total look at the resou~es and potential of each commune. Agricultural and “on-agricultural activities can therefore be fully integrated.

However, as the Mission progressed, members began
to realize that each commuue manager stressed that
there were “many miles to go”; that instead of worrying
about their apparent excess labour, they were, i” fact,
complaining of labour shortages. Co”unu”e officials
frequently spoke of the urgent need to accelerate mecha.
“ization of agriculture. This would release manpo~~er
for other development tasks. clearly, the”, Chiua has a
structure where people are considered a valuable resource
to be utilized, so that they can contribute to developme.“t.

China’s pdority is food production. But because
of area pkuming, each commune is able to add nonagricultural enterprises which support, complement or at least do not compete with - scarce resources required for agricultural production. This is not the general
rule elsewhere in Asia.

2. The conmume permits rational use of manpower,
resultiug in fuIi employment

Or~nizatio”
of a comnlune appears to allow
timely allocation of available manpower in accorda”=
with the work needs within its clearlydefmed geographic
area.

I” China, the rura: maws actively participate in
the development process. They are not passive observers.
Their productivity is increasing as well as their income.
So is their ability to purchase and to save.

Lwge-scale capital development projects, such 8s
flood control works, bring several commu”es together.
Each contributes skills, labour and equipment as II%.%sary. The basic motivation is that members know, in the
end, that everyone will benefit materially.

Mast other developing countries, on the other
hand, are impaled on the horns of a cruel dilemma: there
is massive unemp~oymmt precisely at a time when so
much needs IO be done. China has largely solved this
&lemma through a development approach that, among
other things, designed the commune. In the process, it
unleashed a tremendous force for development.

The Mission saw a striking example of this in the
construction of the gigantic Miyun Reawoir north of
Beijing (Peking) (capacity: 4 375 million m3). Here,
180 co”m”me~ provided a daily work force of up to
200000 people. Bach worker was paid in the form of
work points by his or her own team. The project started
on 1 September 1958, shortly after the people in the 13
counties which were iu the project area had been organized into communes. Without the commu”e structure,
the Mission was told, such development wouid never have
been undertaken. Members visited one of the “‘new
villages” below the dam and talked to the people. There
was no question in their minds that their earlier labours
had indeed paid handsome dividends.

Everyone Williog6 and able to work, falling within
the administrative control of a couunune, is guara&eed
productive, remunerative, and socially satisfying employment. Workers are assigned either to production teams,
or to service units like schools, cliuics, repair stations,
etc. at brigade OI coumume levels.
Reduction team members work primarily in agriculture. But during slack periods, they may’be assigned
to one of the co”unu”e or State-run enterprises or to a
labour-intensive iufrastmcture development project, e.g.
construction of a floodeontrol dam, irrigation canal, etc.
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3. The commune permits a hii degree of deeentmlized decisioumakiug aud ensavs maximum
people’s ptiicipation

tional integration.
The fact that the required mnouuts of fertilizers
and insecticides seemed always to be available and on
time; that the education system so fully reinforced the
production activities of each commune; that the egricultural research network was working on the real and
iuuuediate problems of farmers; that spareparts were
on hand for farm machinery; that irrigation water
flowed when required - alI these provided a startling
contrast to the Mission’s past experience with egricultural and rural development activities elsewhere.

It haa bez” China’s experience that rural develop
mat, by its wry nature. requires decentralized decisionmaking. To achiew this, three levek of decentralization
exist within the commune structure: th; team, the brigade, and the couumme itself. As stressed earlier, each
level seeks maximum people’s participation in planning,
implementation and evaluation.
The Chinese philosophy of dewlopment h based
on seIf.~eliance and hard work. I” keepi?g with this
principle, each commune is chalIe”ged to effect its own
development, largely on its own efforts and initiative.
Responsibility is placed squareIy on the smallest ““it
of production - the team. As the basic accounting unit,
the team is responsible for its own welfare and survival.
Assistance, as required and considered necessary from
the brigade and the couuuune itself, can be provided.

Such integration is promoted by a variety of forces:
industry, dedicated leadership, end the high “political
consciousness” of the masses. But it also could not
have been achieved without a logical orgauizational
StruCtUIe.
Women’s Contniution

to Dewlopment

To acquire a” insight into the role of women io
China to&y, and the services available to families, the
Mission visited people iu their homes, at work, iu hospitals, clinics and schools. Discussions were held with
individuals of various ages and standing, in both towns
and rural areas. In a brief visit of one month, it is only
possible to see certain aspects. But the aspects covered
were, in the view of the Midon, relevant.

Through this structure, the Mission obserwd that
integrated rural de=Iopmeut (IRD) is being achieved
through a bottom-up approach. Farmers, at the team
level, decide what services are required from above. The
farmers are responsible for seeing that the brigade and
commune level cadres integrate their action to meet
these needs. Thus, coordination or integration is achieved,
not from “topdown”,
but through “bottom-up”
pressure.

overview

Members have see”, too frequently in other parts
of Asia, soalled “successful rurd development projects”.
Many of these remain isolated or constantly dependent
on infusion of outside resources. They fail to take root.

China is implementing programmes of equality
for men and women in alI folds. “Times have changed.
Today men and women are equal”, Chainnan Mao taught,
‘Whatever men comrades can accomplish, women comrades can too”. Mao also stressed that ‘LWithout the
awakening of women, who comprise half the Chinese
population, China’s war of resistance will not be vie.
torious”.

This trip renewed the Mission’s conviction of the
basic importance of one caniinal principle for rural
dewlopment, uanely: to make sustained headway, long
range commitments &am both govemment and people
are required. Cldua has given both and benetitted hu.
mensely from them.

Both the ideology and organization of Chiuese
society encourage women to be fuII participants in com““mity building. From what was seen and told to the
Mission, it is obvious that Chinese women ha= benefitted from these progmuunes. Since 1949 the socia!
structure of the country - and the roie of women iii
it - has been completely chauged. Since the advent of
the new Marriage law in 1950, women may no longer
be treated as chattels. Family life has bee11 RVOIUtionized. Women today can be seen working side by side
kth b”x” 2nd ..!ztdng!y 0% a!! epl
for+F..
ufM*
“ID
.._
women ackuowledge that they must continue to press
for full emancipation, their progress and status in the
equivalent of a generation are without parallel in other
co”“kies.

Any approach which has grown and prospered so
well over a period of over IS years must receive the
serious attention of myone interested in the developmeut of the people and the resouuxs of rural Asia.
Cbhm’s approach is one such case.
4. The c”““n~e olgaubation achieves effectil.2
integration of rural iustitutiuus aud services
The effective coordination
of aII the different
institutions and services iu a comnwne never failed to
amaze the Mission. By the questions, the Chinese could
see Mission members searching to fmd the key to func63

Women make up 30 to 40% of the labour force
today. With the establishment of communes in 1958,
women started to receive equal pay for equal work.
There are new laws to protect the rights of women.
A deliberate policy end ideology to guarantee these
rights exists and a massi= use of the media supports
this policy.
There is, too, a comprehensive rouge of practical
fafilities such as laundries, bakeries, tailoring and mending
shops, nurseries, creches, and kindergartens to reduce the
burden in home making and child care. These structures
and orgauizations ensum that services and information
are available at the household level.

Apart from factory and agricultural work, women
today perform a variety of jobs: policewomen, doctors,
teachers, nurses, pilots, engineers, cadres and as members
of the People’s Liberation Army. Over 50% of all medical
students today are women. Women exceed men in pedla.
tries, psychiatry, internal medicine and obstetrics. A
substantial number of barefoot doctors am women.
Ali nursery and kindergarten teachers and midwives
are women. Women are also actiw in literature, art
and sport.
The legal protection accorded women is now
written into the revised Constitution of 17 January,
1975. The Constitution
specifically provides that:
“Women enjoy equal rights with men in all respects”. ?

OId Society
Political Clout
In China’s traditional society, women were denied
all rights. They were, In effect slaws.
This situation did not change overnight.
From the beginning of this century, various
women’s groups in china pressed for a new role for
women in the famiIy and in society. Women were also
ardent supporters of the 1949 Revolution. One of the
fust policies the new Government established on coming
into power was a new policy on women. The Marriage
law of 1950 promptly abolished arranged marriages
and bigamy. It established monogamy and equal rights
for both sexes, and guamuteed the right of divorce to
both sexes.
Nationwide kmd reform reinforced this policy.
When land was redistributed to the peasants, women
received thek allotments iu their own names. At this
time, the Gowmmeut also gave priority to the further
organizing of wornat’s groups. Raisiug the literacy of
.women had special priority.
When China introduced the system of work points,
women found that they could now work and earn points.
Hard mauuaI labour was accorded more work points.
Thus men emued more points. At that stage, remuueratiou was made to families rathe< than to individuals, thus
maintabdug
the interdependence
of family members.
With the estabI&ueut
of comuumes in 1958, women
started to reeeiw equal pay for equal work.
with china’s increasingly diversified economy,
more women were trained to operate modem farm tools.
Womarserved as techuicians in water conservation, forestry: f&‘&g and meteorology, etc. In the cities, housewives
also set up and worked in the small factories that were
then mushrooming everywhere. In the process, they
gakted experience and skill - and a greater. measure of
equal lights.

Women play an increasingly Important part in
political affairs as more are admitted into the Communist
Party and Youth League. At the time of the Mission’s
visit, iu the Fourth National People’s Congress, the
country’s highest organ of power, 22% of the deputies
were women. Three vice-chairpeople and 39 members of
the Congress’ Standing Committee were women.
Women have acquired power at the local level.
Their social pressure to promote change through organized campaigns is substantial. Through meetings,
discussio?lr and study, women motivate people politi.
tally and socially to act for or against given issues. They
know the IocaI people and are trusted by them.
The State actively creates conditious which make
it possible for women to combine home life with productive work outside the home. The Constitution specifies: “The state protects marriage, the family, and
the mother and child”.8
To free women for work outside the home, uw
series, creches and kindergartens care for children from
the age of 56 days to seven years. Nursing mothers can
take two half-hours off to feed their babies during the
working day. Most factories have clinics. ‘Public cafeterias and dining rooms help to relieve working women
of household chores.
Many neighbourhood
committees
run service
centres where laundry, tailoring, and mending, and many
other jcbs are done for women. In cities, there is au
effort to house workers adjacent to factories. In rural
areas, smell enterprises located in the commuue am
wiihin walking distance of the home. AI1 ?h?.a make
it easier for women to work.
In China, family planning goals are pursued through
late maxiages. Contraceptives are free, and a tide range

ml2 resiidenis’ committees or street 01 lane committees,
of about 5 000 people. Residents’ committees are then
broken intc groups of about 100 people.

is available. In their approach to family planning.
the
Chinese empbadle maternal and child health. i.e. th31
small families rend to ensure better health for “others
and children and free the mother for productive labour,

Services are decentralized to the lowest lew: at
wltich they can be given. Many social services ale provided
at the group levei by elected group leaders and depur)
group ieaders. Residents’ committees usually have health
stations. Personnel in soch stations are local housewives
or retired people.

Women employed in Srate enterprises are given
56 days paid matemiiy leate. Light work is also assigned
to them. Women may also retire at 55 years of age, and
receive s pension equicaient to 70% of their former
earnings.

1~ each brigade. factory or clinic, there are con!mitt% ~xnbers 31~women‘s orgauizuions. Cadles in ?a&
team or b;ig&
;are elected by women. They act as
assistants i.,~,the Party W carrying out the Party line. Also
they kinszii,~,di!icai consciousness in women by orpanidng
groups to sr:idy +!ticai documents. Such organizations
bring togztixr ietircd people to provide education for
children liil’3ii the “ biti:r past” aud to do health work.

Home Front
Homes are relarive!>~ modest. Some are spartan
and others more co”fortab:e.
Al! bsmzs visited had
electricity. Most had tap -liiuking viater: and for those
thar Irad not, a ;onve~ient source was oearb:. Furnishings
Were Si”Fie.
Space around !lo”es is invariibly usei :ti: vegetable
gardens, poultry and pigs. Even roof tops are used :o
arow creepers and d?; n-ts. what homes lack in space
and landscaping is made up partly by tree-tined roads
and green belts around vii!.sges.

Civi; organizations also take action to mobilize
for given xmpaigns.
Vuomen’s federations undertake
propaganda work ai brigade, team sud commune levels.
They also “n political night schc~ls for women which
usually combine c(~uwes in literacy, and iu social
and
political work.

Auxiliary services of co”i~iu*es ease some of the
drudgery associated with I-ousekeepixg. 1:; for some
reason. Emall &ldren are not $1 creches and schoois,
grandmothers s,nd o&r fatii)- niembers t&kc on t!lis
task. GeneraBy: the day’s wo;k is so divided that &wing
the iong noon break it is pxsibie for the mot&r to ~emr::
home and do some housekeeping as wel! as to res:. Again
liier
work tends to be assigned to women: bu; rhis
sometimes also results Ln iesser eamings even tbougb
the motto is: “equai pay foorequal work”. Commiriees
and cadres members make i! pntib!e for women to gai;!
further education &mu& part-time schools and vocstional classes. \\‘o”eu aiso have time to attend polhical
acid social gatherings.

At meetings, women lea” how io organize seminar
groups for study and for discussion and planned action.
Women’s federations are active in family planning. Social
pressure encourages young people IO limit their families
to two children. Residents’ committees worn&s groups
organize study groups, arrange story-telling sessions, run
table tennis and other games for young people and also
other outqf-s&m:
activites. These activities include
civic action: keeping the neighbourhood and streets
clean, and sweeping up garbage, etc. Women members
actively participate in the residents’ and neighbourhood
committees to study political theory, sanitation, health
work, etc. They help iu public security work. Women’s
federations ar:auge for the transport of s’ck people to
hospital.

~omen’s organiza:ions also work within the revolutionary committees at rhs commune level. The vice&&man of the revobitiomwy
Of a cO”“uoe
visited prdvided the information given below.
Committee

Apart from these, women’s organizations do their
share of work in the fields and factories sud maintaio
close contact with people in their area.

Within the women’s organization in this commune; there were 17 committee members; one chairwoman, two vicechaiwomen
and 14 ordinary members.

Village Level Health Csre
The image of the barefoot doctor or paramedic
has symbolized to much of the world the delivery of
health care in the remotest of villages. The Missio:i
therefore studied health care systems, especially withi.!
the communes.

To understand the system within which women’s
groups work, it is first necessary to appreciate the de.
centralized system of services in China.
Cities in Chtia arc divided into districts of severa!
hundl:d thousand peapi-. Theu districts are furtlmr
split into ueighbwurhoods or streets of about 50 000
PeOpk. The neighbourboods themselves arc subdivided

As early as 1950, China emphasized the priori:)
given to public health by stating that “to defend the life
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Various levels of health units have three features
in common:

of the people by wiping out diseases means to protect
the most important wealth and the most important
product& force in the world”.9

1.

All health ““its carry out both preventive and
curative work. including health education and
sanitation.

2.

Decision-making is decentralized.
health unit has the responsibility
with its own problems.

3.

A referral system inter-lb&s all, whereby lower
health care units depend on higher ones both
for more complex medical advice and treatment. This system allows each unit to make
the best use of its resources, within its own
responsibilities.

Prescription
In 1950 the Government defined four fundamental
prhxiples in securing adequate health .care for all as
follows:
1.

Health care must serve the common people;

2.

Priority must be give” to preveutio”
sease ;

3

\\‘ester” and traditional
integrated and

4.

Health campaigns should be coordinated
other mass campzigns.

medidne

of di-

should be
with

Thus, each
for dealing

Decentralization of health services and the referral
system have enabled the Chinese to establish health
units throughout the countly. Services are therefore
easily available to alma alI citizens.

These pticiples continue to be the basis for today’s
services. They have ushered in radical changes in medical
education and practice and have brought about the
training of vast numbers of auxiliary medical personnel.
Health care resources have been redistrii”ted from those
who had most to those who had least. What emerged from
systematic implementation of these principles was a lowcost and basically indigenous health system whose services were readily availabb in vi&ages.

To reduce the burden of medical care on the larger
institutions
the Chinese have extended the outreach
capacity of hospitals by creating small health ““its, such
as factory health protection stations, and street health
stations. Factory health stations provide emergency
care, health education, and family planning.
Each county in China is served by a hospital.
It is fmnced
by the Govermnent.
At the next
lower level is the commune hospital. This varies in size,
depending on the “umber of mmmune members and
their ability to finance health services. At the brigade
level, .there is a health centre. It functions as a” outpatients centre and concentrates on child care, keatmm of com”lon aibne”ts, care of pregnant mothers,
:amily planning and health education. At the production
team level, there is also a health station. It is generally
staffed with “ix or two barefoot doctors who work in
the fields, when not treating patients.

This service bears the stamp of Chainnan Mao. He
directed in 1965. “I” medical and health work put the
stress on the rural areas”. Tluxs, the focal point i” establishing health delivery systems is to teach the people,
80% of whom live in the countryside.
To ensure medical care for n!ral areas, thousands of
workers were sent to join rural mobile medical teams.
Middle level medical scho& were established to train
paramedical personnel. This SLWthe flow of greatly increased numbers of ntidwives, pharmadsts, technicians
and sanitarians into the system These, in turn, were
organized to establish antiepidemic stations, maternal
and &Id care services, sod health education and ~ccination progranmes.

Village Physicians
Emfoot docmrs are peasants trained for a four
month period, usually in the commune 01 CoUntY
hospital. During this time, they go through a” abbreviated
course in anatomy and learn to spot symptoms and causes
of common diseases and their treatment, using both
traditional and western practices. They are &I trained
in environmental sanitation, health education and first
aid. The paramedics became lolowo as barefoot doctors
to indicate their peasant odgin and village level sewice.
They are selected for training by their fellow workers
because of a record of setig
others and because of
their educational level. clearly, they are respected by
tbe people who know and trust them.

I” addition, people were mobilized to perform
he&b related tasks. Cam~aig”s against specific diS?SeS
wem undertake”. People were ~1coumged to keep their
“eighbourhoods dean and to build sanitation facilitie%
I” all these health campaig”s, it was repeatedly stressed
that health is important, not only for imlividual well
being, but also for the farmly, the community and the
counky.
With the ~mdng into being of the communes in
1958, health ““its were integrated into this system.
These “tits became nspcmaible for health care in the
commune and environs.
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Abortions are free and are performed when re.
quested. Most are done in a commune clinic using vacuum
aspiration. The woman is usually able to return home
after a few hours.

The barefoot doctors, in turn, train junior health
aids who usually undertake many of the sanitation tasks.
Immunizations and birth control work are also part of
their responsibilities. Periodic training periods and supervision ensure their skin is upgraded and the quality of
their work adequate.

Other factors contribute to the reduction in the
birth rate. Due to a marked improvement in health care
for mothers and children, traditional families no longer
need to haw many children in order to make certain that
one male heir will survive.

Barefoot doctors usually work in health stations
at the production brigade level But much of their work,
both medical and agricultural, is done with fellow mem
bars of the production team. They earn work points for
medical work, just as they do for farming.

AboR all, the improvement in the status of women,
their equality with me”, their right to work, and
heightened social wnsciousness, are contributing to
acceptance of a smaller family.

wo,kers doctcrs receiv shorter training than the
barefoot doctors. They provide primary health care i”
factories and health centras. The worker doctors perform
health work part-time, while continuing *their other
duties. They are paid a salary similar m that of other
workers in the factory.

ounce3 of Preu!ntion
The approach to maternal and child cam in China
is to mphasi’ze prevention. Massive inoculation pro.
grammes for children are provided. These pmgranunes
commenced in 1950 and focused on the eradication of
smallpox, c~olara, and tetanus. Very few cases of these
diseases have been reported since that time.

The Red-Guard docmn on the other hand are
usually housewiws. They have less training tnan barefoot
doctors OI worker docton. But they have close contact
with the people of the area in which they live, and can
refer p&i&s to the facilities they need. They also do
home visits. Apparently they have considerable influence
on farmlies in l-e~ation to family planning.

In addition, there is a programme to inoculate
e-my child against other common diseases. When children
are brought into hospital for physical examinations they
are routinely given BCG tests.

Rural midwives are generally trained for six months.
Aside from pwidii
bind control information and
mother and child care, rural midwives provide premtal
care and handle deiiveries. The tidwif-a usually knows
the women of her brigade welL Usually, she has strong
PXW.S~‘~ influence, especially in family planning. At
every level of the health care structure, personnel are
required to spread information about birth control.
Factories, urban neighbourhooda, and commllltes have
famib planning conunittees which bring Party members
and medical persmmel together to cany out government
policy. I%uUY planning workers keep records of women
in the areas for which they are responsible. They do home
visits, and gix information on ftiy
planning.

To pay for mml health service, the Government has
encouraged the development of cooperatimedical
schemes. These schemes usually operate at the brigade
1~~1. Fach brigade member pays a minimal smouut
(usually one to two yuan per year) for the service, and
the brigade fund cows the balance. The money goes
towards the maintenance and fa&ties of the services.
and cows treatment costs. If the patient needs to be
Sent to a higher unit, the fees an paid by the brigade.
This report does not cover all aspects of health
care. Nor does it imply that the system as outlined is a
complete success. But from Mission visits to hospitals,
clinics, and nursery schools, and discussions with concerned personnel, as well as studying some of the more
recent literature on this subjectlo/’ certain points are

Pdmhge Freeze
Family planning goals in CXna are pursued through
late marriage, abortion, contraception, and sterilization.

ClEX.

The Chinese regard good health as vary precious.
It is clear that the vast majority of rural people in China
today no longer feel a se”= of awdety i” case of illness.
Services are available and within the fmancial reach of all.
Above all, the M&ion noted that there is a same
of participation and unity among the people themselves
in providing their own health system. The Chiie~ ap
preach has bee” largely one of using common sense and
relying on their own resources. Their equipment is hXaUy
produced and traditional medicine is not spumed. Nearly

Gowmma”t family planning programmes combine
a medical and a& a social and political emphasis. Couples
are told not to marry e~ly, with the recommended age
for me” being 26 and for women 23.
Contraceptives are free and a wide range is available.
The pill is rbe most popular contraceptive because it is
easy to use and because of its effectiveness. IUD’s are
aI= popular. Tubal iigations am common for women who
do not want any more childre”.
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suppressed when considered to be going to” far, or are
carefully restricted by registration to marginal activities
of social welfare. Increasingly, the more successful po.
ptiid approaches tend to become covert or subwrsive.

all doctors have some knowledge of acupuucture. The
Chinese am innovative in their use of manpower res*uKeS
to dispew health services. People are trained to the level
needed to do a given job, and the supervisory system
ensures it is well done. A vast number of full-time professional workers are being trained and there has been an
increase iu the nmmber of part-time workers.

One of the Mission’s principal observations and
strongest impressions of the Chinese c”mmme synem
is the degree of success it has achieved in synthesizing
the paternal&t and populist approaches. Modes of people’s
action are authentically participatory. They are also
effectiw in generating increased productivity, heightened
political awareness, and greater social we&being.

The Chinese realize that effective health cara depends on the best possible di?txibution of scarce resow
ES: money and manpower. They are the fust to admit
that their system is nor p&x:, that much remains to be
done - ?mt prqnuunes
: i\t mmi” fh%dFk?, training
periods mmt be r ;:a;.cd ccxiantly, and thzi the system
of services mu-’ be available to 4l. The Mission feels
there is every reason to believe that this innovative and
extremely practical village ievel service will continue to
improve.

The Mission was reminded constantly of the Chinese
belief in the Marxist dictum: “Of ti! the instruments of
production, the greatest productive power is the revolutionary class itself’. Marxist theory also makes the dis.
tinctiou between “production forces” a-d “production
relations”. It is argued both by the Chinese and others
that the Soviet model emphasized “production forces”
(technology, mechanization,
industrialization,
material
incentives for human labour). The distinctive Chinese
achievement, on the other hand, is the clear priority
given to rural pmductbn relarions (the rehxionshii of
the fanner to the land, to work, its surplus value, the
social conditions of agricultural production, and nonmaterial Incentives).

People’s Participation
The critical importance of people’s participation is
now widely acknowledged as one of the principal lessons
of dewlopment experience. Yet, there is little agreement
on its meaning, even le5 on its practical application.
To the politician, participation is the common
person’s exercise of the vote. The bureaucrat understands the term as little more than consultation with the
people. For the economist, participation means employment levels in terms of the theory of the marginal productivity of labour. The technocrat sees participation as
the extent to which acceptance is secured f ,;- F ;&c&x
prescriptions of technological change.

The nature and high degree of people’s participation
in china observed by the Mission can be traced to this
CQ”CC” for the over-riding impo.-tance of the so&,
relations of production. This is combined tith the prac.
tlcal application of the Leninist pticiple of Democratic
fhtmh
and the specifically Maoist principle of tile
Mass Line. Two quotations from chairman r&o ilh.+
trata the Chinese attitude to participation:

In more recent times, the radical activist “I social
worker in the extragovernmental sector has insisted that
“people
should be the subject, not the object of change”.
The activist therefore regards participation as the ~lun.
taw self4nvolwment of people in action that follows
irom their “eonscientization”
and critical awarene.~ of
the reality of their Situations.

On Democratic Cennabkm:
‘We must conscientiously bring questions out into
the “pen, and let the masses speak out..
Criticism
and self&ticism is a kind of method. It is a method
of resolving contradictions among the people ;md
it is the only method... We must bring about a
political climate which has both centralism and
democracy...
Without damocracry there CaNlot
be my ~0rmt
centdism tecau.se people’s ideas
differ.... What is centralism? First “f all it is a
centralization of correct ideas, on the basis of
which unity of understanding, policy, planning,
command and action (the Five UnifErs) are
a&ievad. This is called centralized unification.
If people still do not understand problems, or if
they have ideas but have not expressed them, or
are angry but still have not vented their auger,

All these approaches fall within two broad categories: the paternal&t (the politician, the bureaucrat,
the emnomlst and the technocrat) which seeks people’s
cooperation with government;
and :he populist (the
radical exkago~ernmntal
social worker) which aims
to secure government cooperation with the people.
Most developing
combinations of the
have beguu to realize
authentic partieipati”u

countries struggle to apply varying
patemalist approaches. But they
that .they are unable to generate
- and suppoa - of the people.

0” the other hand, they remain wary and mistrustful of the populist approaches. In fact, there are
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After study, the draft is further divided and dis.
tributed with tentative proposals to the next layer of
administration, and so progressively to the basic prganiza.
tional units in rural and urban areas. viz. the stree! cum.
mittees and the production teams.

how can centralized unification be established?.
If there is no democracy, if ideas are not coming
from the masses. it is impossible to establish a good
line, good general aud specific Policies and methods.
Our leading organs merely play the role of a processing plant in the establishment of a good line
and good genera’ and specific policiesand methods.
Exryone knows that if a factory has no raw material it cannot do a”?~processb~g”.‘~

The Mass Line begins to operate most conspi.
cuously and effect!vely at these basic levels. AU members
of the production team are involved in the detailed
consideration of their relevant plan sections. After detailed discussion_ they confirm collectively or modify
the details n! !he P!an 2s it :e!ates to them: production
quotas, farm inputs required, timing of agricultural
operations,
capital expenditures required, assistance
needed from bigade, commune, county or other levels,
etc.

Even more illumiztating is Chairman Mao’s description of the Mass Line. Its practice is constantly
urged as essential to the dynamic and continuous interacfion between the centralizing and processhtg functions
of the leadership and the critically participatory role
of the people:

Agreemrii; is reached after several sessions of
exhaustive discussion, questioning, studying and reference, where necessary. to other offices and units.

all cox~ect uxdenhip is necessarily from the masses,
to the masses. This means: take the ideas of the
masses (scattered and unsystematic ideas) and
concentrate them (throu& study turn them into
concentrated end systematic ideas), then go to the
masses and proPagate and explain these ideas until
the manes embrace them as their own, hold fast
to them and translate them into action, and test
the correctness of these ideas in such action. Then
once again concentrate ideas from the masses and
once again take them to the masses so that the ideas
are persevered in and carried through. And so on,
over and over again in an endless spiral, with the
ideas becoming more correct, mcxe vital and richer
each time”J3

After this process, ttie primary plan at the most
basic production team level then begins its way up to the
next higher level, viz. the production brigade, which
reconciles and coordinates its own plan with those of its
component production teams.
The brigade plan, in turn> moves upwads cumulatively through the commune, county, region and prcvince, where similar processes of reconciliation and
coordination take place. Finally, all plans are assembled
at the national level by the State Planning Commission.
Made in this way, the plan, at this stage, remains
tlexible, and subject to constan: adjustments that may
arise from contingencies and variations made in agreement between the varioils levels. The planning process
is therefore a conthmous participatory exercise, often
necessitating alterations throughout the year. The groups
concerned continue to participate till consensus and
decision are reached.

In this interaction at practical day-today levels the
participatory role of the people is the prior and fundamental one. Subjectivity of individual opinion and action
expressed tbxough full participation is translated through
the processing functions of the leadership into the objectivity of community ereement.

The experience of the year is, meanwhile, constantly transmitted upwards in stages to the centre where,
digested and processed, it then becotnes the basis for
the draft proposals to be launched downwards again in
the next year’s planning cycle.

An instructive manifestation of people’s partidpation is seen in the conthtuo~~ cyclical process that produces the annual development plan.
In the early autumn of each year the State Planning
Commission distiibutes the relevant parts of the Draft
Annual Plan to the 21 provinces, the fiw autonomous
regions, and the three municipalities. The draft is based
on past performance and on tentative assessments of
future needs. Significantly, the draft itself has emerged
from the actual experience, adjustments and discussions
among people at the lower levels during the past planning
period.

The participatory role of the individual is particularly emphasized and stimulated at the most basic
level: the production team. The latter is therefore deliberately kept small - rarely more than 15-30 families.
This mnkes for maximum intensity and frequency of
interaction and of community action and control.
Basic also to the participatory potential
production team are three other factors:
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of the

i.

Reinforcement
tn coordination and services
provided by the two h&her levels of the corn.
mum system - the production brigade and
the communs;

2.

Collective owwship of land and the principal
means of production at each level; and

3.

Recognition of the production team as the
“basic accounting unit”. These features are
contidered essential elements in the social
relations of production, and are now specifically provided for in Article 7 of the Chinese
Constitution of 17 January 1975.

of PtiiCiPaiiOn. Viz. “political comciousness”, of the
need for increasing peasant solidarity in the continuing
class struggle.
Investment
througlt
Mobilization
of Human
Resources.
Popular
participation,
made possible
through the institution of production teams, brigades
and communes, has marsh&d massive capital in rural
areas, through mass campaigns involving human labour.
The Mission saw examples of this everywhere.
The most striking perhaps were the Miyun Reservoir,
the Red Flag Canal, the work of the “Paupers Brigade”
at Shashiyo @ha Shi Yo) and the production brigade
at Da&i (Tachai). In all these cakes the initiative, organization and sustained effort came almost entirely from
the members of the teams or brigades. They responded
to their own collective needs by common participatory
action.

The position of the production team (or in some
instances the brigade) as the “basic accounting unit”
giws it legitimacy. The production team is the principal
collect& soume of power and responbility for virtually
all the activities and interests of al! its members within
its territorial jurisdiction.

Similar instances of massive mobilization campaigns were described to the Missio;r in major water
conservation and control projects on the Huai, Haiho
and Huang He Riws. These involved the investment of
millions of days of human labour.

The Mission had evidence from ray fields (other
then in the planning example) of how this exercise of
collective power and responsibility at basic levels is being
translated into genuine and fruitful participatory activity.
With the support and coordination of the brigade and
commune, the active guidance of Party cadres, and the
State, policies of “positive discrimination” in fawur of
the peasantly result from this process.

III day-to-day production work, ailocation of
labour to specific tasks is done by the elected team
leader. Workday records are kept by a group recorder
or a work point recorder for purposes of assessing work
points. Unemployment or idle labour does not pose B
problem because there is no individual wage system.
Them is always work to be done, if labour is at hand:
co!lection of manure on roads, repnix of fences, white.
washing of tree trunks (assigned to children in one unit
we visited). Iabour used on these h a net gain to the
wmtnunity~

Prqduction.
With defiite annual plan targets to meet,
the production team has ciear objectiver before it. These
are known to all members. Ways to fulill these object+as
are the subject of constant discussion among team mimhers. Help and guidance, where needed, came from the
brigade and comtnune personnel. as well as from Party
cadres.

The concept of marginal productivity of labour,
as a principle for the deployment of human resources,
has as little meaning in the production team or brigade
as it has in a large family.

The mle of the State is particularly important.
The State provides incentives for participation (always
to the collective not to the individual) - viz. the guaranteed price for the pmduction quota, the 30% prendum for over quota sales, sometimes subsidized prices
for farm inputs, and deh%erate “positive discrimination”,
through msket intervention and other ,ways, in favour
of the farmer.

On the contrary, the nature of the Chinese rural
institutional structure makes for the maxhnum hwestment of the “disguised savings potential”: unemployed
human resources which, in other countries, tend to run
to waste.

Particularly disadvantaged production units are
always noted for preferential attention by the State.
Except in these special cases, the ideal to be striven for in emulation of Tachai - is total “self-reliance” and
independence of State and other external aid.

The &SS C~pa@&
The numerous mass campaigns
launched in China since 1949 represent another form of
intensely-participant
activity. One particularly apt example is the “Make China Green” campaign, started in the
fifties. Expansion of cultivable lend, which earlier caused
extensive forest denudation and soil erosion, has been
countered by a continuing mass people’s action programme in reafforestation. Over a 100 percent increase
in viable forest area had been achieved by 1971. The

While organization and participation are geared
to production, they are never allowed to degenerate
into mere ‘&awmism”.
Maoist guidelines are cons.
tantly employed by Party cadres, at all levels, to ensure
that the people do not lose dght of the overall purpose
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~s~l evidence is thus too: &I throughout the Mission’s
travels. members saw ‘kilomere after kilometre of treelined urban and ““aI roads.

The Tachai Production Brigade or “group” recorder
simply ““tes the days or half-days worked by members
in one book for all. The earnings entitlement of each is
then tallied at the year’s end by multiplying each mem.
beis agreed work point into the number of days he
or she worked.

Mass campaigns have also bee” directed towards
the improvement of the biological environment and
public health, especially in rural areas. Among these
were the early -mss campaigns t” eradicate flies and
mosquitoes, to promote rhe obligatory fermentation of
night soil (which brought down the incidence of dy.
sentery), and t” stimulate the construction of hundreds
of thousands of new wells f” provide safe drinking water.

Next, the total of all work point workday entitlements of aii members is the” divided into the “et brigade
income (i.e. the yuan value left after tax, accumulation
fund, :K.). The resultant figure is the m”“etary value
(i” yuan) of each brigade work point that year.

I” alI these campaigns, the methods used were
directed towards the creation of a psychological climate
among the pwple (through study groups, wall posters,
radio, etc.). This helped generate the necessary collective
paticipatory effort to achiex the objectives with minimum reliance on the State machinery.

Finally, this value multiplied by each member’s
total work points earned for the year gives his “I her
individual gross income in yua”.
In 1955, 10 work points were valued at 0.3 yua”
and per caput income was 66 yuan. In 1974, 10 wxk
points were valued at 1.S yua” and per caput income
was 176 yum. From the later figure is deducted the
value of advances made during the year for grain, vegetables, fuel, medical charges. I” 1974, after these deductions, the average per caput “take home” cash income
was 116 y:lan per year, “I a” average fanlily income of
approximately 500 yua” per year.

The Mission considers that there is litt!e doubt
these campaigns achievqd the resuhs intended. They
have also contrfbuted t” greater social awareness of the
need t” improve and maintab? high standards of public
hygiene, as a” essential element in the development
process. hEssion members will not soon forget the sight
of five witresses, in a Guanzhou (Canton) resta;rrant,
grimly chasing tw” stray flies!

:

Income
D&t&u&n.
A particularly
illuminating
illustration of the quality and mnge of participation in
China is the system adopted for the distribution of the
income earned by each collective (production team “I
production brigade). After “vnwous experiments in the
early stages, the simple work point system in the national
model of Tachai is beginning to receive general accep
tance. The Mission studied the Tachai work point system
in some detafi.

(Per caput grain consumption averaged 260 kg per
year. The brigade’s grain reserve was 150 000 kg
excluding the ?m”““ts in individual family stores).

Production figures

follows:

for

Tachai in 1974 wete a’

1974 Grain Production Plan quota
Total production
Total sales to State

Income distrfbutio”,
among Tachai Production
Brigade members, is based on work points. These are
awarded once a year at a full brigade meeting based
311 the rsndts of selfassessmentby individual members,
stiiect
to comment ad ratification collectively by
the bHgade. Work points am not related merely to the
type or nature of work assigned to members. Political
consciousness is the most important factor in determining
a mem’ber’s work point ““nn (on a scale of one t” ten).
The method is described as “self-assessment and mass
appraisal”. h! one variation 01 other, it is becoming
universal in rural China.

160 000 jin
770000jin
300 000 jin

(The State Plan Quota has been 160 000 jin
since 1971)
Reserve for seed

6 000 iin

It would seem that the State delivery quota has
been kept deliberately low, so that the brigade can earn
20.30 percent more. The State buys abovequota-grain
at 30 percent higher than quota grain. This accounts for
the brigade’s ability to enlarge its public accumulation
fund for capital and welfare works. The quota can also
be regarded as a concealed subsidy, eve” possibly a
reward for political advancement.

Mission mombers examined the printed work
point record book used by individual members of brigades
“r teams. Apparently, this book is now considered un*r~%t~’ because of the greater mutual trust and higher
degree of political consciousness.
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The smell group network is, as it were, another
dimension of the participatory process encouraged by
“Democratic Centralism”. Small group activity forms
part of the more specitic objectives of participation such
as a mass campaign or the planning process. But more
often, it is used for wider end more general purpose:
political study, mutual criticism and self-criticism; mcbilization of social pressures to change attitudes afid con.
duct; as a means to translate Government or Party policies
in terms of daily rural life end experience; to elicit dialogues end constructive criticism of local and national
events.

Tachai income figures are as follows:
1974 total income
Production costs
Public Acc~ulation
Fund
Tax (agriculture only)
Total net income per
head

198 859 yual
61437 yuao
46 961 yua” (24%)
1 610 yuan (less then
2%)
176 yuan (per year)

Tachai’s mmsua!ly low agricultural tax (less than
2% cP,opared with a general awage of 5.7%) reflects the
extent to which its production has increased since 1950
when the agriculture tax was first fured.
Sideline occupations
of total brigade income.

Small groups ere elsn particolerly important in the
day-today process of communication within Chinese
society. They translate ideology and policy in terms of
the local milieu. The groups spur individuals to be more
a.lalytical about their actions and the reality of situations
in which they are placed.

now account for 36 percent

Tech& heav Iate of investment drawn from its
public accumuiation fond (24% in 1973 end, 1974 as
against 4% in 1955) reflects again its relative!y higher
socto-poEtical consciousness.
After analyzing the Tachai system, the Mission
con$dered that the following features merit closer study:
1.

Members of the brigade are solely responsible
for and in con~ot of both the accounting
exercise and the decisions it reflects, e.g. the
amount td be distributed as income, public
accumulation fund. etc.

2.

Brigade members themselves also collectively
decide on the items on which the public BCCUmulation fxnd is ?upende&.&using,
investment, welfare, tractors - e.g. the&:&ion
to
build the impressive housing block in &hai’s
m& street was made by the brigade members
- apartments are rented to members at 3-5
yuan a year (inc!usive of gas, electricity end
water).

Smali group activity is also a means of training in
careful reflection end analysis which can contribute to
informed perticipation as citizens of the national community.
The Mission found micro-statistics of development
activity available at the levels of production brigade or
team, as witness to the quality and intensity of pa&
cipaticn. Jn all the numerous briefmgs the Mission received on its field visits, the detail end range of these
micro-statistics presented to us by farmers end their
leaders left no doubt of the widespread local awareness,
vigilance, and understandiig of community problems.
The Mission was constantl)
ings, detailed discussions, by fiel
- that this growth of participate
contends with “commandism”
in
nocratic end political forms.

inded - in briefdence, films, etc.

When the Mission was leaving (5 October 1975),
a national meeting on Tachai began its sessions to launch
a special “Learn from Tachai” mass campaign. Tachai is
thus the epitome of the Chinese collective spirit and the
Chinese ideal of the participatory community.

A major objective of the Great PI
Revolution, Mission members were r
cleanse the system of growing threats t
of participatory activity. The post-Cultu
institution of the Three-l:?-One re
included worker participation in managemen
level from province to producti
liberately created to ensme the effectivenes of
participation and people’s supervision against the spreads
ing “contagion” (even from the Party and Party cadres)
of “‘bureaucratism”, “emnomism”, and “cummandirm”,

A somewhat distinct but particularly’ impc‘r?ent
feature in the participatory process is the smdl group
(“hsiaotsu”).
I? is deliberate Party policy to promote
smell group activity BS,eaensively
end intensively as
possible among the Chinese population.

Other chapters of th$ report provide further details
people, is extended
of how participatory activityy
to local scientific research and
.~erimentation, to the
selection of young commune memb&s for higher study,
and to t& collaboration with youth groups in specific

3.

Tachai since 1964 has been a nationwide
“‘model of excellence” not so much for its
feats of productive effort as for its high degree
of “political conscioumess”.
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The relevance and applicability “I China’s lcssuns
in participation to other developing countries are obviously limited. There are constraints imposed by very
different political, historical and sociocultural circumstances. Nevetheless, the Mission feels that certain elements
of the Chinese experience do offer possibilities oi adaptation, if not replication, by other countries.

studies and rurveys.
It is the Mission‘s impression that in t~very area,
whether at levels of de&ion-making or action. there is
a substantial degree of informed involvement of the
people through their local organizations.
The brigade end commune are designed to pr,:vide
support and coordination, end progressivel$ enlarge the
scope of participatory activity. The State (from rhe
centre to the county) is also committed to policies that
deliberately focus on promotion of the collective ins
terests of the proiuction
team. Popular participation
may therefore be scid to have become institutionalized
in China.

One area of promise is organization of the rural
peasantry in smell func:i”nal production units, especially
of small and disadvantaged farmers. These would he
similar to the production teams of China, so that these
could serve as more effective “receiving mechanisms”
for a government’s distribution network of iarm inputs,
and services. Significantly, this has been suggested to” by
FAO’s Smal! Farmer Programme in Asia.

The Mission pinpoints the following conditions
and factors that have made possible this intensive participation activity in China:
1.

The acceptance and application of the Marxist
theory that basic changes ia production relations must precede (and are indispensable
for) the development of production forcer.
!n ter,m of policy, this has meant a fimdamental land reform programme and structural
changes. Thhzse resulted in the organization of
people in functional collectives in the commune system:

2.

The early experience of the present Chinese
Government and community during the pre1949 period in securing the support and participation of the rural peasantry in the conunon
struggle against the Kuomintang
and the
Japanese;

3.

The commitment of the Chinese Government
and Comm:utist Party to the poli!ical system
of “Democratic Centralism”. This makes for
greater centralized
control, direction and
guidance by the State and Party cadre?,, while
still permitting a much greater degree “1’ de
c:ntralization of power and responsibility to
the people;

4.

The firm and single-minded commitnwt
of
Chinese lead:,rship to the priority intenzrts of
the majority of the Chticse people
the
peasantry -- as expressed in “positive policy
discrimination” in almost a11 “thex economic
sectors (including direct control of market
forces) in support of this priority.

Another approach that seems to have potential
wo~dd he the gradual promotion of collective production
unit;, beginning with mutual aid groups, in which seasonal
agricultural operations axe encouraged, without
with individual land ownership rights. Must
traditional forms of mutual aid which
ived. One method of encouraging collective
operations is to provide greater incentives
llective units, than to individual oroducers.
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The Chinese claim that a principal factor responsible for their development breakthroughs - described
in earlier chapters - is the organization of the Chinese
&wple. Through communes, the people are organized
simultaneously fo: productive effort, community action
and group and individual self-development, through
popular participation and self-reliance. The communes
translate into practice Chinese concepts and policies
regarding people’s organization.
Hence, the Mission
felt this aspect merited close study, especially in the
light of Sun Yat-sen’s despairing remark, made half +
century ago, that the Chinese peaslntry constituted a
“sheet of loose sand”.

In developing countries, government attitudes
towards their indigenous groups have generally been
laissez-faire. The attitudes are tempered on the one hand
by government supervision through registration, and on
the other by varying degrees of active promotion. This
is true especially in regard to primary groups (cooperatives, rural development organizations, etc.).

Today, misunderstanding
persists regarding the
nature and role of people’s organizations in China. Ideological differences give rise to varying concepts of the
State, society, the individual; democracy, government,
and what is “public” or “‘private”.

China’s people’s organizations have roots deep in
their traditional predecessors. The Chinese view is shaped
by that history. J&e all other countries, China developed
over the years its own traditional rural orgarjzations. As
elsewhere, these were basically of two kinds, reflecting
the distinction between State and society. For tax collection, the State imposed the pno chin; for policy and
administrative control, it introduced the li chin. Both
were artificial administrative groupings of rural households.

Questions are, therefore, raised: What do the
Chinese consider to be people’s organizations? What are
their main distinctive features? How do these resemble
people’s 0rga”izatw”s in other countries? etc.
The Mission believes that a” understanding of
people’s organizations will help place a study of Chinese
agric&ural development in a bett:r perspective. Thereiore, this report provides extended treatment of thffe
questions.
View From Without
Outside China, the term “people’s organization”
loosely describes a variety of voluntary, autonomous
associations and institutions. Tog&s:, these are commonly known now as the “non” or %x~:ragowrnnptal
sector”. These terms haw a” accepted place in the Charter
of the United Nations and its agencies.
Common to all is their claim to a “voluntary” “onprofit character, independence
of direct government
control and freedom from ‘*political motivation”.
Equivalents for the new indigenous. groups in
developing countries have been the ‘*nongovernmental”
voluntary agencies that emerged in Europe and the
USA.

A trend to integrate indigenous groups more closely
in national development efforts coupled with closer
supervision has emerged in recent years.
View From Within

Within the “natural” village so&y, the constant
pressures of war, famine, external oppression, and natural
calamity generated spontaneous forms of mutual aid
end work organization. In the border regions, when the
Chinese Communist experience was moulded in the
Yan’an (Yenan) period, there were traditional forms:
the pienkung (labour cooperation), the chakung (collective hiring out of labour), the huonbt (joint use of work
animals) and the hwchingti (joint tilling).
Most of these grass-root village work organizations
were kinship groupings, based on clan and. family. The,y
were often shorterm,
limited to specific purposes.
Generally, they were dominated by clan elders, rich
peasants, or the local rural elite.
Over and above these village organizations were
the secret societies, the earliest traditionel Chinese form
of %ass organi;latio”s”. ‘&se ten&d to be the foci of
people’s resistance to feudal oppression, and the organi.~ati;nal centres for the numerous peasant rebellions.
These traditional organizations rarely reached the
lowest levels of peasant society. Econwnically and pali-

tically, the Chinese farmer remained a” isolated and
powerless figure.

pects, China’s practice is in no way unique. Similar restrictions are imposed in all other count”es.

The Chinese frequently “se, both in authorized
English translations and through interpreters, the phrases:
popular organizations,
people’s organizations, social
organizations, mass organizations, etc.

There are other groups in China which cannot be
easily classified as primary of secondary. The most important of these are the communes, and the larger brigades. They may be called intermediate groups - intermediate in the sense of being in varying stages or forms
of transition from State control to direct people’s control.
The commune is the nearest to having made this transition. It still retains certain State officers, but has now
replaced the hsiang, the earlier State adtinistrative
““it. On the other hand, it is not a small ‘face to face”
primary group. Nor is it a “mass organization” in the
sense of those described above. The comnune and the
large brigade also have another intermediate function,
as coordinating and service units to the prinwy groups
and as links with the State administrative, planning
and commercial organs. In all these, the key Chinese
concept is : changing the social relations of production
has priority over development of production resources.

If one were to apply the categories of western
sociology to people’s organizations in China, primmy
groups would mean the mutual aid teams based on earlier
traditional village organizations, the fanner associations
of 1949.52 and those set up in the sixties, the production
teams, the smaller production brigades, and in the cities
the residents’ committees 3nd the neighbourhood groups.
In all these, member relations are “face to face”, direct
and frequent. Among secondary grouts we would include
four main types of what the Chinese generally call “mass
organizations” or “social organizations”:
I.

The National Trade Union Federation, the
Women’s Federation, the Communist Youth
League, the Students’ Federation and the
wxious Red Guard groups that emerged after
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.

2.

The many friendship associations, committees
and institutes for promoting relations with
other countrks;

3.

Professional or technical associations:

4.

The vestigial remnants of the old democratic
parties that formed part of the early United
Front with the CCP.

Included among intermediate groups are the commercial organizations, e.g. the supply and marketing
cooperatives, which are in fact State.controlled and
resemble similar large “cooperatives” in other developing
countries. They too are neither “face to face” groups,
“or %xass organizations” yet, and are at the earliest
stages of transition from State to people’s orgatizations.
Prhlwy Groups
The Party’s epic Long March in 1934 became a
quest not only for new rural base areas but also for new
policies. of relationship to the peasants, and more effec!lve fontu of organizing the farmers for production,
ideological education, and mass support. The Yan’a”
(Yenan) period 1934.49 was one of agonizing trial atd
W*OF.On 1 October 1943, the Party Central Committee
issued its directive entitled “Starting a Movement to
Reduce Rents, Produce, Support the Government, and
Love the People”. This directive made clear the vital
importance of basing rwal organization for production
on traditional mutual aid practices. Tke P&y had fm&
began to sink its roots in the traditional mutw! aid
organizations of the “natural” Chinese village.

Transmission Belts
It may not be relevant to describe these secondary
associations in any detail. We need only note that their
main purpose, especially those in (I) aboue, is to serve as
transmission belts or extensions of the CCP for its ideological and educational programmes. Some continue to have
other service, welfare, and executive functions (e.g. the
Women’s Federation in relation to the Marriage Law and
women’s rights; the Trade Unions’ Federation in relation
to labour insurance, etc.). The Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution showed that in certain circumstances the
Chinese socio-political system has room for national and
local pressure and civic groups to emerge and play an
actiw role (e.g. the Red Guard groups, student activists,
etc.).

Seen in retrospect, the Party directive of October
1943 was the seed from which grew China’s people’s
organizations of today: through the stages of the farmers’
associations, the mutual aid teams, the low-level agriCUitUrai
production
coopsratives, the advanced agri.
cultural production cooperatives into the full bloom of
the three-tiered structure of the people’s commas.

Freedom of zssociatjon is written into the Constitution of 17 January 1975.’ Clearly this freedom issubject
to restrictions based on ideological and political considera.
tie”. AU magi associations are required to be registered;
and to conform to certain regulations, the principles of
democratic centralism, and the Party line. In these res-

In the Chinese language, a people’s commune is
“gung she”. “Gung” means public; “she” translates into
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production; and involves (2) collective incentives, and
(3)colletiive self-1eliance.

It is also significant that when the Chinese translate
“gung she” into English, they use the phrase “people’s
communes”.

These factors contrast sharply with people’s organizations in most other countries. In thelatter, organization
through agricultural production cooperatives or farmers’
associations is not to promote collective producrion, but
:o service individual pmant production. Incentives,
though organized &rough credit, and marketing and
supply cooperatives, are directed to individual effort.
They are intended to stimulate the individual member.
Self-reliance likewise is conceived in term of the
individual.

organization. In China, therefore, public organization
equated with people’s organization.

It is against tbis background that the Mission
outlines what it considers to be the significant features
of people’s organizations in China. One is the principle
basic to people’s organizations in China: collectivity.
stages
China is a State committed to socialism and advancing towards communism. It is, therefore, a fundamental belief that individual ownership must yield to ownership by the whole people. The Chinese Constitution of
17 January 1975 disthguishes two main forms OI stages
of owwsbip at present: “sodalist collective ownership
by the working people” and “‘socialist ownership by
the whole pu~ple”.~

Outside China, people are organized to help them
serve their own interests better. In China, people are
organized so that individuals can help each other to
serve comtr~~ ‘hterat8. Individuud. well-being then flows
from the total well-being and achievements of the
collective.
The right of peasants to manage their own concenx (as in the team, brigade and commune) underpins
the collective stmctme. A social consciousness is generated, as is a sense of recognition, participation and
belonging. An assurance of personal security and of
protection against both domination and neglect - bogeys
that haw haunted peasantry, always and everywhere are also generated.

Even with the early phase of land reform, it was
clearly intended that individual peasant ownership was
only a temporary phase. Despite individual ownership
of land, the poor farmer still remained isolated, insecure,
and vulnerable. Ideology, reinforced by experience with
the peasantry, taught the Ifirty that anly with solidarity
could the farmer progressively grow in productive strength
and freedom from oppression.

Employment and Mobilization of People

The Chinese, therefore, see ownership as part of a
continuously expanding process of collectivization. Full
ownership of the means of production and the “basic
accounting unit” cm to move progressively upwards:
from the production team through the production brigade, as already wit]? Tachai, to larger collectivities (at
commune, county and provincial levels). Consummation
will be achieved when ownership, operation, and accounting are entirely by the society (or organization) of the
whole people.

It is the collective principle in people’s organization
that has made possible, especially at the production team
level, full employment and mobilization of rural manpower. People’s organization enswes maximum investment of the “disguised saving potential” in human labour
for rural infrastructural projects. Collectivized organization for production and investment eliminates labour
as a market commodity and the individual farm wage as
a direct incentive. Chinese theory and practice simply
run counter ~to the conomic principle of marginal labour
productivity as the determinant of rural emp!nyment
levels. The production team modernizes the Gibility
and human intimacy ofthe old extended family.

Thus, the Mission observed that one objective of
the national conference on Taclui, held in October
1975, was to launch a campaign to carry the present
stage of colkctbrization another step forward.

Each individual is a member rof a primaq/ collective: the production team. Where the size of the work is
bsyond the capacity of the primary collective, the rewwces of the “intemwdiate” collective - the, brigade
and commune -are drawn upon.

PIOdlXtiO3l
A priority Chinese concern continues to be people’s
organization for production. The Chinese regard it as the
basic pwamlition.
The individual small farmer, on a
small holding, is too &dated and poor to hold his or her
own agalttst larger farmers.

In effect, the Chinese concept of the collective id
basically that of a family unit des@6d to expand or
contract to match the demands of work with the supply
of workers.

Three implications flow from this principle. Colleclive organization of people is directed to: (1) collective

The responsibilities
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of the collective can stretch,

vity is regarded as necessary, but is subject to criticism.
The Chinese distrust of “bureaucratism” and “conmundism” is rocrcd in generations of oppressive mandarin
rule.

as the Mission observed, from the assignment of children
to gather manure, to the massmobilization that made the
Red Flag Canal a reality. fn this way, literally billions of
days of human employment have been created for productive and meaningful work for the collective.

Alongside the ubiquitous nature of people’s organizations in China is the constant effort to integrate
them into the total socioeconomic system by a” intricate
network of horizontal and vertical linkages.

What motivates people for such collective work?
The Chinese are kee”ly aware that ;he larger the
collective and objectives, the weaker the motivation
tends to be.

Tne flexible and dynamic planning system was
described in previous chapters of this report. A less
wellknown illustration is the way the mass organizations
like the Trade Union’s Federation, the Women’s Federa.
tion, the Communist Youth League, the Red Guard
groups, etc., are linked to the connmme structure. These
mass organizations serve as auxiliaries to the Party in the
latter’s educational/ideological
programmes, and as
xservoirs for new basic level cadres.

The Chhese answer is a combination of n;aterial
and non-mateti%l incentives. Workers receive pay in
terms of work points. They are also constantly subjected
to social pressures: discussion, criticism, znd study of
the collective needs.
Secwity and Welfare
The same principles explain why visitors to China
see no be&gas. Every person in China is automatically
a member of his or her primary collective group - production ea.“? i” n, ti!age or neighboxhood
groll;,
in the city - as he or she is a member of a nuclear human
family.

Since the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution,
a most important means uf linkage is the system of
revolutionary committees (from the provincial levels
to the communes). These committees comb&e Party
cadres, technicians, peasants and workers to form the
new permanent management organs. The critical new
element in this Three-In-One combination is the active
participation of actrxl workers and peasants at the management level ti all “nits. Every briefmg session the Mission
had, during its visit to nearly 40 work “nits, was with
the members of each unit’s revolutionary committee,
never with a single official or Party member.

Membership of a primary people’s organization
in a village cr city is, thus, involuntary, if not overtly
compulsory. The individual is bound to the group through
a ration card. Each individuals’s ration card for grain,
oil, cloth, etc.) is attached to the store of the primary
group. The ration card is not trar:uferable, except with
the group’s pernlission.

spark Plugs

Paradoxically, beggars and vagrants abound in
countries where membership in primary people’s organi.
z&ions is based on ‘Voluntary” membership.

The meaning of ‘%adre” in China is simply a leader,
whether in the army, the Party, or a State or commercial
organ, “I in a people’s organization. The term is used not
only with reference to the Party. As far back as 1938,
Chairman Mao referred to “‘the need for many leadershiP
cadres possessing both ability and virtue”. I” his call
for “non-Party cadres”, he urged that the fullest use be
made of the “great leadership talent that exists outside
the Party”

In the basic rural prbnary group - the production
team - care of each member is the collective responsibility of all. Each team has a separate welfare fund from
which it provides for the gsuinsly disadvantaged - the
sick, the old and handicapped. Here also, the collective
interests of the primary gr”“p, its social pressures, public
criticism, and local leadership, combine to Gninate the
loafers “I nulingerers. “He who does “~)t work”, as t’le
1975 Constitution puts it, “wither shall he eat”.3

The concern has always been for “lore qwlity
cadres to work with p~%ple’s organizations o: t.ile basic
Errol lewLr. There was massive recruitment of such cadres
from demobilized People’s Liberation Army @‘LA) personneY during the revolutionary upsurge of the Great
Leap Forward.

Si”&@‘&~~her
aspects of publiz security, health
and wel?are, administration, and the wttlr:ment of disputes, ax the fust and basic responsibility of the primwy
group of people’s organizations.

Nevertheless, recruitment and training of cadres
to cover the country’s network of people’s (and other)
organizstions still remain a problem. Four massive can.
paigns were underway at the time of the Missi”n’s visit
to create a nationwide human reservoir of cadres to

Integration and Linkages
People’s wganizations blanket the whole of China.
The:e is no person in China who is not a member of one
(often more thvl one) people’s organization. State acti77
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absorption “f the Gowzment
by the people’s sector
at the level o\f the htiang, i.e. “socialist collective owner.
ship (and nx&gement) by the working people”. From
this stage, it is envisaged that absorption will continue
progressively to “socialist ownership (and management)
by the whole people”.

fill the two basic needs: the quantitative need for au
adequate supply, and the qualitative need for “redness”
with expertise.
The first magi campaign was the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution ifself which geherated the still continuing momentum of the Red Guard Movement; the
second, the special May 7th Cadre Training Schools
launched by Chairman Mao in May 1966 “to train (pn
tential or present) sociai lords into social servants”; the
third, the encouragement of regular mass youth workcamps in the countryside; and the fourth, the revolution
in education that ainzs to make aU society a school, to
cater to “wovorker-peasant-scldier students”, and to integrate political consciousness with relevant specialist
knowledge and skills.

Political Consciousness
People’s organization has vital relevance as a principal objective of the Chinese leadership - the deve!op
I
ment of the Chin% people’s political consciousness.
During tield visits ranging from kindergartens to
pig fans to embroidery and jade factories, one of the
most common terms the Mission encountered was “palitical consciousness”. Like most other visitors to China,
conditioned by Western connotations of the world “politics”, it took time for the Mission to appreciate the
meaning which the Chinese give to the term.

Top Bracket
The relationship between people’s organizations and
political leadership in China is not seen in the terms
(familiar outside china) of asovereign benign Government
and a “voluntary” “on-governmental sector, based on
“freedom of association”.

A simple deftition
of political consciousness
would be a sense of the priority of conmmnity over the
individual, and a sense of the priority of the working
ck& over all other classes; and an understanding of the
implications of these priorities for both individlrals and
groups, in term of the power, duties and rights of each
in relation to the other.

In China, the paramount political authority is not
the Government but the Party. Legitimacy for the Party’s
politica! leadership derives ideologically from MwtismLeninism and from Mao Tse-tong thought and, legally,
from the National Constitution. Together these two
soumes give expression to the mire basic moral legitimacy of the Party as “the core of leadership of the
whole Chinese people”. Many provisions of the 1975
National Constitution and the 1973 Party Constitution
underline the supremacy of the Party over the State and
its special role.

The area of action that the Chinese consider poli.
tical is, therefore, far broader than that in other cou”tries.
Almost every act that has significance OT exemplary
value for the collective, is political: collection of manure,
conscientious swatting of flies, the care of tools, toting
to work on time, etc.
People’s organizations are the channel through
which their “lead” organ - the Party - inculcates this
socio-political awareness in the Chinese. This awareness,
in turn, is the basis of the “onlnaterial
incentives for
stimulating change among the masses.

The State (ie. Government) in China is the instrument of the Party. The Party, now comprising a membership of 30 million, is responsible for the organization of
the people, “sing State organs where necessary.
Two statlling conclusions emerge: people’s organizations am indeed nongovernmental
or extra-governmental in China. What is more significant, the Party is
the supreme people‘s organization in China. The Party
is also rrot merely non-governmental or extrr~..govemmental, but sup”+governmental. Through the Pzrty (the
supmme body), people’s organizations are meant to
control and direct the Govzmment.

Bitter Speech
The Mission observed how even Chinese museums,
parks, art galleries, etc., ax made deliberate tools of a
process - simultaneously
political, educational and
ethical - whereby people are made aware of the ineqtiities of the feudal and colonial past and of t~he need
to oyercome thea- through collective class strw&e.
Similarly pensioners and old people, with experience of
piie.1949 suffer&g, zie de!ibimtely emp!o~ed i” 2x
conditioning of the young by “speaking bitterness”
(i.e. relating their sufferings ofthe past).

The Chinese point of reference is the people, not
the Go.vernment. ‘The distinction the Chinese make is
between the people’s sector and the non.people’s sector,
rather than between the governmental sector and the
“on-governmental sector. The rationale of the people’s
commune is that it represents the first major stage in the

In Shanghai in the Kung Jan Workers’ Settlement
Kindergarten for six-yewold girls, members observed
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how a young ieacher, with the help of ilip charts, stimulated animated group discussion on a story illustrating
the need for a sase of community. The hiission was
told that it was watching a ldndergarten lesson in “~016
tical consciousness”.
The Chinese do not believe that private greed
results in public good. On the contrary, it is fumly held
that concentration on the public good is the best means
of satisfying private need.

Yet the preoccupation and emphasis on the People
Party interaction to ensure purity of political will
has resulted in one other outstanding feature: viz. the
much gwxter identity of interests between the people
and their political leadership than is evident in other
developing countries. In China, mote than elsewhere,
the needs of the people are the priorities of their leaders.
Political will of the leadership is seen as a function of the
political consciousness of the people.

China’s leadership is the fust to admit that the
general level of political consciousness is below ideal
levels. The continuing struggle between the “two lines”
is evidence of this. Nevertheless, what impressed the
Mission was the intensity of the leadership’s effort to
strive towards its goal. Already China has shown that a
developing country need not necessarily be a “sot? State”.

The Chinese experience is witness to the fact that this
dentity of Party and People is not easily won; and once
won, not easily retained. As elsewhere, the tendency
always exists for the leadership to become alienated
from the people through “commandism”, “bureaucra.
tism”, “economism”, and the corruption of power and
vested interest to which all leadership is vulmrabk.

“Quis Custodiet.. ._”

Who then is to purify the Patty, to guard the
guards, to lead the leaders?

-

Chairman Mao had b forthright answer: it is the
People themselves who must purify their Party, guard
their guards and lead their leaden. The people must be
led to exercise mastery owr their leaders.

In this make
effori at political conscientization,
a cruciai iactor is the relationship between the Party as
the “lead” people’s organization, and other people’s
organizations. The relationship constantly sought after
reflects the organizational principle of “Democratic
Centralism” and the operational principle of the “Mass
Line”.

In China, the organization of people through
nationwide people’s communes is the fust major stage
in their quest for this mastery. Enviable levels have been
reached of cohesive self-r&ant organization, of community consciousness, and of discipline and action. The
success is neither unqualified nor fmal. Yet, the Chinese
surely no longer answer to Sun Yatsen’s sad description
of them a half century ago - as “a sheet of loose smtd”.

Why is this relation so critical?
These two principles - the organizational one of
“Democratic Centra!km” and the operational one of
the “Mass Line” - are fundamental. It is only through
them that the Party’s roles as vanguard and leader are
guaranteed.

l *****

The Chinese record is not one of undiluted success.
Rather its chief lesson is one of consdow, constant
struggle against failure.
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A” attempt at r,uch a” analysis is, therefore, contained in this &pti:r. The examination is based On
two assumptions: (1) that most developing countries
share certain broadly defmed developmmt goals, in the
pursuit of which China has been notably successful; and
(2) that other developing countries would, therefore,
like to consider the relevance of these achkvements to
their own circumstances.

The visitor retuning fmm China is often asked:
“Can it be done elsewhere?” It is a question that is often
addressed by the visitor to the Chinese host.
The Chinese invariably respond that their achievements are inextricably bound up with China’s political,
economic and social system. Thus, they are not trans.
ferable in isolation from it. The Chinese also insist that
socialism is a common human goal; but the people of
each society must seek their own unique ways to achieve
it.

Some of these broad common goals are:
1.

A high priority for agricultural development,
self-sufficiency in basic food supplies, and
food security;

2.

A planning process that reconciles the need
for centralized guidance with the need for
decentralized patticipation;

3.

Full employment
resources;

4.

Full employment of material resources, ap?ro.
priate technology, and selective modernization;

5.

Self-reliant, integrated rural development.

At such a lever of generality, the answer is correct.
In fact, the social and economic organization of
production in China todsf - and the ideas and values on
which it is based - seem to permeate the system thoroughly. Consequently, what at fmt sight may appear
to be purely tech&xl approaches, on closer examination,
often turn out to be functionally and organically part of
the Chinese system. They are rarely transferable to other
environments-at
least without modification.
Still China has learned (by positive no less than
negative exunples) from the development theory and
practice of the West. China owes its own ideology to a
Western philosophy.

and mobilizatio”

of human

The Mission tries to relate to these common goals
the specific Chinese achievements described in Chapter V.
A” attempt is made to extract and analyze the principles
behind these achievements and the potential for applying
these prhvziples to bring about needed changes in other
co”“tries.

Beyond this, China teaches a fundamental lesson:
that its own learning process has assimilated, selected
and “‘sin&d” both Marxist and Western dewlopment
experiences.

In response to the Chinese challenge, four main
kinds of change are identifiable: those involving technology, policy, attitudes and ideology, in descending order
of acceptability.

I” this Chapter, the Mission tries to break down
the successful aspects of Chinese agricultural and mml
development i?to their component parts. The Miss&
feels that, through this process, many of these achieve.
ments can, in fact, be applied in other political, economic
and social m%tio”ments, if not completely, then at least
in relevantly localized ferns.

Where changes are likely to involve technology only
or even policy only, they may perhaps receive widespread
acceptance. In. most instances, however, acceptability
involves also attitudinal and/or ideological changes.
These are only possible over time. I” such cases, the
most that can be expected, in the short run, is the stimulus to a” earnest search for local modifications or
eqmwlents of proven Chinese achievements.

In the application of relevant experience, B crucial
question coneems the decision-making processes in other
countries: “who decides what, when, how?” This question
is aLso fundamentally a political one. And China, as
Seen earlier, provides its own significant lessons.
The Mission feels that even in cases where Chhwse
experience is not transferable @I cannot be adopted, it
frequently contains features that developing countries
cannot afford to ignore.

Agriculture: the Priority sector
A basic Maoist tenet is that “Agriculture
Foundation and Industry the Leading Factor”.
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is the

Agricultural surplus is the basic sourec of national
v,&th. The Chinese quote Marx’s statement: “Agrlcultural labour productivity exceeding the individual reqtinmatr
of th labouter is the batis of all societies”.
Cbina’r principal achievemat is the singlemindedMEI and conristency w&h whidt it has adopted and
carried out z n&ma1 development strategy which deliberately diwbninates
in favour of food production,
agrictdtud
development, and the peasant majority that
comprises the agricultural sector. This has meant fhe
removal of food and labour as market commodities.
It Itas nmnt Stat mastery ovtr market and economic
forces to provide guaranteed prices for farm produce,
assured supplI+s of farm inputs at subsidized p&es and
low taxes on farm outputs, and has contmlkd pricing
policies that ha= pmgresively lmpmved the terms of
trade in favour of the rural sector. 0th~ strategies have
been adopted to gar lii
industry, heavy industry,
edu,xtlon, research, and State and People’s Institutions,
to the priority needs of the NIal agrIculturrd sector.
In the single-ml&d
application of this general
strategy for the rural majority, Chkta has ilhtstrated the
indivisibility of the economic. sodal, political (one might
also add, moral) components of national dewlopment.
In other countrits, the separation of these three sets of
components is reflected in the continuing Inconsistency
of macroceonomic
fiscal, industrhl and trade policies
(which In fact :avour the urban elite minority) with
z&cultural and rural dewlopment pollcles (which aim
to benefit the rural peasant majority).
I” china, thou Enhi, quoting The communist
Manifeto.underlined the diffemtce: ‘all previous his.
tOrId movement wtte movtmmts of ndnorltks, or in
the inttttpt of ttthotitier. The pmletarian mowmcnt is
tk SdfSO*rdOUS, h&ptn&nt
movement of the ii-n.
mtnst
rm’ rity. in the Interest of the immense
“%tjO*Ity”.P

other things) in the fundamental policy change in favour
of the rural sector. This policy statement was a watershed
m Chinese development planning and was of cardinal
importance in guiding the harmonious growth of all
sectors of the Chinese economy with “Agriculture as
the Foundation”.
Many Afian countrks have, ln fact, now a&now.
ledged the ,primacy of the agricultural sector and have
adopted policies of market interwntion, subsidies, gua.
ranteed prices and State procurement. But these are
either negated’by policies in the more powerful private
business SCC$$S’O~ pre+tpted by the rich and Influential,
or n”der&&Wterwla
hiaccessible to the vast peasant
majority in ihe disadvantaged rural sectors. Overall national dev+p.ment
policies tend, therefore, to be still
heavily weigh@ ln favour of the socially and politically
influential minority, and against the poor and powerless
rural majority.
To the extent that governments in other developing
countries are ~implementing these measures of “positive
discrhnination” in fawn of the rural majority, it may
be said that predisposing conditions already exist ln these
countries for the harmonization and further extension
of these positive dirrlmlnatoly
measures. what other
countries could do now is to take cantid stock of thea
measures; to identify the points of inconsistency and
contradiction with measures ln other planning sectors;
to uncover anas where unstated practices negate stated
poll&;
and to assess and strengthen the political determination
needed to resolve these lnconsitiettde~.
FoodSecurity
A related goal shared by China with all developing
countries is food security for its people. In 1950, China
started from a situation in which famine was endemic.
By the early seventies, China had realized this goal.
It hs?r been estlmated that in 1972 (a relatively
subwage
crop year) China’s production of food staples
stood a 255 kg per caput. This was the second h@hest
in Asia.
Gnnparatlve fwures for some other AsIaa countries
for the same year an: illustrative: ThaIland: 279 kg; Indin
172 kg; Pakistan 157 kg: Indonesia 146 ‘kg; Bangladesh
134 kg; Sri Lanka 80 kg.2 In more recent yeUS (which
hait in general been poor crop years for most countries),
It is likely that CUta has outstripped ‘Ihalland. The= is
evidence that China continues to forge ahead.

h @iI 1956, Clulnntn Mao’s major policy statement “Cht the Ten Great R&tIomhlps”
constituted
for China the critiul stockttking that nsulted (among

Thtse f@ures do not reflect higher average level8
of yield lax acte (about SO% higher than Indla but well
below Japan), or a higher growth rate of food production
per year (this Is barely 2% per year). Here. Chbu’r ncord

has been of no more than an inrernadiate order. Clearly,
:here is scope too for increasing its leading position in
food production per caput with I/E increating moderniation now being planned.

Applications of thzse lessons in other countries
invoive a degree of ideoiograi and organizational change.
These are slow or difficult to come by. Nevertheless,
most countries offer opportwities for a breakthrough
because of the priority they noi~ increasingly accord to:
agriculture; new village and community development
mowments: increased subsidies, allocations, and gua.
ran&s for food production. wd the beginnings of de.
iibeiate control of market processes in favour of the
peasants.

China’s achir>zment in this de13 seems to offsr
other countries these lessons:
1. The necessity for a xiistic
appreciarion of
ixs agrarian structure and the consequent priority given
to agriculture.
2. Promotion of maximum production of food
apies
at the iowesr possible !oial leve! and smallest
au;i-t. Priority ovez xxnmsrcial crops .ma other forms of
scnnomic activity has been firmly established.

A? present, these measures are relatively ineffective.
They are negeted by inconsistent policies that favour
more powerful sectors (e.g. rich farmers, industry, commerce, aid). As earlier Chapters showed, China de!i.
berarely subordinates all policies to an o~wraii and consisten! bias in favour of peasant agriculture.

5 Orgzniraiicn of p:am?s
to ,““eIc”me ob:;rscks
inrecurity. powerissness, and lack of supportive
;aciliries
-- that ocherwise beset the individual small
t;nner. In Chinz, rhis WIS mei.nt collective ownership
of lend and collective production units at the lowest
basic level (the producrion team). These are functional
units: large enough to ensure maxim&~ mutual support
yet small enough to preserve individual interest and
initiatiw.

For other countries, therefore, it would seem th-1
solutions may lie tirst in carefully objective investigations
of these policy inconsistencies. followed by pragmatic
measures:

4.

A comprehensive State-controlled system dedgned to equalize food production and distribution
throughout the country. This includes: agreed and fixed
production quotas for each people’s commune, guaranteed
food procurement prices for the agreed quota, plus bonus
prices for above quota purchases; a definite but low agricultural tax fixed as a percentage of total production and
paid in kind; and liberal consumption quotas in the
form of a rationing system for basic foodstuffs. AU these
allow for accumulation of food reserves, at all levels,
from the home through the production team and cornmum to county and province.

a.

To increase general “political consciousness”
of the results of these reviews, and thereby;

b.

To promote public discussion and pressures
vhich could shape the leadership’s poiitical
wiU to bring about indicated changes in policy.

7. “Store grain everywhere” is a simple policy
directire universally applied in China from household to
province as described earlier.
Local storage of this kind contributes substantially
to national food security. It is a technological innovation
that involves little 01 no implications for policy direction.
No attitudinal or ideological change is called for in the
widespread promotion of such decentralized storage
systems. Local storage is, therefore, one of the simplest,
cheapest and easiest of Chinese lessons to replicate in
other countries. Advantages to the State are obvious in
the much lower costs of transportation, distribution and
decerltralized storage.

5. Maximum decentralization of food distribution
payer and .responsibility to local levels beginning with
the production team. The system of collective organization nnsures that everyone has a claim to, and a stake in,
the production of the team. The latter, in turn, has an
obligation and responsibility to feed everyone. There iF
a conspicuous freedom from the landlessness, u.nemploymalt, and dcstituticm that &where
mean fear, insecurity, beggary or starmtion. fnsurance against all these
exists primarily at local levels in the elastic, extended
family ofthe three-tiered commune structure.

A possible difficulty is the incentive for such local
storage. In some places, people are accustomed to look
to governments for solving their problems. They have
little incentive to store. It maka better.sense to wU their
products .and keep ~the cash. This is because the market
determined price system often gives no real incentive to
more than within-?&e-season storage. Price benetits are
u.sually passed on to the consumer. This is ofid reason
why few care how much storage costs.

6. Organized drives against food waste, infesta.
t&n, etc., such’ as maas anti-rodent campaigns. These
are undertaken when and where necessary in China
under the spur of “political conscioumess” and strong
people’s organizations.

But it may be possible for a government to introduce various incentives. One could be a’system whereby
govemment grants a loan against grai? stored locally
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in the ability

under the supervision of some kind of an age!!, Or Vii&S
representative. In some countries. e.g. India, such a
system is operated by banks and cooperatives on the
basis of storage receipts which can be discounted. Un.
fortunately, the benefits now accrue mainly to large and
medium farmers. Ways could be explored to extend SUCK
systems more %idely so that grain (I) would be srored
at lesser cost, (2) would be available where it is needed,
and (3) would thus save on transpolt and handling costs.

“1 villagers to order their own afiairs.

This, in turn, has fostered over time an attitude
among village people of depending on the central administra!ion. This tendency in many cases is fwther
strengthened by elected representatives striving to enmre
electorate s,upport through patronage and the allotment
of development funds from the centre.
The obstacles are thus difficu!,. But the stakes are
also high. The relative failure oi the planning approach
hitherto generally followed, the continuing poverty and
inseculity of rural peoples, and the constant threat of
food shorteges in many countries, call for a serious
reassessment of the entire approach to planning.

Blending Central Direction and Decentralized
Participation in the Planning Recess
The concept of planning is not an intrinsic part of
the stock-in-trade of the Western liberal iaissez-faire
capitalist model which many newly-independent countries
adopted. Its origin lies in the experience of the Soviet
Union between the two World Wars. The now widespread
acceptance of the planning concept, among most developing countries, is an interesting instance of the tramferability of experience from a Communist country to
developing countries.

The Mission feels the Chinese experience in this
regard warrants close study and adaptive emulation.
The major challenge it presents is tha! “1 providing both
opportunities and incentives for genuine participation by
the people, in planning and plan implementation, in
the confidence that they themselves will be the prime
beneficiaries; and in providing, alongside with increased
decentralization and reliance on local Stiatives, a cohesive framework within which local efforts can tit
effectively into a centralized national pattern.

The Chinese also started with the Soviet planning
concept but transformed it in very important ways.
However, the Chinese development context is more akin
to that of other Asian countries. Thus, the Chinese mode
of planning is likely to be more relevant to them and,
“a priori”, possibly even more transferable.

In China, the planning process is a vehicle deliberately used by the Party as “the vanguard of the proletariat” to direct political intervention in economic
processes in favour of the majority of the peasants.
The Chinese approach is a constantly interacting
blend of centralized guidance and decentralized participation. Becase of the attitudinal changes necessary,
adaptation of such a system in other countries would
be slow and difficult but hopefully not impossible. It
would call for initial studies as to how in each country:

Tbis observation may be seen in the context of the
current widespread disillusionment, within an increasing
number of developing countries, over current planning
methods. These countries relied heavily on central planning organs, for both the formulation and the monitoring
of implementation.
Despite considerable lip-service,
these centralized stmctures contain only minimal systems
for feedback from the grass-roots level. They make even
lesi concession to “planning from the bottom up”. Nor
has there been any significant spread of the benetits of
piarmed development among the great majority of the
pwple in developing countries.

1. Centrally formulated plans can be decentralized meaningfully to lower levels of administration
and people’s organization;
2. Formation
and strengthening
of people’s
organizations to ensure their effective participation in
drawing up local plans, forming collective decisions,
monitoring progress, exercising pressures on the centre,
and responsible implementation;

Clearly, there are serious obstacles to the decentralization of both the planning and implementation process.
The bureaucracies of most developing countries are based
on hierarchic and centralized administrative stmctures.
Few governments offer compelling ideological or other
incentives for maintaining reasonable cohesion to an
overall planning effort iwolving decentralization.

3. information,
commtication
and education
p,ograrnmes to publicize these decentralized plans at
local levels;
4. Cadres of full.tirne development
workers
(separate from “extension” staff) to assist in the three
functions cited above and to guide discussion at local
levels;

h

many countries, moreover, bureaucracies in
of development planning are con~rwtive in their
approach and suffer from inertia. Because of historical
experience and the alien educationa! and cultural background of many civil servants, they lack genuine belief
chrge

5. Determination
through this process of development project requests, production quotas, services
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and other local plan responsibilities
centre and local levels;

weed

between the

the relations of production tend t” consist of a” ideological mix of feudalistic rights and obligations, and capitalistic modes of individual ownership of land and
capital. In this mix, the capitalist component tends to
increase. The average peasant in whom this ideological
tiix is internalized s&s a relationship with the land
to provide at least a” adequate income, security and
incartive. The peasant increasingly regards~ the ideal
fmm of thii relationship as ownership of a viable plot
ofland.

The initial studies sag@t&&“td&:~~te
stages’
and practical changes to be adopted, relk@t to conditions in each country. These would s&k to mwa
realistically towards a more people-based and peopleoriented plaming system. I” such a system, bias towards
minority elite interests, where found, would be pmgressively reversed by policies of “positive discrimination”in favour ofthe rural majority.

Yet, prevailing political, soda1 and economic
forces in these societies, unless regulated by State action,
tend invariably towards the familiar rural scenario: a
few big landlords dominate a structure composed of
some medium and small peasant landowners, and (given
increasing populations) a coastantly increasing “umber
of tenants, sharecroppers, landless labour, and unemployed or under-employed rural labour. It is a situation
in which manpower utilization lags below optimum
levels.

Obviously, such a system would increasingly “ecessitate changes in agrarian stmcture~ to transform the
balance of power in rural areas; the formation of viable
farmers’ groups; central intervention in market processes;
and adoption of extra-economic policies to meet locai
needs as they emerge with greater force and better articulation from the people themselws.

Given the existing ideology in many countries,
State policies of land reform have been conceived mainly
in tams of distribution of either unused land or the
excess from large estates to landless labour, sharecroppers
and tenants in small free-hold units. This appears to be
the currently accepted ideal of the man/land relationship.

F,dI Use of Mmpower
The Chinese achievement in the full use of their
available manpower results fmm basic features in the
Chinese system. The ideological souw of all these feat”res is a distinctive Maoist interpretation of Marxist
theory.

In these ‘land-to-the-tiller”
pace and extent of redistribution

Maoist theory ho:ds that changes in the “relations
of production” must take priority 0x1 development of
the “forces of production”. In the Western developmental
model (including the S&et), priority is given to the
“forces of production”.

programmes, the
have been limited.

One ~easo” has been resistance from big landowners with more polltical power than the prospective
landless beneficiaires.
Another reason is the mathematics of redistribution
The growth in rural population :!s increasing the number
who want land in relation t” the mwunt that is available.
The unit of disrributio” in many places is sbriiking
below the level ol’viability.

In non-ideological language, “‘relations of production” in agriculture, refer t” certain critical relations
common to the rural people of all countries. Broadly
these are:: relations of ma” t” land; nun to cammmity;
man to work and the fruits of work, and ma” to
techhnoloi3 and other material res”“,ces. By the “forces
of production” is meant mainly technology, mechanization, the material meaansof production. Even here, Maoist
China makes an important qualification: ,the prbxipal
productive force is constituted by the !producers themselves.

This has been i.he history of the early land eolo“P&ion and land Settlement schemes in many Asia”
countries. But even within this limited framework, benefits to the farmer tend to erode with time. The farmer’s
isolation, insecurity,
and dependence increase. The
farmer loses accessibility to the services and inputs provided by g”wmme”t. The Chinese found that without
other supportive relationships, mere freehold tenure
-does not guarantee the small farmer’s viability; that the
small farmer tends to be bought up by the richer farmer.
It is a matter of time before the old oppressive rural
scenario reasserts itself.

The Man/Land Relstiiisbip
Most &veIopi”g countries are moving from few
daiism to “modem” money econondes. I” these tax+
tional societies (quad-feudalistic Or quasicapitalistic),
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Bhondan and Gramdan movements, which swept lnuia
in the fifties under Vinoha Bhave’s leadership, were to
lx the basis of the new cooperative farms. Gandhian
ideology permeated the tint three Indian fiveyear-plans.
The last of these +nated
t&t, ‘+y,I~964 over 5 000
such cooper$ive fanning so&ties, cove&g half a n&ion
acres, had been set up. later developments have not
justiEed this early promise. Neveftheless, the example
of these early initiatives remains and is perhaps ready
for renewed activation.

For the Idless. the sharecroppers and the tenants,
them is an alternative to the illusory -and in many cases,
rapidly receding - i&al of self-employment on freehold
‘Wtd ln P direct m&and
relatipnsbip, namely: employment for, or mediated by, the community.
In early clan and t@al times, md partialIy ln the
feudal pericd, this constituted the predominant form
of man’s employment and relationship to the land.
Under Asian conditions of illiteracy, poverty and
insecurity, plm a high - and constantly increasing density of roml population, this is a more realistic and
human relationship. Resistance to this comes from the
landowners (both big and small). Most have been able to
retain or acquire their own land. The disadvantaged
peaunts, at the same time, am conditioned by the exist.
ing ideology of individual land ownership.

In Bangladesh, the initiative taken by the Comilla
Academy, in its rural works programmes, i!lmtrates on
a major scale how local farm groups can be organized
on labow intensive programmes of rural investment.
In Sri Lanka, there have been recent developments
in the organization of cooperative farms on land distributed under the land Reform Rogramme, in a return
to traditional forms of mutual aid, and in the widespread
acceptance of “Shramadma”, both by the Government
and in the extra-governmental sector. Many Asian count& have also begun to experiment successfully with a
variety of functional
forms of “group production
farming” bringing together low income farmers with
similar interests and problems. This is an approach advocated also by FAO’s Small Farmer Programme. All
these examples provide receptive conditions in other
Asian countries for the selective adaptation of Chinese
experience.

A commmdty/laod relationship involves the organization of the rural population into cooperative production units. Peasants can thereby help and sustain
each other. China moved early into such stages (comprising the mutual aid teams and the elementary cooperatives) in which indtidual
private ownership of
small holdings was not affected. For many Asian countries, whose peasants and leadership alike are committed
to the principle of private ownership of land, even in
the context of a rapidly expanding rural population,
this stage of China’s experience carries particular relevance.
Most developing countries have long had their own
basic level cooperatives or fanners’ associations. Almost
all of these, however, have beer. in fact “service cooperatives” (for credit marketing, inputs, conmmer goods)
to serve individual farmsrs'
interests. They also tend
to be pre-empted by big farmers. In contrast, China’s
mutual aid team and the succeeding cooperative forms
were organized for coopmtin? produerive effort a co~operntive capital building enrerprise. These started in
the early fifties and continue today in their latzst collecthe form: the production teams of the conimunes.

It is interesting to note the report of a visit by an
official Indian delegation to China in May 1957, which
could have contributed to the early impetus for cooperative farming, even as far back as 20 years ago. The report
commented that “the Chinese succe~ appeared no less
than a miracle..... A revolution is afoot in the countryside, the dominant motive of which is not fear but a
f:rment in people’s minds which no administratbm by
itself co,,,d have brought about”.3 Although in I*W
;.s well as in most other Asian count:ries, this early interest
in a community approach to the worsening lards and
trmployment problem has faded, many &tors (inrludhlg
the further advance on these lines in C:hina) sze!n ooxv
to provide favoumble conditions for a resurgence of
interest.

To other coontries, the early Chinese experience
holds this possibility: organization of basic level cooperative farms capable of undertaking both common
production efforts, as well as local infrestructural capital
building (irrigation w-arks, roads, land reclamation, etc.).
In practice, these would take forms compatible with
the in&rests of the more disadvantaged mrai sectors,
as well as those of individual small holders.

Subsequent de&lopments in China suggest that
such community collectives Lx kept small enough to
retain the full employment and mutual aid potentiai of
an extended family. Yet, they must be large enougt. to
undertake local-labour investment projects and workcombined individual holdings as a large famfiy farm:

In India, Gandhi and Nehru strongly favoured
cooperative farming of thir kind. The Gandhian tinspired
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In turn, the collectnes deploy their members in
accordance with the investment and production plan
agreed between the leadership and the collective members. The State pays its employee, the collective, through
purchases of the collective produce. Prices are guaranteed
and fixed at levels which provide for subdstence, welfare,
and collective investment programmes. The tax levied
by the State was fixed in quantitative terms in 1950 and
is, therefore, a dwindling proportion of annually increasing production. It represents that portion of the
total product which the State as employer retains as
“profit” or original “rent”.

The Man/Work Relationship
In China now, the individual peaant is an integral
paxt of a small viable functional unit (the production
team). It owns and runs the previous individual!y-held
land units as one cclleaive unit. This basic collective is,
in effect, an extended family farm. The unit is managed
for and by an extended family (the production team).
The extended family analogy highlights a significant and radical feature of the Chinese approach to
employment and the man/work relationship. In the
Western model of development, labour is a factor of
production and a market commodity. Employment and
wages are determined by the supply and demand for
labour in an employment market. In Cliina, lobow has
been removed from the market. It is nof a m&et commodify.

The bulk of the collectives’ surplus value is retained
by the collective for increased individual income and
welfare and (LP the basis for generating
localCapital
investment in conjunction with labour.
In a sense, therefore, labour generates its own
capital. This can - and does - result not only in new
agricultural infrastructure
(roads, reservoirs, channels,
soll conservation, etc.) but in the growth of small rural
agro-industries and light industrial units. These offer
constantly increasing job opportunities to a growing
rural population. The system has the flexibility to absorb
youth, women, children and even old people in employment as required.

Several important conseqwnces flow from this
cardinal principles. A peasant’s labour power cannot be
sold,or bought by another. Since the pmsant is an organic
part of his (or her) extended family (the production
team), the peasant can no more be hired and fired than
he can be in his own “natural” family.
Also, as in work for his “natural” family, the
surplus value or protit from his work accmes now to
his extended family (the collective production team).
It returns through tb;e teax.71directly and tangjoly to
hbn in increased social amenities, and gradlaJly increased
income as collective pmductivIty increases.

This system necessitates the deliberate restriction
of labour to the collective to which it is ascribed. This
is one objective of the rationing system. It makes each
peasant’s ration card non-transferable to collectives other
than his OI her own. The exception is by agreement
between collectives, in accordance with State regulations.

In the small c~lleciive, the peasant also participates
directly in the arsessment of bls work points by bis
peers; through this, the labour mlue of his work is determined and trans&ed into cash income or income
in ldnd (the advances of food rations, etc.).

There will be those who see this as a restriction
on the freedom of the individual to hire out his or her
labour to the highest biddger. The Chinese answer is:
given the oversupply in the labour market of developing
countries, thh is no more than the hollow freedom of
Hobson’s choice between *memployment or increasingly
oppressive efiployment.

Employment security and basic welfare s.re guaranteed to all as in the “nanatural” family. These are tiied
only as in the “natural” family by the work capacity and
resourcefuh~eu of the collective as a whole.
These achievements have called for a unique role
by the Chines leadership. Prior &titutional
changes
were, of cows+, involved in the gradual progress to
collectivization from mutual aid teams to the commune.
Subsequemly, the State, gt&d
and directed by the
Party, introduced a radical complex of inter-related and
mutually r&forcing policies. These converged simultaneously on full local employment, mobilization of
local bmstmcnt
msources, and maximum local pro.
duction.

To expect wholesale and instant adoption of the
Chinese model and its complex of associated policies
would be both unrealistic and unwise. Nevertheless,
conditions now exist in many countries which would
permit experimentation.
Country or region.speciiic
adaptations appear feasible.
Ammg these conditions are: loag experience with
rural cooperatives, rural development, markei intervention in favour of the peawt through subsidies; guaranieed pries; land colonization and land reform programmes.

Another example may help to clarify the rural
employnmt
stmcture in china: the State emerges as
virtually the sole employer; but its employees are not
individual peasants but the peasant collectives.

the
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Ideologically, in India and South-Asian count.des,
Candblan and Comilla development philosophies

bear a remarkable similarit; to the ?&“is!. The increasing
xcrptance
ti the need for some :irm of C”“I,K live
faming; ior effective techniqws to aiimulate panicipatory dr.$elopmenr: for more viable schemes of integrated
rural developmect and for intensive fucus on a “basic
needs” approach - these are some of the preiiispvsing
features of a development climate receptive to approaches
that resemble the Chinese experience.
In inos: countries, the smaii village or !wn!X is a
ootentid
“extended fanit;”
collective. Vuch of its
hums resources now IUI to waste- xutilized. A number
of these unirs; grouped ix a larger comp!ex, cr~ald form
iii- target of z pi!ot prograoune in which the mein principies of C&ncse poiicica [adapt& .w needed) could be
applied. I~ix remits ;ould indicate i>e feasibility, nature
XX! &%%~oI: oi such e p;“g;a~me. if adopted on a
;:rser x2!*.
The Ciunese experience also dead>/ Rmphtires
the crucial importance in such a programme ;md its
exxnilon
a! iwo eiemems: peasant morivaiio”, an5
the associated need for the trailing and deployment uf
cadres of people variously termed in other countries as
change agents, village or development workers, animators,
etc. Most countries have interpreted this as a need for
government technical extension officers. The Chinese
ham relied instead on “political” cadres (in the broader
sense of the world “political”). These serve as “human”
extension agents, catalysts of the locat commuoity, and
mediators be.ween tbx leadership and the people. The
relevance of this aspect of the Chinese experience is
discussed later in this chapter.
Full Use of Material Resources, Appropriate
Technology and Selective Modernization
The Maoist view conceived technological and
emnomic development in the rural areas in terms of
B “dialectical spirc.4
The peasantry begin with little more then their
own manpower and traditional techniques. Through
mutual aid. surplus labour by the community is invested
in new agricultu~a! construction work. l?~e results of this
- by pressure on tbe available labour - creates a demand
for simple technological aid. Costs of the latter would
be met by profits accroinng from benefits of earlier capital
construction wxk. In the next seaso& with improved
technology, more investment would take place in capital
works. This leads to further pressure on labour, moie
demand for better to”& and more savings to pay for
them.
This Epiral process in the Maoist view would work
its way, in time, thr”u& progressively advancing stages

A Party Conference held at Chengtu in March
858
on “Opinions un ;Jgricultural Mechanization”
da;ritied
this concept of “naturxl” mechanization at
Iagth. This concept has been, to a Iage extent, the
pstisrn reflected in the technoiogiral progress of Chinese
igricullu:e 3i.d rural grow*h.
Three principles are implitit in this concept and
s:!i~iequent Chinese experience, viz.
!.

Tha! teclmoiogy shu:~ld br a fwction basiia!ly
of the scarcity ad requirements of etisting
Inl.!“p”wer:

2.

That technolng~cai improvement
:ould be
a means to more inren*ve and tfticient use of
available 1abour;and

3.

That costs of this progressively bweasing
technology should and could be met from the
profits and savings that it creates.

In countries where land is privately owned but
cultivated by hired laborers, sharecroppers, or tenant:,
the continuous progress of this spiral growth is blocked
at each stage. This is due to the tendency of most landowners to siphon off the profits and savings for private
uses other than reinvestment on the land or in the community.
Similar blockages in the process also prejudice the
unorganized small-holder cultivators. They remain wnenble to market forces, have !imited resources. and
have uncertain access to credit, inpi;&, marketing iaci.
lities, and other farm aids.
The strength of the argument for collective ownership of land, as in the Chinese production teams, or at
least collective management of privately owed land
(as in cooperative farms), lies in the fact that it eliminates
or minimizes these biockages. It also enables collective
profits and savings to be used for local investment, so&!
need and individual well-being.
Appropriate Te&nology
Chinese experience also helps to define more
sharply and meaningfully a concepr still vaguely understood but now widely accepted: “appropriate” or “intermediate technology”
Criteria

for

‘appropriateness”

emerge

clearly:

I.

Does the technology in use 07 proms-d
(whether firm inputs, tools or eqd~c-:~,
,,
farm mechanization), enhance I&WY p&u;
tivity or tk intensity of use of labour?

2.

Deep it make good
shortage experknced
nmtly?

3.

Does it sax “th,~-bendingsdown”)? This
is important whwe moitiempping
cppean
feasible, sod the timing of P series of agria&m! ~qexatiom b a critical factor.

4.

5.

The development oi Chioese agriculture illustrates
the possibility and advantages of a tw-we~~ process. Th’s
is basically D process tkt kgioa ?’ 6~ “Upward sprcld”
due to popular participation. stinvuhted and “diffused
among the people”. It also generates its owe downward
spn~ad from the responri~ support of the State.

the significant i&our
sasonauy
or pemla.

China’s experkme would. appear to suggnt a
mix of three approaches to tedmologkal development
for other Asian coontrks, g&n their different ideological
and historicd contexts.
Priority would k ginn to the first approach: Thir
would apply to the VP.* mass of tr&ditiond subs&tcnce
level snd farmers. It would kk itself on their existing
traditional techniques, organization and tools or work.

Can then paticxdrr eommooity or hdividual
cwnamtd locally prodoce the farox equipment
arid at tk slme time afford to meet tk costs
‘of its ado#ion. IBB, maintetunce and repair
from comnt or anticipated resounxs? Can
these ~aoorca k supplemented, when necessary, by appropriate tistsnce
from external
soura (govemmnts, coopxatiw,
the priwte
sector, foreign aid)?

A second-otpmoch would be applkd to fpmvrs
who akeady show s&m of madincrs and capacity to
absorb new rgricultord techndogy.
The thini appmach (also tk lowest io priority)
would take realistic account of tk frt th# there is a
small elm of rich and/or progressive farmers who could
- and do - make use of adraced modem technology.

To uhat extent.& answers to thee questions
nfiict tk coaan~s
of concerned groups or
hIdIM?

1.

The authmtiic “‘appmprkteneap” of terhndogy
hams out to k a highIy spaif= ftmction of * complex
ret of vuiabks: time. location. local maoorces. eaistiog
manpower. cumt
crop pattern, fwming systems, md
efWi~mdgwmtwdnurket&
armngenwnts.

The Basic Appuaeh: Tmditiood
Or@r&iin
md Tools

Techniquea,

China begao tih ktd nfon
and L lmd<o4hetina pmgmmnu?. T%s involved tk creation of-W100
mIllion peasant small holder houpeholds on a total area
of 700 miUiDn moo (or 45 million ha) of redistributed
lad (about 45% of total arable Iand). Production had to
k carried out almost entirely through mobilizatioo of
tmlitim1
inputs: labour,. natural fertilizer. draoght
animak., traditiaul tools, etc. In this stage, the mowces
of traditional fomu of mutori aid - labour &a&g,
labour exchange, p&Hog of draught animals - ware
called upon. Smsmul and permanent muted lpid temm
were formed both to increase production on the irditiodlyavmed
tsndr and to utilize cokctiw matpomr
for essential famt capital wr6tructioo w&s.

acre, rw fearcouetrkt
pogc~
thewthd
and organizational ~ments,
at tk ksic turd lewls,
to aztkulse I pattern of demand to help govemmmtr
or market8 aate the supply of genuinely appmpriete
hdum~.
In the dJsute of such iNtihuiond
amoge.
matts, tk astud supply of tedmdogicd
inputs md
aids in a country tends to k determined by the richer
fanners. Tky kw tk T,
btilwwe, and power,
to pmcmpt
the market sad/or the de&ion-making
appardur.

Iand was soon found to be gnwitating bade to
rkh peasant ovmersbip. The process towards fomts of
moperation
md cdkdi&tion,
therefore. found incm
amphce.
At tk same time. demand for local tools md
equipment ettwur~d
tk growth of ~dimenhy
local
wodrsho~. blidclmitk,
etc. - the seeds of later turd
indoatri&ation.

Gmseqomtly.
* pattern of tedmologicd
supply
~mc@es which b pted
to tk needs of rich fawrs.
Thb ir then expected to “sprad downwards” or “trickle”
to tk base.
But such a mix of t&n*
supply, suited to
the ti
farmer, does not rrEect tndy the te.dmologicPl
demand of tk poor fanner. This process of tk “‘downward rpmd” tktefore tends to k forssd through at
very high sod
cost: rbing mmploylnmt.
high kvcb
of otkn migation, iacrruing mml debt and - with a
eOaUmttly mubiply&g mod labour force - increasingly
debiibgmuspowty.

The fret that grain pmdoction hcmard
in the
tint thne ycam (1950.53) by 6% pa snn”m + evi&nce
of the potential - ’ tmpe latent in traditional bmlbtg,
giwl tk Slml
ler btitbtivs reiard by land reform.
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and the use of traditional

forms of work organizatir-n.

Cssentiallv. the need in these villaee communities
is for local leadership. This is best stimulated and built
up by the “dev&pment
missionaries” of various indigenous volunta:y nnngavernmental
organiaalions whose
services are now Largely untapped by gownments (e.g.
in the Philippines. India and Sri Lanka).

In contrast, other Asian dewloping countries
began during the same period with high technology,
e.g. import of western tractors into Sri Lanka and India
in a context of small landholdings and large estates.
Here, ihe smaii iamm was, in ihe “id”, not a freeholder but a labourer, tenant or sharecropper, exploited
by large landowners.

The experience acquired by FAO’:; own Small
Farmer Programme in collaboration with governments
has confirmed that the need tor special and priority
attention should h given to this most disadvantaged
group of small traditional farmers. A series of problem
identifying and problem solving techniques has been
developed and is now available.

In the early sixties, Asia (outside China) mmprised a total of 96 million landholdings. Gf these 66
miliion did not exceed two ha; 20 million were between
two and 20 ha, and 10 million over 20 ha.5 No cr;nprehensive later data an available. Bu: it woald be rearonable to expect that inheritance laws, increasing mral
populations and labour forces have largely offset the
effects of subsequent sporadic and piecemeal land reform
ana other measures oftenuriai improvement.

2.

Adoption of Improved Technology

A second approach would be more appropriate
for the more technologically receptive areas of Asian
de-&ping
countries. lo these areas, the trickle down
process of modem technology hs begun to reach some
small, and most median, famxrs. It is creating a deemand
for some elements of modern technology. C\R” these
areas call for intensive institutional efforts, both at the
gowmment level and improved organizational forms at
the fanner level. The most conspicuous success of this
second approach is perhaps the Korean Saemaul Undong
Mownent. In Korea, 99% ofthe total individual holdings
are below four ha and comprise 86% of the cultivable
land.

I” many instances, the initial emphasis on modemi.
zation was obviously premature.. It bypassed the needs
and absorptive capacity of at least two-thirds of the
%nail holdings. It would worn that the bulk of Asia’s
small fanners, in the seventies, are stiil barely at the
level of China’s 80-100 miiiion small fanners in the
eady frees.
The Chinese experkncc suggests that most developing cowtrks
shou1.d consider a temporary and
f selective moraioriu~-~ on current plans for comprehensive
diffusi0” or “tia”.de” of techn&gy, among these most
disadvantaged farmers. Thse fanners need instead mope
1 intensive policies of tenorid improvement and selective,
If not wtdescde, measures of land reform; progressive
1.
:
upgradmg of traditionai toois and equipment; more
tntensse use of local resources such as organic manure,
and compost and s.mail biogas plants; and the mobiilza1..
.
tmn of traditional forms of peasant cooperation and
mutual aid for both production
and mmi capital
formation.
1
Ail these would prepare both peasant and land
for increasing mceptivity tom more advanced inputs of
modem kchnoiogy and more viable and functional
forms of peasant 0Iganization.

The Korean example illustrates how, in a totally
different ideological context from the Chinese, strong
and purposeful government action can create the conditions for a meeting of both the “downward spread” and
the ‘upward spread” of tw4umlogical progress. Between
1971 and 1974, the total acreage under tongil (IR667)
which is the main Koran high yielding rice variety
increased from 2 750 ha to 3C!O000 ha. This constitutes
25% of Korea’s total rice cultivated area. In other areas
as well (e.g. rual marketing, credit, rural infrastmctural
works, conummity training, cohesion and discipline),
Korea has registered marked progress.
The spread of HYVs among farmers ~1 most Asia”
countries is still much less than in China. Like other
Asian countries, China also began its HW drive in the
mid&&s.
By !914. China was reported to have introduced its own HYVs in 80% of its paddy lands and
70% of its wheat lands. with coarse grains ;md minor
crop varieties, the evidence suggests that China has advanced more than other countries. in lndii where 90%
of the world’s production of millet and sorghum is grown,
only 7% and R.S% respectively of the total millet and
sorghe”~ areas were planred in HWs.

This shotid be accompanied by the promotion of
I-villa& blacksmith units, vlilage workshops and village
~p&technics. For a5istancS to these smaii, stili largely
subsistence level farmers, experience has proven that
I reliance cannot be piafed wholly on government technical extension staff. There b en@@ evidence to show
/ that the latter, in general, have not been outstanding
in dedication and local knowledge: few have won the
\,~ confidence of local villagers. Even fewer live and work
,,.,,with them.
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maintenance.

The wisdom of the Chinese system in Urst ~?a”g
thening the cooperative and collective organization of
peasants is wltneEc?l also in the kid of mechanical
equipme& both for irrigation and agricultural operations.
There has bee” a phenomenal expa”sIo” of mechanical
pumping equipment in China since 1960, enpeLially in
the drought prone northeast. This enablei China l”
1974 to claim that 33 tiEion ha of farmland can haw
hanests guaranteed in spite of drought or flood.

The evidence h clear that prices, and economies
of scale, place pcwer tillers and tubewells beyond the
capacity of individual Asian small farmers. The widespread adoption of eve” such small scale mechanization
w&d need to be based on collective or other cost sharing
forms of ownership and operation.
A less satisfactory alternative is a system of machine
rental ser*.%cesfrom goR?mme”ts, private contractors, or
rich fanners.

Tractor cultivation was insignificant in ChIna tin
the early sixties; this has since expanded rapidly, particularly witk the advances I” multicropping.

Objections to this alternative are well know. But
it rmy saw as a temporary transitional policy, if effectively supervised by gcwmments. A” example of such
a macbhe rental scheme is a Malaysia” Go*mentsponsored md w”troUed scheme r?f pcwer tillers rented
by private contractors to individual small farmers.

curiou?,ly, the Misrjon saw no evidence of “lachkw
threshing in the areas it visited, but it Is reported that
machine threshing is widespread in Hu”a” and the Pearl
River D&a.
There is also general evidence of a growing emphasis and rapidly increasiag we of niecha”lcrd methods
of rice transplanting, tubewell and pump hr@tio”, rice
processing and eve” machine swing of wheat.

Time and agaln, the Mission found itself rewrting
to the fundamental lesson of Chinese ex?erle”ce, viz.
that in the context of Asia’s crowded farmlands the
main (perhaps only) hope for the Asian small farmer is
decentralized and authentically cooperative - if not
wholly collective - fanning. This must be backed by
responsive and w&administered
institutional
services
provIdea by govemntents.

An aOEr”utt of Chinese tech”ological and mechameal admncs is contained in C&apt% V of this report.
It would be ndsleadhtg, howewr, to belie= that these
eltamples can easily be adopted or replicated in other
countries, where the characteristic econondc tit is the
individual small farmer (ofie” B tenant irr ahawxopper).
These mechanical aids an? beyond the individual small
farmer’s reach for many reayms: prohibitive price, high
cost of otergy, land use scale, techxdcal a”L management
expertise, lack of anzem to repairs uld spare parts, etc.

Itesistmce to this is one major reason why Asia”
agriculture continues to prove so intractable. The small
cmpcratlve farm experiments begun in Sri Lanka since
the recent land reform, the strong “service cooperative”
system kt Kosea, the innovative pilot schemes h group
fanning, and the hopefully still continuing inspiration of
Gandhi and Nehru that led to the Indian cooperatiw
farm movement of the fifties, are some indications that
nffer - in different ways - new pwibilities for a revival
of Asian agriculture.

Under Asian mnditkms, policies to promote widespread adoption of nxehanlcal
technological inputs
cannot be based on individual small fanner use. Requited
are collective 01 cooperative organization of groups of
small farmers. These enable sharing of use and costs,
economies of scale, and provision for maintenance,
re.pais ?ad spars part?.. Studies of two eramples of small
szak mechaoizatioll in Asia ihtrate
this point:
1.

P”r”peofaS-lOHPpowertiner,thelandarea
needed to equzte costs with benefits is 14.5
acres (5-8 ha) in Rkistan and between 8
acres (3.2 ha) and 26 acres (10.4 ha) in Korea,
depeDdbtg on the crop cultivated and Intensity
of land use. The cost of a small power tiller
ranges between USS400-900.6

2.

To establish a tubewell, the minimum econondc
area is between 6 acres (2.4 ha) and 12.5 acres
(5 ha) in Pakistan and the cost between Rs.
5 000.7 000.7

3.

Promdkm
I’rogresiw

of Advanced Technology through
Farmas on a Capital&t Framewnk

The third approach would supplement the fnst two
with a pragmatic adaptation of a caref”Uy considered
proposal earlier made by Gunnat Myvial in Asian Drand
My&l has been frankly sceptical of the prospects of
radical land reform for collective/cooperative forms of
peasant orgzmization (both of which however he hbmelf
advocates). He therefore proposes that ‘a dehtirate
policy choice be made in famur of capitalist farming by
encouraging the progressive cultivator to reap the fidl
n?mds of his enterprise and lab”&. The issues of small
fanner employment and ~ewity, and instiiutional reform, would the” need to be approached “from a
different angle and by different policy means”.

In addltion, with both the power tiller and B tubewell
with pump set, thee ae high costs of operation and

Paradoxically,
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such B policy may prove unaccep-

Animal Husbandry Ractices

table precisely because it is too close to present political
realities and too far from present political pretensions.
But it could haw a place, if iesttricted to cer:ain geogiaphical ateas and certain sectors of agricultural development best suited to entrepreneur capitalism. Also, it
would have to be combined with the other two approaches, and not exercised as a tigie nationwide policy.

I” the eastern “agricultural” half of Chhina; as
distinct from its western ‘pastural” half (which unfortunately the Mission could not visit), the pig is the
main object of animal production and husbandry. The
dative de&h n-f “LCS?
.
cttle and buff&es has a cbar?aracteristically Chinese explanation. These anhmls would
be active competitors for grain in Chbwe co”ditiom of
intensive land use to feed the human populatio”. The
pig on the orher hand, with its multiple uses and easy
management, is ideal!y suited to these sane conditions.
A pertinent application of Chinese cmnm~n sense to
the c;mditions of small farmers in other countries is
the introduction of the pig in the fanily farm or where this meets with cultural obstacles - the wider
use oi the gcrai. The latter is eve” now rzgaded a.t the
‘poor man’s cow”.

Sach a” approach would provide swpe and incentive for the present mbxrhy of Ialge lmdbolders
with cq&l
and nterprise.
Legislation, taxation, and
other govmment
policies would be essential to promote labour intenrjve @cultural
practices, exemplary
condttions for the labour empl”pd
(includi”g small
privately owned homestead plots). and to discourage
highly capital-intensi~
development, abzentetism and
the .xh.ei fai”ilisi ei-2s Df i#t&ic
c: fecda!kztic
landlordism.
At the same time, tk system should promote the
edwxtional
mamgement
and organizational skills of
the labour employed. Thus, in due cause, the capitalist
entreprmeur would yield control of the farm “nit to
collective “T cooperative control by the farmers themselws.

The Mission reviewed wious animal husbandry
practices in China. It calls attention to the following
as possible technIq”es that could be adapted and transferred to other countrks.
Feeding pigs fmm the wea”ing to adult stage with
vadous greens (“‘watercrops”) such as water hyacinth,
water lettuce, water chestnut, as a substitute for concentrate feed, is an innovation worthy of transfer. About
70% of standard concentrate feed requirement can be
met through this means.

Subject to these lknitations maximum scope and
incentive would be provided to these capitalist farm
udts to mall thenzelv~~ of the ecrmondes of scale and
other advantages of advanced agricultural technology
and farm “whanizatia”.
As a corollary, as well as a
corrective to this approach, there could be a parallel
systan of State farms N” o” the sane “welfare capitalist” lines.

The raising of pigs, on the basis of one animal
per mou of land, is a simple extension technique. It can
be promoted among South Eati Asia” COtWries fO sewe
organic mdnwe for grain/vegetable fields and to increase
protein supples.

In the conditions of other Asian countries, one or
a combination of the three approaches suggested would
perhaps constihtte a practical application of the Chinese
lessons. It may be recalled that China itself frmn the
early Yan’an (yenan) days adopted a pmgnutic mix of
Similar ap~roa&es (including a mod&d fmm of private
and State capitalist agriculture and industry till the
middle and late lift&). What distinguished Cmnmunist
China’s &m@Msm, in e:~n its earliest days, is that
concession to private enterprise was carefully determined by the calcuhw of present (or clearly planred)
social costs and benefits. At no time was private profti
regarded as a simple and automatic equation with the
public g&d.
In a discussion on the optimum use of material
resources, two other major features in China’s experience merit the attention ofother Asia” countries. These
are the Chiwr practices in animal husbandry and in
the recycled use of organic waste. Both have been dis.
cussed i” Chal2er V. Co”ce.?lir.g the former, the follcw
ix Npplementary comments may be added.

Integration of indiienoua and modern systems of
veterinary medicine for animal treatment is worth considering. It also underscores the value nf traditional
technology and self-reliant national attitudes. Almost
al1 countries of Asia have century old systems of vetednary medicine. But these stagnated due to the bias given
“modem” veterinarians. A revival of the indigenous
wtems may be called for. These indigenous
should be taught alo”gside modem systems at uniwr.
sities as well as incorporated into the training of
veterinary/animal husbandry auxiliaries.
syst.,~

Veterinaly auxiliaries called “barefoot vets” in
china f”Uow e training programme ideally suited to
conditions thmughout Asia. The adoption of such training pm~~“~“es
could bring livestock health and busbandry services to hitherto unserwd rural areas.
Acupuncture appears to be ” technique in surgical
practice that can be taught to university veterhary
undergraduates and tc veterinary vocational students.
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It is this balancing betwee paternalism a”d pop”.
!im that also accounts for effectiw horizontal and
w:tical li”kxges and underpins successful IRD in Chii.
The following aspects merit closer exandnation:

The skill would automatically take operatiw surgery to
the villages and directly benefit small farmers.
SelfRelimt

Integrated Real Dm&pment

Another goal, shz? by
ing mcz@ies, and &-A& tk
mt,
is what is now kconling
as h%egrated rural development

(IRD)

china with other develop.
m;sion seleded fo: co=known - ourside China (IRD).

Area Development
There is widespread theoretical acceptance that
IRD must be based on units of comprehensive selfreliant area development. In China, this ha.s been translated into practice. The communes comprise a national
network of approximately 50 000 units of area development. Each commune is a unit of both self-government
and selfdewbpment.
Outside dearly defmed anas of
State and Party policy, the role of the State visa-vis
each commune is to enable ard facilitate rather than
to direct.

hi chapter V the main featores of the Chinese
“wdel of IRD were described.. In this section, the pwioos
descriptive account is supplemented with an analyds of
the mDdel’s rekvance to canditims in other countries.
Integrated rural development is defmed in current
literetun as the operatio” of a “systenrs approach”, in
contmt
to the more selectiw or welfare approach of
community dewlopmmt as earl& conceived. IRD takes
into account the “‘i”ter-relationships of socio-political,
economic and teclmlcal factors” in a g&en development
situation; and ml&es these i” turn metingfully
to the
broader contexts of the ~tioml and ewn international
system. It means rural trmsfomtatim
in at ktdivlslble
continuous process stating with agricultural development.
In this ens,

The State in China has not simply decentralized
its authority io its own officers at local levels; it has also
delegated it to the people themselves organized In the
three-tiered commu”e structure. The communes are,
thus, simultaneously people’s agencies and State agents.
The commlmes are responsible and autonomous in virtually all asp&s of both government and &wkyment:
or from inwstment and funding, to industry, health,
education and police.

IRD is a substantial reality in Chim

today.
For many other dealoping co”“tr&s. this “4
trmsfonnatiion
ir becomhtg 8n urgent development
objective. Mwh of the hcnosing acceptaxe of IRD can
be attributed to a forced malizatim of the imbalances.
dlstortiom, a”d injustices that attend the current process
of development.

Other developing countries also have their own
nationwide local authorities. But the slg”iticant dlfference is thd these are not units of area development.
Their responslblllties, authority, and fuurnces, are limited
to local “gownmental”
functions. They have sharply
limiled rewn”e.~alsi”g powers, local savi”gs, and investment capabllltles.

sdf-RcIkm

Development fonctims are ‘line” nsponsiblllties
of the cadre. They runup a wtlcalhlererchy
of officials
employed by, and responsible upwards to, ministries of
the central Sovermtent, and not downward to the people.

The M&ion zgrccs with many students of China
that if a si”xple defmition was requind of the owwhelmhtgly d mninant f&mm of al”&
r”ral developmnt, it would be: commtm@ selfieliance.

In effect, this means that eK” in * snlall co”“ty
a bureaucracy at the centre tries (and often fails) to deal
directly with the development of “dlions of individual
rural peasants. In contrast, the State in chhla workswlth
much greater eco”any of effort - and better chances of
swxess - throllgh no “lore thw 50 OUOpeople’s agencies.

Community slf~lktce
seemed to the Mission to
mean much mire thrm the amentic concept of “self-help”
that d&ted the early &xts of cmmm”lty development
ir. othef develop
comtrtes. At the sdme time, Chinese
sGdimce
swcee& In stmhtg dear of an autarchic,
snarchist popldis”t.

Major new settlement schemes, such as the many
multi-purpose river basin schemes of most develop@
countries (e.g. the Dan~odaar and Bhakrenangal echrmes
of lndiaj an, in theory, iarge area deveiopnwnt units.
But these are managed by autonomous development
boards which, agakt, nprodwe
the hierarchical line
stmctun of the cmtral govemmmt. They tend to be
weak in aea Linkages and in responsible self&a”t
community control.

Self.relimce in Chi”a appearrd to the Mission to
be the malt of P co”tl”“oue aeach for a boiance between
paternalism and populismz th petemallsm of B “etional
leadership (the Patty w&istg through the State) whose
httmsts M & tune with those of the people; and a
popdkm stddng to tidfil its potential for creative self.
d&&d che”gz..
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It is this balancing between patemalisrn and popu‘isnl that also accounts for effect& horizontal and
vertical linkxges and underpins successful IRD in China.
The following aspects merit closer wandnation:

The skill would automatically take operatiw surgery to
the vihges and directly benefa small farmers.
Self-Retimt Integrated Rural Dewlopment (IRD)
Another goal, shzx3 by
ing corsltrks. and w&h the
wnt, is what Is now bewmiug
as hagrated rural dewlopment

china with other develop
Xsdon se!ec.ed fo: con?known - ourside China (lRD).

Area Development
There is widespread tlxoretical acceptance that
IRD must be based on units of comprehensive selfreliant area development. I” China, this has been translated into practice. The communes comprise a national
network of approximately 50 004 units of area develop
ma. Each commune is a unit of both self.govemment
and dfdew&pment.
Outside dearly defmed areas of
State and Party policy, the role of the State visa-tis
each connnune is to enable a”d facilitate rather than
to direct.

h Chapter V the mdo features of the Chinese
n=.odel of IRD weie described. I” this section, the pwious
descriptive accouut is supplemented with an analysis of
the nmdel’s nkmuce to coodhions iu other countries.
Integrated rural developme”? Is defmed in current
literature as the operation of a ‘Sysmnu approach”, in
contsst :a the mans sekctix or welfare approach of
cumntu”ity dewlopment as earlier concdwd. IRD takes
into accolmt the “inter-nlationships
of sociopolitical,
economic and technical factors” in a given devebpment
situation; and relates these io turn metingfully
to the
broader contexts of the national and ewn international
systems. It meam rural trmsfmmztim
in a” indivisible
continuous pmce2-s staxting with agticultural development.

Tfie State ln China has not simply decentralized
its authority io its own officers at local levels; it has also
delegated it to the people themselves organized in the
three&red
commune structure. The umununes are,
thus, simultaneously people’s agencies and State agents.
The communes are responsible and auto”Omous in tirtdly all aspects of both govemment
and dewlopment:
or from bwatment
and ftmding, to industry, health,
education and police.

In this sense, IRD is a subsblntial reality iu China
today.
For many orher devekqhtg courttries, this rural
trZL3fOn”alo”
ir berrrming lsl Urgent &*elOp”E”t
objective. Much of the increa.&g acceptance of IRD cau
be attributed to a forced &iatica
of the imbalances.
dlstortiom, and injustices that attend the current process
of develop”Ie”t.

Other developing countries also have thdr own
nationwide local authodties. But the significmt dlfference is that these Bre not units of area develop”lent.
Their ssponslbilIties, author@‘, and Unances, are limited
to local “‘govemmental” functions. They have sharply
Umlted rewznueahing powers, local savinps, and investment capablEtie*.

self-Reb

Development functions are ‘line” responsibilities
of the centre. They run up a vertical hierarchy of officials
employed by, and responsible ?!pwards to, ministries of
the central government, and not downward to the people.

The Mission apes with many studats of China
that if a simple deftitio”
wa required of the owrwhetningly dankmnt feature of Cbkw’s rural develop
mmuldty seelfrreliance
ment,itwouldbe:co

In effect, this means that ewa in a small county
a bureaucracy at the centre tries (and often fails) to deal
dkectly with the development of millions of individual
rural peasants. In contrast, the State in china works with
much greater economy of effort - and better chauca of
**ws.s - through no Inore thm 50 ooo people’s agencies.

Community se&eliance seemed to the M&ion to
mean much morethan the auaeudc concept of “self-help”
that directed the early efforts of community development
ti other dm.@hi~ coons.
At the same time, Chinese
sdi-mlknce swxds
in sterdng clear of au autamhic,
*Ilmchkt populism.

Major new settlement schemes, such as the many
multi-purpose river basin schemes of most developing
countries (e.g. the Damodar and Bhakranangal schemes
oi hwiiij an, in i‘heory, iarge are* deveiopmeni units.
But these are managed by autonomous development
boards which, again, reproduce the hierarchical line
structure of the central gownmcnt.
They tmd to be
weak in area Linkages and in responsible self4a”t
community control.

Selfrrlhna
in Chhta appand
to the Mission to
be the muIt oi a continuous such for a balaw beiween
patemalism sod poptdianz the patemallsm of B zvational
leadershIp (the Party work@ through the State) whose
httcmdts M In bti~ with those of the people; and a
popUsm striving to titlEI its pobmthl for creative self.
dhwted chauge.
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the disadvantaged, can be further extended to discipline
these “freedoms”, now exploited by the few, in the
greater Merests of the frwdom of the many.

Other major area development units, such as the
‘blocks” in India” community deve!opment, have also
been victims of bureaucratic l&e %u;hority. 1” many
cases, benefits to ihe rural peasantry tend to be little
NOR than the fallout from the pzamalism of local and
central politics.

Organization and Participation
T:ds section retw”s to the critical importance of
people’s organization and participation in China in order
to emphasize their roles as essentiai contributory factors
in self-reliant IRD.

The M&ion noted that the Gdnese leade:ship,
while maintaining a fe~w line linkages, has provided de~~&aate incentives to arpaod the range of hfea linkages
through the commune system. The self-reliance that
~een,s an indelible feature of the Chi”ese rural scene
(use of labour as capital, recycling of waste, maxhnum
use of iocal material resources, etc.) is partly a result of
these area hkages.

The Chinese also regard the people’s commune as
the basic organization of socialpower, n the circumstances of the small farmer, self-reliance must necessarily
be conceived in community or organizational terms.
individually, the small farmer is too weak to respond to
the increasingly urgent calls for self-reliance and participation. The small fanner needs solidarity and strength,
through organization, 81 a peer group. Only through
organization can the small fanner acquire both respon.
sisility and power.

China’s experience therefore indicates that nuch
may be gained if line lirkages are reduced and if area
linkages a~ expanded. Most countries are now zceptiw
to small pilot programmes in area development in which
a beginning is made with the most disadvantaged groups
of rural poor. Development is pursued through local
problem identiticatio” and solving, leading to progressively broader degrees of integration. These pilot projects
can explore tie implications of area development for
oational policies: in market control, subsidies, train@,
local organizatiar, light and medium industry, etc.

In other dewloping countries, is it not fear of this
that is the sowce of the opposition to peasant organization? And yet, without the responsibility and power that
organization brings, people’s participation - “ow unive:.
sally accepted as essential for development - ca”“ot be
generated.
The Chinese experience provides two points:
i. That transfer of power and responsibility to
the peasantry, through peasant organizations, is not
necessarily a zerowm transaction, i.e. what the people
gain, the kadership loses. On the contrary, the transfer
can be mutually reinforcing.

The “fm small.? (s”rall steel works, small coal
mines, small cement work, small fertilizw factories and
snlau farm bnple”lent ““its) are common features of the
Chinese countryside. Thsw were set up io accordance
with local potentials, local employ”Ient needs, setice
and growth, plus local inxestmeni capabilities based on
the incteaslng local agricultural 5”rpl”ses. These ill t”m
were made possible by State pticing, taxing and other
incentive policies. Decisions to launch and operate these
enterprises are taken by the comrmules themselves, with
guidance a”d facilities pro\i&d by the Central leadership.
Thus, it appears to the Mission that area derzlopment
greatly facilitate3 divetif~atio”.

2. That leadership which claims to represent the
majority of its people (the pea?a”ts) should be ~sponsive
to the needs of that majority for power, responsibility,
self-reliance and participation. It is this identity of interests between leadership and people (achieved through
the ‘clda~s Line” and “Democrats Centralism”) that is
one of the most strtig
cbaracttiistics of Maoist china.
There are e”mur@g
signs that govem”mts are
moving to adopt pragmatic policies for planned, progressive, transfers of power and responsibility to peasants
through viable peasant organizations. These signs include:
the increasing concern for the small farmer; the search
for modes of stimulating people’s participation; a readi~3s t0 e~piiimi;
eth
iiew f0r.s
Ofgs34p
prodxtio;:
and cooperative fuming; the Convention and Recommendations accepted by IL0 and endorsed by FAO in
1975 on Rural Workers Organizations; the spreadllg
interest ln appropriate technology and Technical Cooperation between Developing Countries (TCDC); the

Many developing countries w prevented from
benefitting Tom these area-based small and me&u”
industries beca”se of resource allocation s@tems de.
tennined by econonric considerations of profti and of
. the “free” market. Very often, these exclude considerations oi social costs and benefits ruid siil%ar “oneconotic factors. Freedom of the market a”d freedom of
enterprise tend to become luxuries available only to the
betteraff. The challenge fadng the governments of most
developing cantries
is how far the small beginnings,
tidy
made by them in “posltiw discrimination” for
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Political Consciousness

acceptance by Asian gorenunents of a UN Inter-Agency
Co”m::n-e on Integrated Rural De~lopment
and the
impact : ,i China’s own achievements.

As in China, the task of the new cadres needed
will be basically to stimulated a “political consciousness”
among the peasantry. This term tends to generate
alarming -even subwsive - connotations.

cadres

Yet, ai described earlier, its essence appeared to
the Mission to be in fact a social ethic that subordinates
personal interest to community and national wellbeing;
a social ethic that emphasizes hard work, service to the
people, self-reliance, selfcriticism, and action based on
constant group discussio”, critical awareness, and Informed co”se”sus. The strongly ethical flavour of Maoist
dew!opment ideology impressed the Missig”, as it has
other students of China.

Chinese experience also offers liirther lessons in
activating viable area dewlopment
units of peasarlt
organizations. A return to, and a fresh baghwing with,
trzditiona! forms of mutual aid may be a necessary
p&mInary stage. The Chinese did this ln the late forties
and early fifties. Buddhist countries, such as Sri Lanka
and Thailand, are tici? in tradItional modes of functional
organization for production and shxktg, centered round
temple and pdest. From these, new group forms can
draw nouri&ne”t
for collective peasant motivation. The
traditional Pewnr~~~ network can serve a sbnilar function
in Muslim Indonesia. I” India, the Gandhian eonstmctive
programme Sarvodaya is still a potential force of inspiration for peasants &txed
in the cultural traditions of
IEnduism

Detached from its Marxist setting, this moral
flavor has strong afftities with the emerging social
cons~ous”es in re.lIIus and humanist thinking in sluch
tidily
different Asian national contexts: Korea (the
Saemau! UnJong Movement), India (Gandhian Sarvodaya), Sri Lanka (Sarvodayayal Buddhism and its National Heritage Prcgramme), and the Philippines (Catholic Social Action).

I” other countries. conditions may be ripe for a
reorientation
towards genuinely functional forlrs of
cooperative farming or small grwp production units.
The= can bwolw the “wst disadvantaged farmers. I”
practice, disadvantaged fanners are genercdly excluded
from conw~tiwal cooperatiws because these h LIF:either
been preellrpted by rich farmers or bureaueratlzed by
govfmr*lc”t control.

The absence of this social consciousness In A.+a”
countries is to some extent responsible for the conditions (ranging from apathy to nepotism and corruption)
that have earned them the name of “soft states”. Yet,
most Asia” aunt&
pos~esr the background, cultural
traditions, and resources in personnel, which should
make it possible for them to change these conditions.
Chinese experience is evidence If how critical a role
“political conscioumesr”
will play In future national
progranunes of sel, reliant IRD.

Governments may need ‘5 Fm.it experiments
with a variety of new forms. But In all experiments, a
new breed of cadres will be called f,r to stimulate the
process of p&e’s orgadzation. Experience has proved
the inadequacv of the traditional tecbnlcal extension
worker OI mral developmeni ofticer employed by and
respohPible to governments. The need ls for “human”
extension cadres similar to chines Party cadres: men
and women conunitted a”d responsible to the corn““mItIes they work 6,
capable of articulating, and
identifying with cmnmunity
Interests, md enjoying
Lxmmunity cunfidence.

Before 1950, China was itself a member of this
unfortunate league of del,inqDent “‘soft states”. Today it
has ceased to be one.
*t****

There Is evidence that such cadres are usually
found in what is camnonly ki~ow” as the “nongovernmental seector” - which comprises the fEld workers of
the natio”al chum&
and other national voluntary
agencies. Govemnle nts may fmd it In their Werest to
I”lroIve this sector more meaningfully tha” has been
done so far, as valuable aids to peasant awakening and
motivation. It would perhaps not be stretching an analogy
too far to regard themore committed elements
this
sector as the equivaIent of :he Party cadres of China.
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9.5

CHAPTER
SUGGESTIONS

FOR

VIII

CHINAIFAO

Following its return from China, the Mission submits the following suggestions for expanding the areas of
cnpention
between rhe People’s Republic of China and
FAO.

COOPERATlON

Visits by Chinese to Asian Countries

China has undwbtedly
made great strides in me.
chanizing its agriculture and in decentralizing the production of tractors and other agricultural machinery.
The selection and adaphtion of available mechanizatim;
techmhgks
to suit local farming and manufacturing
conditions baw been an outsts %ng feature in Chinese
fam mechmization programmes.

1.

Visit to Japan: tour of institutions doing
research on temperate fruits and vegetables,
particularly apples and peaches.

2.

visit to the Philippines: to obsem the Corn
Improvement
and Production
Programme.

3.

Visit to India: to obserw reaarch
in sugarcame and cotton.

4.

Visit to Sri Lanka: to observe work on tea.

Linstodt

Considerable progress has been acbievsd iti recent
years in the de~lopmen?
of poweroperated
paddy
transp1aniters. The zew cidnese tmn~plantert have potent’d for application in &v&ping countries. This is
one area where Cbina/FAO cooperation would be invaluable in the development of m.%hmizatlon progrmmas in daelopblg countrks.

2.

3.

Mission by tie
FAO staff members (Agronomy/Livestock/Pioductior.
Economist)
to
study the utlliration of cereals/pasturesilivestock in. rainfed areas; duration - 30 days;
date - Apditday or May/hne.
Study tour for farmers from developing camt&r in Asia to obsene the intensive utilization
of tutural resources (soil, water, ot@c waste,
etc.). Pamms to be selected from thcw who
win be settled around newly developed and
in&ted lands.

Dewelopmmt

1.

Training of lwturers of surgery in the veterinary schoo!s of the Asian region in the techniques of acupumxan. Almost all countries
would wclmme this assistance.

2.

Obtaining case studies of various types of
crop/liwstocklfuh
integration
practised bt
different parts of China. Either an FAO ngional team should cany out this work, or
Chinese national experts should be in a p&ion
to prepare these reports for dis~mination to
other countries in the Asian region.

3.

A full account, including details of the syllabus
and methods of demonstration utilized in the
training of barefoot veterinarians should be
distributed in the Asian region.

4.

A

The follo*ing vislts to China are proposed:
1.

admnces

full awant of the houting and mmagement
of ducks, geese and pigs should be written up,
scientifIcally justified, and distributed in the
Asian repion.

Extension and TrMi
1.

Study tour for extension officers from developiug countries in Asia to see the popularization of bigby*ld @cultural practices in
cmnmmes, and the way in which tlw gap
between nxrrch fmdlngs and their application,
and adoption by the peasants, is bridged.

CXnese Support for V&its of FAO Sponsored
Teams of Individual Government Field Workers
(villqqe level preferably) fim Cowuries in the
Ash Region

These field workers could be giwn opporhmitk8 to
liw and work in different Chinese communes (espedally
at brigade or pnduction
team level9 for periods of
three to six months. On their return home, these field
workers could be required to apply China’s e~perktce
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plants could be transmitted through FAO to Asian countries, or directly to the latter through visits to China by
IA0 or national technical personnel, or by the despatcb
of Chinese technical personnel (directly or through FAO)
to otkr Asian countries.

to local conditions through pasanr organization pilot
projects, with special emphasis on small tarmer families.
The Small Farmer Vnit ir, FAO‘s R@onzl Office for
Asir and the Far East could coordinate this piogramnic.
The Programme couid be fuoded from the Chinese yuan
fads with UNDP.

Relatively little information of this kind is available
in forms accessible to rural people in other Asian countries. Slides, film strips, and films would be the best
means of communicating this experience. FAO could
discuss with the Chinese Government the best means of
transmitting this experience from the Chinese people to
the people of other Adan countries. Funding is obtainable
from rhe extragovernmental sector.

There is a coasidereb:e demand for such visits by
the extragoverr~e~tal
sector. The coordination of this
programme Gould be andertaken by the Regional Freedom from flu”ger/Action for Development Division in
FAO’s Regional Office for Asia and the Fer I%:, in
;“nsultation with Regional Extra-Governmental Organizefions. The funds for travel, study and accommodation in
people’s cmmuum could be prwlded from extragovernmental sources, without any c5a:$e on Chinese or other
national or intergovernmental funds.
3.

This is probab!y the feature of Chinese experience
in which there is most interest in other cwntries. There
are, of course, numerous studies on the people’s communes, and much can be learned from them. But “o
study can accurately convey the same es a visit.

Vi&-e Lewl Tndning

The lending of Chbxss tield persomis: to other
Asia cuuutrks to nimuhte ad assist ihz latr,; ii the
practical training of farmers at the village level. This
programme could include Chinese extension and/or
research personnel with experience of working with
production brigades acd proclxtion teems. This project
could be combined ivith 1, above.

A project ior projects could, therefore, IX for.
mulated which would make it possible for considerable
numbers of people from developing countries, both
officials in charge of plaoning IRD activities, and field
level workers and farm leaders, to learn first hand about
the Chinese IRD experience.
The emphasis of such visits should be on the totality of the commune system, rather tb.an on its component pans (organization, management oflend and labour,
role of women, etc.). For while there are no doubt a
number of specific features that offer useful lessons,
it is the system as a whole that is most impressive and
instructive.

Chinese acceptar~ of Asian field personnel for
training in order to stimuiate aquecukw in Asian countrks. One such project ir,volvbtg the visit to China of a
team of field workers in aquaculture has already been
initiated io Sri Ianke.
5.

Decentrelii

ViUageTechnology

Developing countries in the Far Fast Region are
becmning increasing&y awere of the short-con+@ of
their cuneot planning systems, particularly the effective
combining of bottom-up and topdown plan formulation
end implementation methods. The FAO Regional Conference in Manila in August 1976 mentioned China es
a country which has been successfol in this regard.’
Many developing countries would probably be
interested in a study tour in Chine on this subject. The
participants should be a mixture of “top” and “bottom”
people, and the programme should cover both discussions
with authorities and theorists, and many examples of

Chinese cooperation in a programme to distribute
Chinese experience in the identification and epp!ication
of local resources and expertise and technology to specific Chines2 examples of village self-relianr development,
such as the use of small biogas plants using recycled
village waste, could be identified, collected, and distributed as part of this programme.
6.

Planning Methods

Smali~hledium Scale Fenilizer Plants

Chinese experience in set:ing up and using such
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production

Wile the con~mune is an evolution of the original
cooperative forms of production in agriculture, it calls
for a degree of collectivization that may not be acceptable
to many, in fact most, other developing countries. It
would seem, however, that many of the practical advantages of the present system were alreay being
achieved by the primary and advanced cooperatives.
This suggests that other developing countries would
have much to learn from the earlier C!kese experience
with cooperative dewlopment, both in terms of its
contribution to rural progress, and in terms of the problems encowtered in the process.

China cuuld. tlie~fore,be asked tu ,‘repare a study
of t,he prccomn~unc coo?erativr expeiicncc. This could
perhaps be formulated as a UNI?? project, but if nut,
the FAO Kegular Programme cou!d probably finance it.
The Human Resources, Institutions am: Agrarian
Reform Division of FAO has IU iis programme a series
of national casz studies of this nature, and the China
study could constitute a part of ibis series. A standard
outline exists, and a number of countries, including
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Yugoslavia, Tanzania, Philippines, India, Indonesh and Japan, have already either
prepared such a case study, or haw been requested to
prepare one. All of these studies are entrusted to national; of the country in question.

APPENDIX
LlST

DATE
9.9.75

OF MAIN LOCATIONS
PRINCIPAL
OFFIClALS

LOCATIOh

i

VISITED WITH
AND PEOPLE

NAMES
MET

OF

HAME

TITLE

BEIJING (PEKING)

BEIJING (PEKING)

Ii Yung.kai

Director, Bureatu of Foreign Affairs,
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

K~ungGhan-tuq

Vice-m&tar, Bureau of land Reclamation and State Farms, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

chang shihchau

Bureau of :‘oreign Affzirs, Ministry of
Agricultuw and Forestry

Hm Ching-hwa (Mrs.)

Interpreter

liu Pe”g-hsin

InterpIer

Chu Chmg-hsum (Mrs.)

interpreter

Chu Yu-lung

Interpex

Wang Yueg (Miss)

official,
Forestry

Ministry

of

Aghitureand

Kuong Jiax-yiq

Official,
Faestry

Min%y

of

Agriculture

and

Hs” Kuochang

Official,
Foists

Ministry

of

A@ulture

and

Wu Tian-t&h

Official,
Forestry

Ministry

of

A@cultwe

and

(MS)

(General briefing)
Same as day before plus

TSaO
ChbW”“”

Vice-Chairman,

Revolutionary

Com-

mittee
Ii cbiu--fang (Miss)
Ko Ching-yen

Staff InFaber
Manager, Power Station

pa” chhbte

Manager, Fisheries

SI NONC TUAN (New Village) Production Brigade, Mu Chia Yee People’s Commune
WY”” county)
vic&hahman,
Revolutionary
Wang Shen-yuan
mittee
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Corn

DA I-E
11.9.75

I~OCAno>
SliIAX

TITLE

CHAC {Double Bridge) People’s Commune, in outskirts of Beijing (Peking)

BEI.WG (rX!N5)

13.9.75

NAME

Chuang Ho-rhan

Vice-Chairman,
mittee

HEURe-fang (Mrs.)

Family nwnber

Hsu Chong-wei

Son of Hsu Re-fang

Revolutionar)

km-

(Meeting with Rural ~tiox rry Department, Ministry of Finance)
War,g Li-chet

Director, Rural tionetary
Ministry of Firwxe

Ho Tim-ch3u

OffGl,

‘Ting Yun-shan

Official, Ministry of Finance

Department,

Ministry of Finance

XUANHUA (Z:;:.riCAj, Tang Shari Region, 3ebei (Hopei) Rovince
(Briefmg 09 county and region)
Sueng than

Vice-Diredor, Department of Agdndture
and Forestry, Tang Stan Region

Chang Kuo-chuan

Vice-Di-xtor, Department of Agriculture
and Forestry, Hebei (Hopei) Prnvince

Tsao Fu

Staff member, Departnwt
Affairs, Tang Shari Region

of Foreign

hq

Staff member, Department
Affairs, Tang ShaF Region

of Foreign

w~~g-shen

SHASHIW ;sHA SHI Yii) Productiw
i,ea, X3atlhua (Zunhua!

Brigade, Hebe+ (Hopei) ~~~~,

Yiang P-2.yi (Mrs.;

Vice-chairwoman
mittee

Revolutionary

Com-

Iiu Stiu-yin
14.9.75

XUAN3IlJA (ZUNHLJA) (Overnqbt z!;:> art :3ts tn exhibition of industrial and
agricultural products and to factories)
BEJJING (PEKING)

159.75

ANYANG, Henan (Honan) Rotice

(Stopwer

and briefing)

Ma Hai-yi
Kuan Lianchw

Leading member, Regional Department
of Foreign Affairs
Staff member, Regional Department of
Foreign Affairs

LIN XIAN> Iin Xian County, Henan (Honan) Rotice
(Visit to Red Rag Canal and area)
Fang Tsui-ki

Vice-Director, Department
Affairs, fin Xian County

of

Foreign

0.4 7‘1,’

17.9.75

Kuo Weng-shag

Director, Deparimsnt
Iin Xian County

Kuo Tai-tu

Staff mewber, DepartPnent of Foreign
Affairs, Lin Xiao County

ZHENGZHOU (CHENGCHOW), Henan (Honan)

Rotice

of

Agriculture,

(Briefing)

Chang Gian-feng

Leading member, Department of Agricr!turn and Forestry, Henan (Honai.;
Rovince

Li Yu.km

Division leader, Department of Foreign
Affairs, Henan (Honan) Province

Shi Hong-hsiu

Staff member, Department of Foreign
Affairs, Zengzhou (Chengchow)

chmg Chin-w”

Staff member, Office of Foreign Affairs,
Department of Agriculture and Forestry,
Hman (How) Province

Tsao Facheng

Staff member, Department of Agriculture
and Forestry, Henan (Honan) Province

CHILIYING People’s Commune, Xinxiang County, Henan (Honan) Province

i8.9.75

Tian Shiuching

Ch,aiIlllZltl, Revolutionary
Cbiliying People’s Commune

Committee,

Chang Chingwang

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary Commitee,
Chiliying People’s Commune

Lu Shu-mei

Chairman,
Revolutionary
Committee,
Chiiiiing Production Brigade

Lt

Accountant, Cbilying Production Brigade

Song Kwa-sing

Work point-recorder, First Team, Cbiliying Production Brigade

Tsaiig Shu-sing (Mrs.)

Vice-Chairwoman,
Brigade

Liu Ming-fu

Family member, Chiliying People’s Comlll”tE

Lincbang Production

NANJING (NANKING), Jiangsu (Kiangsu) Province (Briefing, visit to city)
Tsung Yue

Vice-Director, Office of Agriculture and
Forestry

Hsu sung-lhlg

Leading

Li Hsucbi

Director, Agricultural Bureau

Feng Hsuo

Section leader, Agricultural
Agricultural Bureau

Shao Kuangyi

Secretary, Agricultural Bureau
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member,

Agricultural

Buxao

Section,

DA TE

TITLE

Wang Tien-Ii

Staff Member, Department
Affairs

of Foreign

Ciao Hsechang

Staff member, Department
Affairs

of Foreign

Shag

interpreter

NANJLNG (NANKING) Research Institute of Agricultural Science of Jiangsu (Kiangsu) Province

199.75

YFGZHOU

209.75

NAME

LOCATION

~~

Qsu Shu-feng

Vice-Director,
mittee

Tsuing Wei-ling

Researcher

Yuan Tuchang

Staff member

Revol”tio”ary

Com-

(YANGCHOW), Jiangsu (Kiangsu) Province
Ytn Tsi.lan

Leading member, Department of Foreign
Affairs

Wu Mat&yung

Staff member, Revolutionary Committee,
Yangzhou(Yang-Chow)

J%ANG TU (KL4NG TU) Hydra-junction
Jiangs” (Kian!gm) Province

project, Jiang T” (Kiang Tu) County

thou slide

Chairman, Rewlutionary

Committee

WAN TOU People’s Commune, Hang Siang County, Jiangw &tangs”) Rovince
Tu Hsinp-fang

Family

member

-XU PU People’s Commune near Yangzho” (YangChow), Jiangs” (Kiangsu) Province
Chairman, Revolutionary Committee

Chen
21.935

WIJXI @JU-HSI)Jiangsu (-Kiangsu) Rovince
wu chao

Leading member, Department
culture and Forestry, Wud

Yu Chinghua

Reduction
group leader, Department
of Agriculture and Forestry, Wuxi (IV”W

Fung Huei-chun

E&sad, inception group, Dep$ment
of
Agriculttiti and Forestry, Wuxi @VuHsi)

L” Arh-pang

Member, reception poup, Department
of Agriculture and Fcwtry, Wuxi’(ViuHsi)

Luo Linsheng

rnterpmter
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of Agri(Wu.Hsi)

DATE

LOCATION

NAME

TITLE

HO LEI Peop!e’s Commws. Wuti (Wu-Hsi), Jiangsu O(iangs”) Province
2% Wi-pin

Chairman, Revolutionary Committee, Ho
Lei Production Brigade

Tin Maosein

Bare Foot Doctor. Ho Lei Production
Brigade

Wang Shucheng (Miss)

Chairwoman, Women’s Federation,
lei Production Brigade

Wang Chu-ying (Mrs..)

Family member

Smi Chin-hong

Family member

Ho

SUZHOU (SU-CHOW), JiangsaO<iangsu) Province
Wang Cheng-hsi

Leading member, Department
culture and Forestry

of Agri-

You Hsi-lin

Head, production group, Department of
Agriculture and Forestry

Chu Chung-ki

Head, Department
Suzhou (Su-Chow)

Chou Yihua

Staff member, Department
culture and Forestry

Cou Wen-yi

Jnterpreter

of Foreign Affairs,
of

Agri-

CHANG CHIN (Ewgreen) People’s Commune, Suzhou (SuChow), Jiangsu
(Kiangsu) Proelce

239.75

249.75

Feng Keng-shrei

Chairman, Revolutionary Committee

Wang Tu.keng (Mrs.)

Chairwoman, Women’s Federation

Sueng Pin-shag

Secretary

Pan Li

Agriculture
Vice-Director,
Shanghai Municipality

Hu Cu.jen

Division leader, Agricultural Bureau

Yan Yu-cheng

Staff member, Agricultural Bureau

Chang Kancu

Staff member, Agricultural Bureau

Jan Kei-ji

Staff member, Agricultural Bureau

Wang Fengyi

Interpreter

SHANGHAI
Bureau,

HWANG TU People’s Commune, Cbiattig County, Shanghai
Hs” Pao.lung
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Vice-Chairman,
mittee

Revolutionary

Con+

DA TE

259.15

NAME

LOCATION

TITLE

Sueng Pei-yan

Vice-Chairman,
mittee

Yang Sbiu-jin (Mrs.)

Vice-Chairwoman,
mittee

Kung Fwpao

Staff member, Commune Office

Hsu Chuan-chiang

Expert in animal husbandry, in-charge of
livestock farm

Chiang Kwangcbu

Livestock member, Department of Agri.
culture, Shanghai Municipality

Chen Pu

Leading member, Agricultural Exhibition

Chao Ho-hsing

staff member

Chian Peihua (Miss)

Guide

b Kuoching (Miss)

Guide

Ying chi-chi

Leading member,
mittee

Lblg Ong-chang

Member, Revolutionary Committee

Chen

Leading
mittee

KOO

Veterinarian

Hsu

Animal husbandry te&rician

Chiang Kwangchu

Livestock member, Department of Agriculture, Shangabi Municipality

Revolutionary
Revolutionary

ComCom-

SHANGHAI
Agricultural Exhibition

First Rice Milling Factory
Revolutionary

Com-

Second Daiy Farm

269.75

member,

Revolutionary

SHANGHAI
Industrial Exhibition
Kung Jan Workers’ Settlement
Retired Workers’ Home,Kung Jan Workers’ Settlement

279.75

HANGZHOU (HANGCHOW), Zhejiang (Chekiang) Rovince
Ko Da-maw

Member, Revolutionary Corn&t%

Iing(Mrs.)

Member, Revolutionary Committee

Sung (Mrs.)

Member, Revolutionary Committee
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Com-

DATE

NAME

I.OCATION

tlANXHOU

TITLE

Chao Hsian-ki

Leading member, Department
culture, Zhejiang (Chekiang)

of AgriProvince

Nng

Leading member, Department
culture

of Agri-

Cheng-huei

Chi TienJei

Technician,

Department

of Agriculture

Wu Yiigih

Technician,

Department

of Agriculture

(Mrs.)

wu Iiangyu

saetary,

Depmtment

of

Agricuiturs

Hsu Teh-jen

Sxretary,

Department

of

Agriculture

Qlian Wen

Interpreter

State Tea Farm (Lur@n tea)
Chang Jiaebi

Chairman, Rwolutkmaty
perimental Station

Teng Ark.keng

ViceXhaimnn.
Rewlutionary
mittee, Experimental Station

Li cbing-mu

Member, Revolutionary
perimental Station

chao chingh

Ldii
Office

Chian Wen-hua

Iiwstock tedmician

Shi Kui-ying (Mrs.)

Woman cadre

Chettg Jian-hu

Youth cadre

member,

Committee, ExCorn-

Committee, Ex-

Scientific

Rwarcb

HANGZHOU (HANGCHOW), Zhejiang (Chekiang) Province
tbqhou

Brigade Factory
Ciao Ts-mao

Leading member,
rdttae

Revolutionary

lin cbhlg-yi

Secretary, Revolutionary Committee

Shag Ken&ma

Secretary, Revolutionary Comaittee

Corn-

BELTING (PEKING) (Briefmgs)
cheng Hsitlchie

Leading member, Department of Animal
Hurbsndry and Veterinary ServicqMinistry of Agriculture and Forestry

Klmg chm-ttmg

Vice-Director, Bureau of Iaud Redamation and State Farms, Ministty of Agriculture and Forestry

Hat Chittg.hwa (Mrs.)

Interpreter

DATE

2.10.75

LOCATION

NAME

TITLE

DAZHAI (TACHAl) Production Brigade, Hsiyang County, Shanxi (Shansi) Province
Kia I.&keng

Vice-Chairman,
mittee

Revolutionary

Shi Jiuchang

Staff member, Reception Station

Com-

GUANGZHOU (CANTON), Guangdor;g (Kwangtung) Province
Wu Tung-jian

Vice-Director,
Department
of Agri.
c:Jture, Guangdong (Kwangtung) Province

Hsili Wen-pin

Leading member, ‘Department of Agriculture

Han

Staff member,
culture

Department

of Agri-

College of A@culture and Forestry

5.10.75

Chao Shari--kei

Vice-Chairman

Li Ta-pang

Leading member, education group

Hwang Chaowu

Professor,

Lo Chi-pin

Teacher, Department of Livestock

Hwang M-fang

Student,Department

Department

of

Agronomy

ofAgronomy

LoEn

Student, Depatment of Agronomy

Cheng Chuar.g-jin

Student,

Lu Shi.hsirmg

Leadiig member, Administration

Department

of

Horticulture
Office

SACHAO People’s Commune, Shun Teh County, Guangdong (Kwangtung) Proti@
Chairman, Revolutionary Committee

Mai
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